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Abstract 
A nonlinear generalisation of the perceptron learning algorithm is presented and anal-
ysed. The new algorithm is designed for learning nonlinearly parametrised decision 
regions. It is shown that this algorithm can be viewed as a stepwise gradient descent 
of a certain cost function. Averaging theory is used to describe the behaviour of the 
algorithm, and in the process conditions guaranteeing convergence of the algorithm are 
established. These conditions are hard to test, so some simpler sufficient are derived 
using the directional derivative of the instantaneous cost. A number of simulation 
examples and applications are given, showing the variety of situations in which the 
algorithm can be used. 
In the initial analysis, a great deal of a priori knowledge about the decision region 
to be learnt has been assumed-in particular, it is assumed that the decision region is 
parametrised by some known (nonlinear) function. Often in applications, a general class 
of decision regions must be assumed, in which case the best approximate from the class 
is sought. It is shown that function approximation results can be used to derive degree 
of approximation results for decision regions. The approximating classes of decision 
regions considered are described by polynomial and neural network parametrisations. 
One shortcoming of all gradient descent type algorithms, such as the online learning 
algorithm discussed in the first part of this thesis, is that estimates may be attracted to 
local minima of the cost function. This is a problem because local minima occur in many 
interesting cases. Therefore a modified version of the algorithm, which avoids local 
minima traps, is presented. In the new algorithm, a number of parameter estimates 
( called a congregation) are kept at any one time, and periodically all but the best 
estimate are restarted. Convergence of the new algorithm is established using the 
averaging theory that was used for the first algorithm. A probabilistic result concerning 
the expected time to convergence of the algorithm is given, and the effect of different 
population sizes is investigated. Again, a number of simulation examples are presented, 
including the application to the CMA algorithm for blind equalisation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
While many tasks can be achieved by programming a computer to follow a sequence 
of commands, ·computer scientists have long been interested in more closely _matching 
computer abilities to human intelligence. A primary abili~y of human intelligence is 
the ability to generalise inferences or actions from a restricted set of data to a broader 
one. Thus we can read another's handwriting if we have seen it often enough, and we 
can instantly recognise faces, even though expressions and features change. Moreover, 
specialists operate according to acquired intuition specific to their field. Consider for 
instance a psychologist identifying potential problems amongst a company's employees, 
a tycoon playing the stock-market, or an operator controlling some aspect of a chemical 
processing plant. 
The problem of designing computers which are able to generalise from examples for 
the purpose of correct classification of data fits into the broad category of Artifical 
Intelligence. In particular, it is the subject of much research in the field of artificial 
neural networks. The approach to classification problems that is taken in this thesis 
is motivated by, but not restricted to, certain aspects of the artificial neural network 
literature. Artificial neural networks and learning algorithms are discussed further in 
Section 1.1. 
The classification learning problem is closely related to the problem of parameter es-
timation for system identification in automatic control and signal processing. In the 
formulation used in this thesis, the main difference between the two problems arises 
from the binary nature of classified data, as distinct from the real valued output from 
many systems. See Section 1.2 for a discussion of parameter estimation in system 
1 
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identification. Techniques from the parameter estimation literature are used in investi-
gating the behaviour of the learning algorithms proposed in this thesis. In particular, 
the powerful technical tool of averaging theory ( discussed further in Section 1.3) forms 
the basis of much of the algorithm analysis that is presented. 
All parameter estimation problems assume some a priori knowledge about the structure 
of the rule to be learnt ( or the system to be identified). In practical situations such 
a priori knowledge is usually not available. However it can be shown that, under 
more reasonable general assumptions, there exist certain classes of structures which 
are good approximators. If the parameter estimation is for the purposes of matching 
a continuous function, this reduces to the problem of function approximation. For 
classification problems, the related problem of decision region approximation must be 
addressed. See Section 1.4. 
Neural network learning, system identification and signal processing all use techniques 
from the broad mathematical field of optimisation. The algorithms discussed in this 
thesis are based on the classical gradien.t descent technique of optimisation. One class 
of more modern optimisation techniques, genetic algorithms, is discussed in Section 
1.5. The desire to compare gradient descent type schemes with genetic algorithms was 
a major motivation for the latter part of the work presented in this thesis. 
The contributions of this thesis are summarised in Section 1.6 and the structure of the 
thesis is outlined in Section 1.7. Section 1.8 details the relationship between this thesis 
and the papers arising from the research reported herein. 
1.1 Neural Networks and Learning Algorithms 
Certain pattern recognition problems can be set in the context of classification-events 
or other pieces of information are represented as points in n-dimensional space, referred 
to as sample space or feature space, and they are classified in some manner. The 
computer is given a sequence of examples of correctly classified points and is expected 
to learn to correctly classify all points in the space [72]. 
The classification problem described above is called supervised learning because a 
"teacher" is giving the "pupil" information as to the correct classification of received 
examples. Not all machine learning problems fit into this framework-unsupervised 
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learning schemes are also studied, such as the Self-Organising Map for neural networks 
[42]. In this thesis only supervised learning problems are considered. 
Moreover , here it is assumed that there are just two possible classifications of an exam-
ple, and the examples are described as being either positively or negatively classified. 
The set of all positively classified examples is called the decision region. This is not a 
inhibitive restriction because a larger number of classes can be learnt by subdividing 
the problem- each class can be learnt separately, with points classified according to 
inclusion or otherwise in the class currently under consideration. However if there are 
more than two possible classifications, it may be beneficial to use a more complicated 
algorithm. 
Much research in the field of artificial intelligence has been motivated by the attempt 
to model the behaviour of the human brain. This line of attack lead to the development 
of artificial neur~l networks (ANNs). An artificial neural network is a highly connected 
array of elementary processors referred to as neurons. In feedforward ANNs, the neu-
rons are arranged in layers and each neuron only receives inputs from the layer above 
it. The output of each neuron is given by 
y(x(l), ... , x(n)) = a (t a(i)x(i) +Ii) , (1.1.1) 
where then inputs x(i) are combined using n+l weights a(i), 0, and a is a memoryless 
nonlinear function which satisfies 
lim a(x) == 1 
x-+oo 
lim a(x) == -1. 
x-+-oo 
Sometimes the lower limit for a(·) is assumed to be O rather than -1. If the function 
a : IR-+ IR is continuous and monotonic it is called a sigmoid activation function. Often 
the hyperbolic tangent function a( x) == tanh x is used. If the artificial neural network 
is to classify points the network must have binary output. This is achieved by using 
the signum activation function 
a(x) == {l 
-1 
if X > 0 
otherwise. 
(1.1.2) 
One of the first neural networks to be studied in depth was the perceptron, which is a 
single layer neural network [60], and is closely related to the Adaline, or ADaptive Lln-
ear NEuron [80]. In 1962, Rosenblatt [64] proposed the perceptron learning algorithm, 
which is described next. 
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The perceptron is given a sequence of training examples {xk, Yk}kENo, where Xk E ]Rn 
and Yk = ±1 is the correct classification of x k. At any instant, parameters a( i) and (} 
in (1.1.1) form the augmented vector ak = (a(l), ... , a(n), 0) and the sample Xk can be 
used to create the augmented vector Xk = (x(l), ... , x(n), 1). The signum activation 
function (1.1.2) is used, so the output of the perceptron is y(xk) = sgn(al Xk). The 
parameters are updated according to the rule 
(1.1.3) 
otherwise, 
where µ E (0, 1] is some stepsize. If the perceptron correctly classifies the point x k then 
no update is made, so the parameters stop updating if all of the training examples are 
correctly classified. 
It has been shown [60] that if the samples cycle periodically through a finite set of 
points the perceptron learning algorithm will correctly classify all of those points after 
a finite number of iterations of (1.1.3), provided the positively and negatively classified 
points are linearly separable ( defined below). Other analyses of the perceptron learning 
algorithm appear in [70, 68, 69]. 
Two sets A, B C ]Rn are said to be linearly separable if there exists a vector b E ]Rn 
and a scalar (3 > 0 such that 
T {> (3 b X 
< (3 
for all x E A 
for all x EB. 
In many interesting cases, classes are not linearly separable, so a simple perceptron will 
never be able to correctly classify all points. One way to deal with this problem is by 
preprocessing the inputs [57, 62, 72]. For instance, if the decision region is a circle in 1R2, 
centred at the origin, then positively classified points satisfy (x(l)-k) 2 +(x(2)-l) 2 < r 
for some k, l E JR and r > 0. Replacing x E JR 2 with (x(l), x(1) 2 , x(2), x(2) 2) E JR 4 and 
letting b = (-2k, 1, -21, 1) and (3 = r - k2 - l2 gives a linearly separable problem. Such 
pre-processing methods can only be applied if points are classified according to some 
relation that is linear in the parameters. 
For general nonlinear decision regions, multilayer neural networks are often used. A two 
layer feedforward neural network with a single hidden layer satisfies the input-output 
relation 
y(x) = <12 (t/31<11 ( aj x + "'J) + -y) , (1.1.4) 
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where m E N, x, aj E R n and aj, /3j, 1 E R for all j E (1, ... , m). Neural networks 
with further hidden layers can be defined iteratively. The back-propagation algorithm 
that was popularised by Rumelhart et al. [65] is used for training multilayer neural 
networks. If the hyperbolic tangent sigmoid function is used, back-propagation for a 
single neuron yields 
(1.1.5) 
Back-propagation is stepwise gradient descent on an error function. That is, the error 
function is the average over the samples Xk of an instantaneous error function. As each 
sample is received, the parameters are updated in the direction of steepest descent of 
the instantaneous error function. If the update parameter is sufficiently small, this 
provides a good approximation to gradient descent on the average error function. Note 
that the update parameter µ is held fixed in stepwise gradient descent, as distinct 
from stochastic gradient descent ( or "stochastic approximation"), where the update 
parameter is allowed to decay to zero. 
The word "back-propagation" refers to the process by which the gradient of the instan-
taneous error function is propagated back through the network to determine the amount 
that the weigh~s on each neuron should be updated. In [75], Sontag and Sussmann use 
ordinary differential equations to give' a deterministic analysis of the back-propagation 
algorithm. It has been found that the back-propagation algorithm exhibits both conver-
gence to non-global local minima and divergence to infinity in many applications [43]. 
Sontag and Sussmann have shown that the error function can exhibit local minima 
for particular periodic input sequences [74]. Guo and Gelfand [32] provide a quasi-
linear analysis for multi-layer neural networks that gives insight to the behaviour of the 
back-propagation algorithm. 
Whilst they are widely used and discussed, neural networks are certainly not the only 
method for describing nonlinear decision regions. There is some theoretical evidence to 
show that neural networks are good function approximators, so they can be confidently 
applied to many general problems (see Section 1.4), but this is also true of rather 
simpler classes of functions such as polynomials and rational functions. Moreover, in 
some cases there may be a priori knowledge about the shape of the decision region, but 
there is no way to incorporate this information into the neural network framework. 
In this thesis a general decision region parametrisation (input-output relation) has 
been assumed, namely y(x) = sgn(f(a, x)), where f : Rm-+ IR is a nonlinear function 
called a parametrisation. The learning is achieved by determining a parameter vector 
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a E JR m such that all points are correctly classified by f ( a, ·). The parameter vector 
is analogous to the set of weights in the neural network context. A stepwise gradient 
descent algorithm for learning in this framework is presented and analysed. 
1.2 Parameter Estimation in System Identification 
Parameter estimation for system identification purposes is an important aspect of adap-
tive control [1, 10], and equalisation in adaptive signal processing [40]. Parameter es-
timation differs from classification in that the input-output relationship of the system 
is determined by a continuous, real valued function, rather than a binary valued clas-
sification. Thus the input x is related to the output y according to some function 
y(·) = J(a*,·), where a* E lRm is the parameter to be identified. Note that the vector 
input x may be defined by a delayed sequence of scalar signals. Typically there is some 
error in the measurements of the input and output, so the parameters must be esti-
mated on the basis of the noisy measurements xk+~k and y(xk)+(k [77, 49]. In many 
cases, the function f is assumed to be linear, but some research has centred around 
parameter estimation for nonlinear system models [7, 63]. 
Many parameter estimation techniques are based on the idea of output error min-
imisation. The current estimate parameter is used to generate the estimate output 
Yk = f(ak, Xk + ~k), and the output error to be minimised is 
l K-1 
J(a) = lim K I: (y(xk) + (k - Yk) 2 . 
K-+oo . 
i=O 
(1.2.1) 
The simplest such algorithm, used for linear systems, is the least mean squares algo-
rithm (LMS), which reduces to 
(1.2.2) 
in the noise-free case. Convergence of the LMS algorithm is guaranteed because it is 
stepwise gradient descent of a quadratic (and hence convex) cost function [40]. 
The LMS algorithm is very similar to the perceptron algorithm, and in fact it was de-
veloped at about the same time as the perceptron algorithm by Widrow [80]. The LMS 
algorithm was originally intended for use in training single layer neural networks with 
no sigmoidal or signum activation function, which is equivalent to parameter estimation 
for a linear system. Many more complicated recursive prediction error algorithms for 
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linear systems have been proposed and analysed [1, 53, 30]. Many of the variations on 
stepwise gradient descent used in these algorithms could be profitably applied to the 
nonlinear classification problem considered in this thesis. The purpose of this thesis 
is not to examine particular variants of gradient descent based learning algorithms, 
but rather to present an in depth study of one such algorithm, with the aim of dis-
playing issues which arise for nonlinear parametrisations that do not occur for linear 
parametrisations. 
Lyapunov stability theory has long been used in the analysis of parameter estimation 
techniques [61, 47]. More recently this has been combined with averaging theory (see 
Section 1.3) for deterministic analysis of parameter estimation techniques, and with 
stochastic methods due to Kushner [50] to give stochastic analysis of parameter esti-
mation techniques [52, 13]. 
The connections between neural network learning and parameter estimation have not es-
caped notice. Some authors have used neural network parametrisations for system mod-
els, and then used neural network-specific learning algorithms such as back-propagation 
for parameter estimation [16, 54, 15, 71]. On the other hand, Kuan and Hornik [48], 
Finnoff [26], Heskes and Kappen [34], and Leen and Moody [51] have used the tech-
niques due to Kushner to perform stochastic analyses of learning algorithms. In [14] 
Bucklew and Sethares give a stochastic analysis of adaptive algorithms for learning 
decision regions, where the problem formulation and proposed algorithm is very similar 
to the problem and algorithm in this thesis. Stochastic analyses of learning algorithms 
give results which are similar in flavour to the PAC model of learning that arises in com-
putational learning theory [78, 2], although the results are usually not strong enough 
to qualify strictly for that description. 
1.3 Averaging Theory 
Averaging theory in its crudest form was used as long ago as the 18th century, by 
astronomers trying to understand observations of the motion of planets and satellites 
[66]. It is an important subject in dynamical systems theory, particularly with regard 
to nonlinear oscillations. In the last decade or so, it has been recognised that averag-
ing theory is a powerful tool for the analysis of adaptive algorithms [73, 56, 10, 53]. 
Both deterministic and stochastic averaging theory results exist. In this thesis only 
deterministic averaging is used. 
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Averaging theory is a tool for investigating the behaviour of a dynamical system by 
relating it to a less complicated system. This is achieved by considering the dynamics 
of the original system over two time scales-the long time scale describing the average 
behaviour of the system, and the shorter time scale describing the perturbations due 
to some time-varying input. In the context of astronomy, the averaged system may 
describe the motion of a planet orbiting a sun, and the perturbation may be due to 
another planet in the solar system. In the context of output error minimisation for 
parameter estimation, the averaged system describes the minimisation of the average 
output error defined in (1.2.1), and the perturbation is due to the particular input 
sequence (xk). 
To describe the average behaviour of the system, the short time scale perturbations 
are omitted, giving an averaged system. The averaged system is time independent, and 
analysis of the system is simpler than the time-dependent case. The solution of the 
original system is shown to be a perturbation of the solution of the averaged system. 
Thus, in the context of a parameter estimation algorithm, an update parameter (called 
the "stepsize") is chosen small enough that the parameter estimates ak vary slowly com-
pared to the inputs Xk. The averaged system is determined by averaging the parameter 
update over all possible inputs, for each possible parameter estimate. In particular, 
averaging theory provides justification for stepwise gradient descent techniques, where 
parameters are updated by moving down the gradient of an instantaneous cost function, 
in order to locate the minima of an averaged cost function. 
1.4 Approximation Theory 
In the framework of this thesis, decision boundaries are represented as zero sets of 
certain functions, with points contained in the decision region yielding positive values 
of the function, and points outside the decision region yielding negative values. In 
this case, the learning task is to use examples of correctly classified points to identify 
parameters a E lRm for which the set {x : f(a, x) > O}, called the positive domain of 
f (a,·) matches the true decision region, where f is some known function. 
For the purposes of analysing the learning algorithm presented in the first part of this 
thesis it is assumed that the function f is chosen such that a true parameter a* E lRm 
exists. Thus the decision region belongs to a known class of decision regions. However, 
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there is no general reason why such an assumption is satisfied in practice. Even if 
a suitable function f exists for a particular decision region , there is usually no way 
of identifying this function a priori. It is therefore useful to know how well particular 
classes of functions can approximate decision regions with prescribed general properties. 
In particular, it is important to know how fast the approximation error decreases as 
the approximating class becomes more complicated-e.g. as the degree of a polynomial 
or the number of nodes of a neural network increases. 
The question of approximation of functions has been widely studied. The classical 
Weierstrass Theorem showed that polynomials are universal approximators [55] (in the 
sense that they are dense in the space of continuous functions on an interval). Many 
other classes have been shown to be universal approximators, including those defined 
by neural networks [37, 38]. Other theoretical questions involve determining whether 
or not best approximations exist and are unique [17, 81]. There are also degree of 
approximation results, which tell the user how complicated a class of approximating 
functions must be in order to guarantee a certain degree of accuracy of the best ap-
proximation. The classical Jackson Theorem [17] is the first example of this. Hornik 
[38], Barron [4], Mhaskar and Michelli [59], Mhaskar [58], and Darken et al. [19] give 
degree of approximation results for neural networks. Even more powerful results give 
the best class of functions to use in approximating particular classes of functions, by 
showing converses to Jackson type theorems for certain classes of functions [76]. 
The problem of approximating sets, rather than functions, has received some attention 
in the literature. Work can be grouped according to two basic approaches-namely 
explicit and implicit parametrisations. "Explicit parametrisation" refers to frameworks 
where the decision boundary is parametrised. For example if the decision region is a 
set in Rn, the decision boundary might be considered the graph of a function on Rn-1, 
or a combination of such graphs. "Implicit parametrisation" refers to frameworks ( as 
used in this thesis) where the decision region is the positive domain of some function. 
Most existing work is in terms of explicit parametrisations [44]. For instance, Korostelev 
and Tsybakov [45, 46] consider the estimation (from sample data) of decision regions. 
Although they consider non-parametric estimation, it is in fact the explicit rather than 
implicit framework as defined above (they reduce the problem to estimating functions 
whose graphs make up parts of the decision boundary) . In a similar vein, Dudley [24] 
and Shchebrina [67] have determined the metric entropy of certain smooth curves. 
Approximation of curves has also been studied for pattern recognition and computer 
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vision purposes [8, 82]. 
Regarding the implicit problem, Mhaskar [58] gives a universal approximation type 
result for approximation by neural network decision regions. It appears that the ar-
gument in [58] can not be used to determine the degree of approximation. Ivanov [39] 
summarises many problems in algebraic geometry concerned with the question of when 
a smooth manifold can be approximated by a real algebraic set but does not address 
the degree of approximation question. In work similar to that described in [39], Broglia 
and Tognoli [12] consider when a C 00 function can be approximated by certain classes 
of functions without changing the positive domain. 
In this thesis function approximation results are used to determine the degree of ap-
proximation of decision regions by positive domains of polynomial functions and certain 
neural network functions. Approximation error is measured in terms of the volume of 
the misclassification region, which can be interpreted as the probability of misclassifi-
cation by the approximate decision region, when the data are drawn from a uniform 
distribution over the input space. 
1.5 Populational Algorithms 
The problem of optimisation is concerned with identifying minima ( or maxima) of some 
cost function. Stepwise gradient descent (SGD) is a classical discrete time optimisa-
tion technique. Gradient descent methods find local minima of the cost function, and 
are only guaranteed to find the global minimum if estimates originate in the basin of 
attraction of the global minimum. 
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a more modern class of optimisation techniques, based 
on a hypothesised model of biological evolution. The basic idea of GAs involves the 
evolution of a population of estimates using principles of variation, selection, and in-
heritance. The estimates are represented as binary strings of set length. Estimates are 
randomly initialised, varied, then tested for fitness (the value of the cost function is 
evaluated). The weakest members in the population are removed and new members are 
initialised to keep a constant population size. Again estimates are varied and tested, 
and the process continues [27]. Different rules for varying the estimates (including 
crossover and random mutation) and for initialising new members (such as making 
multiple copies of surviving members) are used. 
••••••----------------------------------~cc 
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A key difference between gradient descent methods and genetic algorithms is that mul-
tiple estimates are simultaneously updated in GAs, whereas only a single estimate is 
used in classical gradient descent techniques. Another key difference is that in GAs 
the estimates are represented as binary strings and rules governing the variation of the 
estimates depend on the binary structure of the estimates. 
In this thesis a populational version of stepwise gradient descent is proposed and anal-
ysed. The new algorithm is motivated by the observation that in problems such as the 
decision region learning problem addressed in the first part of this thesis, a differentiable 
instantaneous cost function naturally arises. If a GA were used for optimising such a 
cost function, a mapping for the binary coding of the estimates must be chosen. In the 
process, the differentiable structure of the problem is lost. On the other hand, if only 
a single estimate is used for gradient descent, there is no guarantee that the estimate 
will not get stuck in a local minimum or wander off to infinity. Large deviations theory 
suggests that. the estimate will eventually escape from local minima, and is less likely to 
escape from the global minimum. However the estimate cannot be expected to escape 
an attractor at infinity [28, 34]. 
The populational SGD algorithm presented in this thesis combines the GA idea of 
survival of the fittest with the classical gradient descent technique for variation of 
estimates between testing for fitness. It is perhaps the simplest conceivable populational 
SGD algorithm. It seems that simple populational SGD algorithms do not appear 
elsewhere in the literature. One exception is the "multistart" algorithm described in 
[85] (pp. 24ff). This algorithm works when one has a fully known cost function, rather 
than just samples of it, and is somewhat different to the algorithm in this thesis in other 
ways. Certainly the analysis in this thesis is different to that presented by Zhigljavsky. 
Another is "Branin 's method" [85] (pp. 32-33), which is essentially a deterministic 
method of escaping from local minima in descent algorithms. 
1.6 Contributions of This Thesis 
In this thesis, two new algorithms are proposed. The first algorithm is essentially a step-
wise gradient descent algorithm for learning nonlinearly parametrised decision regions. 
The second algorithm is a populational modification of stepwise gradient descent. By 
analogy with the first algorithm, the second can be applied to the classification learn-
ing problem. However it also applies to a wide range of online learning and parameter 
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estimation problems. 
The convergence properties of both algorithms are investigated and the viability of 
certain nonlinear parametrisations of decision regions is established via decision region 
rate of approximation results. For the second algorithm, a probabilistic estimate of the 
time to convergence is established. A number of applications from learning, regression 
and signal processing are discussed. 
The work pertaining to the SGD learning algorithm is new in several ways: 
• The class of decision regions that can be learnt is very general, being described 
by positive domains of differentiable nonlinear functions. 
• The analysis of the algorithm uses deterministic averaging theory, so the conver-
gence result is deterministic. 
• As in certain neural network structures (e.g. equation 1.1.4), a sigmoidal squash-
ing function is used in comparing the output of the parametrisation with the 
correct classification.' In the process of the analysis, it is made clear that the 
steepness of the sigmoidal squashing function must be linked to the stepsize µ of 
the learning algorithm in order to guarantee that the algorithm converges exactly 
in the limit µ -+ 0. 
• Techniques for investigating the topological properties of the average cost func-
tion, and hence the behaviour of the parameters derived from the learning algo-
rithm, are provided. Application of these techniques is demonstrated for specific 
parametrisations. 
The decision region rate of approximation results are, to our knowledge, the first such 
results to appear. Indeed, it seems that very little discussion of the difference between 
function approximation and decision region approximation has appeared in the liter-
ature. A simple convolution technique is provided which makes it possible to apply 
degree of approximation results from £ 00 function approximation. 
The congregational gradient descent algorithm is also new. To our knowledge, it is the 
first combination of gradient descent techniques with genetic algorithm ideas of multiple 
solutions and survival of the fittest. The proposed algorithm can be applied to many 
parameter estimation type problems, provided an instantaneous value of the cost and 
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its gradient can be calculated at each time instant. The analysis of the congregational 
algorithm is new in that: 
• Deterministic averaging theory is combined with probability theory, since the 
inputs Xk are assumed fixed but the initial parameter estimates are assumed to 
be random variables. 
• The expected time until convergence of the algorithm is determined as a function 
of the number of members in the parametrisation and the size of the basin of 
attraction of the global minimum. 
• It is shown that there is an optimal number of members in the congregation. 
Unless the basin of attraction of the global minimum is very small, the optimal 
number of members is very small. However the saving in computation achieved 
by using the optimal number of members, rather than just two members, is also 
small ( a factor of ! ) . This contrasts with the genetic algorithm situation, where 
very large populations are used [3, 29]. 
The congregational algorithm is successfully applied to the problem of blind equalisation 
of a linear communications channel using the Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA). 
This is significant because it is known that CMA suffers from ill-convergence due to 
local minima in the cost function [21], and techniques for identifying ill-convergence 
and restarting the algorithm is an active topic of research [23, 22]. 
1. 7 Things to Come 
Chapter 2 is a fairly dry technical chapter, which could initially be read only briefly. In 
Section 2.1 the notation used in this thesis is presented and much of the terminology is 
defined. Most of the notations and definitions are standard in the literature, but some 
terminologies are slightly nonstandard. These variations, together with the reason for 
making them, are discussed with the definitions. 
In Section 2.2, the results from averaging theory that are needed for the analysis in 
this thesis are presented. The results that are needed are an extension of the existing 
results (in [66]), so full proof of the results is also presented. The averaging theory is 
included at this point, rather than as an appendix, because it is the key technical tool 
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used in the algorithm analysis in later chapters , so that results and assumptions are 
frequently referred to in the text. 
In Chapter 3, the classification problem is stated and a formal definition of a online 
learning algorithm for solving classification problems is given. The concept of a par-
ametrisation for a class of decision regions is also formally defined. On this basis, the 
SGD algorithm for learning is presented, and it is shown that this algorithm is closely 
related to the perceptron learning algorithm. The average cost function governing the 
behaviour of the algorithm is discussed and a number of possible variations of the 
algorithm and the cost function are outlined. 
In Chapter 4, the first stage of the analysis of the SGD learning algorithm is presented. 
Conditions are given which guarantee that the algorithm is indeed an (approximate) 
online learning algorithm. One key condition is that the average cost function has a 
unique critical point. The assumptions which are used in this analysis are discussed, 
and alternative sufficient conditions, which are easier to test, are derived using the 
concept of the directional derivative of a function. The application of the algorithm to 
learning a half space and a stripe is presented, and the importance of an information 
rich training sequence is discussed. 
In Chapter 5, further analysis of the SGD learning algorithm is presented, with the 
assumption of a unique critical point of the cost function relaxed to allow for multiple 
isolated critical points. Again, the directional derivative is used to simplify the new 
conditions, this time deriving methods for testing for Lagrange stability of the averaged 
ordinary differential equation. The application of the algorithm to learning a stripe is 
discussed further, and the application to learning an intersection of two half spaces is 
demonstrated. 
In Chapter 6, decision region rate of approximation results are presented. Concepts 
from differential geometry are used to connect the volume of the misclassified region 
with the distance between the true and estimate decision boundaries. A convolu-
tion process is used to construct a continuous function whose positive domain closely 
matches the decision boundary. Rate of function approximation results are applied to 
this continuous function, giving a bound on the volume of the misclassified region. Ap-
proximating decision regions which are described by either polynomials or two hidden 
layer neural networks are considered. 
In Chapter 7, a congregational gradient descent algorithm 1s presented. It is shown 
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that this algorithm can be applied to, but is not restricted to, the decision region 
learning problem. Using averaging theory and basic probability theory, a probabilistic 
convergence result is derived. A formula for the expected time to convergence is derived, 
and this formula is used to analyse the expected amount of computation required by the 
algorithm. From this analysis, it is shown that for each cost function there is an optimal 
number of members. It is also shown that using two members in the congregation, 
rather than the optimal number, will result in an algorithm which will not use more than 
twice as much computation. The congregational algorithm is applied to the problem 
of blind equalisation of a linear communications channel using the Constant Modulus 
Algorithm. 
Conclusions and areas for further research are discussed in Chapter 8. 
1.8 Relationship to Published Work 
Sections of the work described in this thesis have been presented at various conferences 
and submitted to journals. A list of the relevant papers appears immediately after the 
title page. There are some differences between the published papers and this thesis, 
particularly in the analysis of Algorithm 3.1. In this section, the relationship between 
the work described in this thesis and in the listed papers is described for the benefit of 
readers who have already read some of the papers. 
The averaging theory results that appear in Section 2.2 are similar to the results that 
appear in the appendix of paper ( 4)-"0nline Learning via Congregational Gradient 
Descent". However the main result here is more general because it allows convergence 
to an invariant set, rather than a critical point. Moreover, here the update in the 
unaveraged equation is allowed to depend on the stepsize µ is a more complicated 
manner than in that paper. 
Chapters 3 through 5 are closely related to paper (1)-"Learning Nonlinearly Paramet-
rised Decision Regions" and its sequel, (2)-"Local Minima and Attractors at Infinity 
in Gradient Descent Learning Algorithms". Algorithm 3.1 is the online learning algo-
rithm that appears in both of these papers, and the results and analysis techniques are 
of a similar nature. 
In (1), averaging theory analysis similar to that which appears in Sections 4.1 and 5.1 is 
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presented. However, the averaging theory used in (1) is weaker than what is used here--
the difference equation defined by Algorithm 3.1 is linked with a time dependent ODE 
and continuous time averaging theory is used. In this thesis the difference equation 
defined by Algorithm 3.1 is linked directly with the averaged ODE in the averaging 
theory. This direct linkage is both conceptually simpler and more elegant. 
The direct linkage between the Algorithm 3.1 and the averaged ODE has enabled 
the analysis in Sections 4.1 and 5.1 to be tightened further by linking the boundary 
sensitivity c the stepsize µ in an explicit manner. This ensures convergence to the 
true parameter value, rather than an oe(l) neighbourhood of the true parameter value. 
Moreover, in (1) the cost Je is considered, but the limiting cost J0 is not discussed. The 
discussion of the cost surface Jo in Section 3.4 contributes significantly to the intuitive 
understanding of the behaviour of the algorithm. 
Sections 4.2 and 5.2 are closely related to parts of (2). However, in (2) the cost function 
Je is considered, whereas here the cost function J0 is used. Again, the use of / 0 rather 
than Je contributes t_o the intuitive understanding of the re~ults presented. 
The conference papers (5), (6), and (7) are early versions of the work presented in (1). 
They included an erroneous statement of the cost function governing Algorithm 3.1. 
In particular, it was claimed that the cost function is Ge, as defined in equation 3.5.5. 
Consequently, in the followup paper (8), the cost function Ge was used instead of Je. 
In all cases, the nature of the results is not changed, but the stathent of the results 
appears significantly different. 
Chapter 6 is essentially the same as paper (3)-"Decision Region Approximation by 
Polynomials or Neural Networks", and Chapter 7 is essentially the same as paper ( 4)-
"0nline Learning via Congregational Gradient Descent". 
Chapter 2 
Technical Matters 
Before moving on to the main body of the thesis, notations and definitions that are 
used throughout the thesis are detailed in Section 2.1, and a key result from averaging 
theory (Theorem 2.1) is derived in Section 2.2. Theorem 2.1 is a new, but relatively 
straightforward, generalisation of existing results. This result is central to the analysis 
of Algorithms 3.1 and 7.1 that appears in Chapters 4, 5 and 7. Most of Section 2.2 
is taken up with technical proofs, which can be omitted without detracting from the 
logical flow of the thesis. 
2.1 Notation and Definitions 
Real and natural numbers: The real numbers are denoted JR, and the set of non-
negative real numbers is JR+ := { x E JR: x > O}. The natural numbers are denoted N, 
and No := {O, 1, 2, ... } is the set of natural numbers plus zero. 
Norms: For any vector x E JRn, if i E {1, ... , n} then x(i) denotes the i-th component 
of x, and llxll denotes the Euclidean norm (2 norm). For any real n x n matrix y, the 
(induced) norm of y is IIYII = supllxll=l llyxll· 
Matrix inequalities: Let x and y be n x n symmetric real matrices. x is less than 
or equal toy (x < y) if y - x is positive semi-definite. 
17 
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Equivalent functions: Functions f,g: ]R n -+ ]Rm are equivalent if f (x) = g(x) for 
all x E lRn. This is written/(·)= g(·). 
Gradient and Hessian of a function: For any function f ( a, x) : A x X -+ JR, where 
Ac ]Rm and X C ]Rn, M denotes the gradient off with respect to the first argument , 
and ~:{ denotes the Hessian matrix, of f with respect to the first argument. 
For any p E N, a p-th order derivative off : lRn-+ JR is D 0 f = ax(i)a(1)ax(2f !(2) ... ax(n)a(n), 
where a is any vector a E Na such that Li=l a( i) = p. 
Integration: The Lebesgue integral is used for all integration in this thesis. 
Quasi-convex: A function f : ]Rn -+ JR is quasi-convex if, for all x1, x2 E ]Rn and 
A E [O, l], f(Ax1 + (1 - A)x2) < max{f(x1), f(x2)}. 
Open ball and cube: The open ball with centre x E ]Rn and radius r > 0 is denoted 
B(x, r). The open n-cube with centre x E ]Rn and side s > 0 is I(x, s) := {y E ]Rn : 
I y ( i) - x ( i) I < ~, i = 1, ... , n}. 
0 
Set notations: For any set D C ]Rn, D denotes the interior of D, 8D denotes the 
boundary of D, and D denotes the closure of D. The diameter of D is given by 
diam D := SUPx,yED llx - YII- The volume of a compact set DC ]Rn is vol D := JD dx. 
For D1,D2 E lRn, the set of points in D1 but not in D2 is D1\D2 := {x E D1: x r/. D2}, 
and the symmetric difference of D 1 and D2 is D16.D2 := D1 \D2 U D2 \D1. A sequence 
of sets Di C lRn, i in some index set J, are pairwise disjoint if Din Dj = 0 for all 
i,j E J. 
Distance between a set and a point: The distance between D C ]Rn and x E ]Rn 
is d(D x) := infyED llx - YII· The distance between a set and a point is used in Section 
2.1.1 for describing stability properties of an invariant set in dynamical systems. 
Hausdorff distance between sets: The Hausdorff distance between sets D1 C ]Rn 
and D2 C lRn is 
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Delta corridor around a set: For any 8 > 0, the 8 corridor around D C ]R n is the 
set 
D + 8 :={y E JRn: d(D, y) < 8} = LJ B(x, 8). 
xED 
The 8 corridor around the decision boundary is used in Chapter 6 in relating function 
approximation to decision region approximation. 
Corridor size between sets: The corridor size from D 1 C ]Rn to D2 C ]Rn is 
p(D1, D2) := sup d(8D1, x) = inf{8: 8D2 C 8D1 + 8}. 
xEBD2 
The corridor size is not symmetric, so it is not a metric. The Hausdorff distance between 
the boundaries of D1 and D2 is max{p(D1, D2), p(D2, D1)} (which is a metric). The 
corridor size is used in Chapter 6 for measuring the distance of an approximate decision 
boundary from the true decision boundary. 
Convergence of sets: Let D, Dµ C Rn be open for allµ > 0. The sets Dµ converge 
to D as µ -+ 0 if limµ-+-0 H(D, Dµ) -+ 0. This is written Dµ -+ D as µ -+ 0, or 
lim Dµ = D. 
µ-+-0 
Covering sequence: A sequence (xk)kEZ+ of elements of a compact set X C Rn is 
a covering of X if, for any measurable function f : X -+ IR, 
1 K-1 1 1 
lim - I: f(xk) = 1 f(x)dx. K-+-oo K k=O VO X X (2.1.1) 
A covering in a deterministic framework is equivalent to a uniform distribution in a 
stochastic framework. In analysing the SGD learning algorithm presented in Chapter 
3 and the congregational algorithm presented in Chapter 7, it is assumed that the 
sequence of samples input to the learning algorithm covers the sample space. Thus 
the cost function averaged over the input sequence is equivalent to the same function 
integrated over the sample space. 
Order Functions: A function h : JR+ -+ IR is called an order function if h(µ) is 
continuous and sign definite in (0, µ0] for some µ0 > 0, and if limµ,io h(µ) exists in 
R. LJ { -oo, 00 }. 
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Comparison of order functions: Let h(µ) and l(µ) be order functions. Then the 
notations Oµ(l(µ)), oµ(l(µ)) and 0.µ(l(µ)) are defined by 
l. h(µ) = Oµ(l(µ)) if there exists a constant K such that lh(µ)I < Kll(µ)I on some 
nonempty set (0, µ1], some µ1 > 0. 
2. h(µ) = oµ(l(µ)) if limµto ~f:} = 0. 
3. h(µ) = 0.µ(l(µ)) if there exists a constant K such that lh(µ)I > Kl(µ) on some 
nonempty set (0, µ1], some µ1 > 0. 
Some care must be used when applying the rules of algebra to these notations, since 
the notation h(µ) = 0 µ (1), for instance, actually means that h(µ) belongs to the set of 
functions which are bounded on some interval of the form (0, µ 1]. An expression such as 
Oµ(h(µ)) = Oµ(l(µ)) means that the set of functions denoted by Oµ(h(µ)) is contained 
in the set of functions denoted by Oµ(l(µ)). For further details, see [41] (p. 104). 
The subscript on the 0, o, and n notations is not standard. It is employed here because 
there are a number of small parameters appearing in Algorithms 3.1 and 7.1 (namely 
µ, c and a). Various quantities describing aspects of the algorithms are bounded using 
the O, o and n notations. In order to prove convergence of the algorithms, the small 
parameters are linked. For instance, if c = c(µ) = oµ(l), then the set of functions 
which vanish as c--+ 0 also vanish asµ--+ 0. That is, oe:(1) = oµ(l). 
Time scale: A property is said to hold for k on the time scale l (µ) if it is true for all 
k satisfying O < k < Kl(µ), where K is a constant independent ofµ and l(µ) is an order 
function. Time scales are used in averaging theory, and particular in the derivation of 
Theorem 2.1 in the next section. 
Sign functions: Two sign functions are used in this thesis. They are defined by 
-1 if X < 0 
sgn f(x) := 0 
1 
{
-1 
sgn+ f (x) := 
1 
if X = 0 
if X > 0 
if X < 0 
if X > 0. 
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Discriminant function: For any set D C Rn the discriminant function for D 1s 
YD : Rn-+ {-1, 1} defined by 
Yv(x) := {
1 
-1 
if XE D 
otherwise. 
The discriminant function for a decision region gives the classification of points with 
respect to the decision region. Thus knowledge of the discriminant function for a 
decision region is equivalent to knowledge of the decision region. 
Indicator function: For any set DC Rn, Kv: ]Rn-+ {O, 1} is the indicator function 
for D. That is, Kv(·) = 2yv(·)- l. In Chapter 6 the discriminant function for a decision 
region is convolved with the indicator function for an open cube in order to construct 
a function describing the decision region that is suitable for function approximation. 
The volume of a compact set DC ]Rn is often written fr~.nKv(x)dx. 
Generic: Given a set X C lRn, property P is generic in X if the subset of X which 
exhibits property P is open and dense in X. For instance, sgn ( x) = sgn+ ( x) almost 
everywhere in ]Rn. 
Almost everywhere: Given a set X, property P holds almost everywhere in X if 
the subset of X which does not exhibit property P is of measure zero. 
Submanifold: A set D C ]Rn is an n - p dimensional submanifold of ]Rn if for every 
x E D, there exists an open neighbourhood U C ]Rn of x and a function f : U -+ ]Rn 
such that f (U) C ]Rn is open, f is a C 00 diffeomorphism onto it's image and either 
1. f(U n D) = f (U) n lRn-p, or 
2. f (Un D) = f(U) n {y C JRn-p: y(l) > O}. 
The usual definition of a submanifold allows only the first case. When both cases are 
allowed, D is usually called a submanifold with boundary [11, 79]. In Chapter 6 it is 
assumed that the decision region to be learnt is a union of submanifolds in order to find 
a bound on the rate of approximation of the true decision region by a class of decision 
regions. 
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Area of a submanifold: Let D be an n - p dimensional submanifold of ]Rn, for 
some p E {l, 2, ... , n - l}. Let the points u E D be locally referred to parameters 
u(l), ... , u(n-p), which are mapped to the Euclidean space lRn-p with the coordinates 
v(l), ... , v(n - p). The surface area of Dis defined as 
area(D) := l det(R)du(l) .. . du(n - p), 
where R = [Rij], Rij = i~f)~. Thus area(D) is the volume of the image of Din JRn-p 
[11, 79]. If n = 2 and p = 1 then D is a curve in the plane, and area(D) is the length 
of D. The area of the decision region to be learnt appears in the approximation results 
in Chapter 6. 
2.1.1 Stability in Dynamical Systems 
In analysing the algorithms presented in this thesis, the following concepts from dy-
namical systems theory are used. In particular, the main averaging theory result that 
appears in Section 2.2 (Theorem 2.1) assumes the existence of a compact uniformly 
asymptotically stable invariant set of an averaged ordinary differential equation (ODE). 
Assume f: ]Rm -t ]Rm is continuous. Let a(t) E lRm, t > t0 be a solution of the ODE 
d 
da a(t) = J (a(t), t) t > to (2.1.2) 
with initial condition a(t0 ) = a0 E lRm. 
Invariant Set: MC ]Rm is an invariant set of (2.1.2) if for all solutions a(t) of (2.1.2), 
and all to > 0, 
ao E M => a ( t) E M Vt > to. 
Uniform Asymptotic Stability: An invariant set M of (2.1.2) is uniformly asymp-
totically stable in A° C JR m if 
1. It is uniformly stable: 
for all c > 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such that for all t0 > 0, 
d(M, ao) < 8 => d(M, a(t)) < € Vt > to. 
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2. It is uniformly attractive in A0 : 
for all 5 > 0 and c > 0 , there exists a > 0 such that for all t0 > 0 and a0 E A 0 , 
d(M, ao) < 6 => d(M, a(t)) < € Vt> to+ a. 
The largest such A0 is the basin of attraction of M. If A0 = R.m the stability is global. 
Critical point: A solution a(·) = a* of the ODE (2.1.2) is called a critical point of 
(2.1.2). It is a uniformly asymptotically stable critical point if the invariant set { a*} is 
uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Attractor at infinity: The ODE (2.1.2) has an attractor at infinity if there exists a 
set A 00 such that 
ao E A 00 => lim lla(t) 11 = oo. 
t-too 
The largest such A 00 is the basin of attraction of infinity. 
Lagrange stability: The ODE (2.1.2) is Lagrange stable if, for all a0 E R.m and 
t0 > 0 there exists 5 > 0 such that 
lla(t) 11 < 5 Vt> t0 • 
If the function f is continuous then (2.1.2) is Lagrange stable if and only if it does not 
have an attractor at infinity. 
Gradient system: A gradient system is an ODE of the form 
dJ 
a=- - ' da a 
(2.1.3) 
where J : R.m -+ R. [35]. Most of the ODEs considered m this thesis are gradient 
systems. The function J that appears in (2.1.3) is referred to as a cost function. Note 
that (2.1.3) is time invariant, so that uniformity of the stability properties is automatic. 
In such cases t0 can be replaced with t = 0 in all of the above definitions. 
Critical points of J are solutions of (2.1.3) and the local minimisers of J are uniformly 
asymptotically stable solutions of (2.1.3). The basins of attraction of the local min-
imisers are open sets in R. m and the union of these basins of attraction is dense in R. m 
[35]. 
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2.2 Averaging Theory 
In this section a deterministic averaging result similar to Theorem 4.2.1 in Sanders and 
Verhulst [66] is derived. The main result is Theorem 2.1, in which the solution of a 
difference equation depending on a sequence (xk) of inputs is related to the correspond-
ing solution of an averaged ordinary differential equation. In essence, it is shown that 
if there is a compact uniformly asymptotically stable invariant set of the ODE then 
solutions of the difference equation originating within the basin of attraction of the 
invariant set converge to a small neighbourhood of the invariant set. Thus it is possible 
to use results about the existence of asymptotically stable critical points and invariant 
sets of an ODE in order to characterise the behaviour of the solution of a difference 
equation. In particular, the averaged ODE corresponding to the parameter update 
equation for Algorithms 3.1 and 7.1 are gradient equations. Therefore all (isolated) 
local minima of the cost function are uniformly asymptotically stable critical points 
of the ODE. Moreover, since trajectories move down the gradient of the cost function 
J, and all level sets of the cost function form boundaries of uniformly asymptotically 
stable invariant sets of the ODE. 
The derivation of Theorem 2.1 is very similar to the derivation of Theorem 4.2.1 in 
Sanders and Verhulst. The results in Theorem 2.2 parallel Lemma 3.2.6 to Theorem 
3.3.3 in [66]. Theorem 2.1 differs from Theorem 4.2.1 in [66] in a number of ways: 
• In [66] the original equation 1s a differential equation rather than a difference 
equation; 
• In [66] it is assumed that the vector field governing the behaviour of the averaged 
equation is independent of the small parameter µ, whereas here dependence on 
the small parameter is allowed. It is assumed that the vector field bounded, and 
is Lipschitz continuous. The bound is required to be 0µ(1) but the Lipschitz 
constant is allowed to increase (in a controlled manner) asµ--+ 0. 
• In [66] convergence to a critical point is considered-here the more general notion 
of convergence to an invariant set is allowed. 
• In [66] the critical point must be a uniformly asymptotically stable critical point 
of the linearisation of the ODE, rather than of the ODE itself. Their condition 
is much stronger than the condition used here-it is equivalent to saying that 
the critical point is a uniformly exponentially stable critical point of the ODE. In 
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order to impose only the weaker condition, an inverse Lyapunov function result 
(Theorem 2.3) is used. Ho~ever the weaker condition results in a weaker approx-
1 
imation result-the error has the form oµ (1) instead of the O µ ( 82 (µ)) error in 
[66]. (8(µ) is defined in Assumption A3 below.) 
Assumptions: 
Al AC JRm and X C JRn, X is compact, and (xk)kENo is a sequence of points in X. 
A2 H : JR+ x Ax X -t A is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in the second argument 
(uniformly in the third argument but not the first) on a compact domain: There 
exist functions M, .,\ : JR+ x JR -t JR such that for allµ, r > 0, llall, llbll < r and 
x EX, M(µ,r) = Oµ(l), e>-(µ,r)µ! = oµ(l), and 
IIH(µ, a, x)II < M(µ, r) 
IIH(µ, a, x) - H(µ, b, x)II < .,\(µ, r)lla - bll-
A 3 The function 
l L-1 
Hav(µ, a)= lim L L H(µ, a, Xk) 
L-+oo k=O 
exists uniformly for all finite µ > 0 and a E JRm. That is, for any L E N 
(independent ofµ}, the function 
8(µ) = sup sup sup µ 
ko ENo a EA kE [ o,t) 
ko+k-1 L (H(µ,a,x1) - Hav(µ,a)) 
l=ko 
is oµ(l) such that, for all r > 0, .,\(µ, r)8(µ)f = oµ(l). 
A4 H0v(a) := limµ-+O Hav(µ, a) exists for all a E JRm and is Lipschitz continuous on 
a compact domain: There exists a function .,\0 : JR -t JR such that for all r > 0, 
llall, llbll < r, 
AS {3: JR+ -t lR is an order function that satisfies e>-(µ,r)f3(µ) = oµ(l) for all r > 0. 
A 6 For each k E N0 , hk : Ax X -t A is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in the first 
argument ( uniformly in the second argument and in k) on a compact domain. 
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The assumption that H0v is Lipschitz continuous even though the Lipschitz constant of 
Hav may increase indefinitely with µ seems counter intuitive. In later chapters, where 
Lemma 2.1 is applied, either >..(µ, r) is independent ofµ, or the Lipschitz continuity 
of Hgv is established by other means. The fact that Hgv is Lipschitz continuous but 
>.. (µ , r) increases with µ indicates that >.. (µ, r) is not the tightest possible Lipschitz 
bound for Hav. 
Theorem 2.1 With Assumptions Al to A6, let ak and aav(t) be defined according 
to the following equations for all k E N0 and t > 0: 
aav(O) = ao 
ao E ~2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
Assume some compact set M C A is a uniformly asymptotically stable invariant set of 
equation 2.2.2, with domain of attraction A° C A. Then for any compact set B0 c A0 
there exists an oµ(l) function l(µ) and a constant µo > 0 such that ifµ < µ0 , then 
there exists kµ E N0 such that if a0 E B 0 then 
d(M, ak) < l(µ) 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, some useful results will be stated. The following lemma is 
a special case of the Bellman-Gron wall Lemma [20], and Lemma 2.2 is a special case of 
the Comparison Principle [83]. In Theorem 2.2 finite time averaging results are derived. 
The final result in Theorem 2.2 is used repeatedly in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 2.1 Bellman-Gronwall Assume that for all k E N, 
k-1 
ak < c1 L a, + c2, 
l=O 
where a,> 0 for all l = 0, ... , k, c1 E JR and c2 > 0. Then 
Lemma 2.2 Comparison Principle Assume that for all t > t0 , 
a(t) < ca(t) 
where a(t) is continuous and nonnegative for all t > t0 . Then 
a(t) < a(to)ec(t-to). 
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Theorem 2.2 With Assumptions Al to A6, let 
ko+k-1 
</>(µ, k) = L H(µ, az, x1) 
l ko+L-1 
<PL(µ, k) = L L </>(µ, m + k) 
m=ko 
l ko+L-1 
HL(µ, a, k) = L L H(µ, a, Xk+t) 
k=ko 
for any ko E No and L E N. For some a E A, let ak, bk and aav(t) be defined according 
to the following equations: 
bk+I = bk - µHL (µ, bk, k) 
C = -µHav(µ, c(t)) 
llav = -µHgv(aav(t)) 
c(ko) = a 
aav(ko) = a 
for all k E No, t E JR such that k, t > k0 . Then 
1. </>(µ, k) = </>L(µ, k) + Oµ(L) 
2. <PL(µ, k) = I};;tk-I HL(µ, at, l) + Oµ(>.(µ)L) 
3. ak=bk+Oµ(µe>-.(µ)L) 
4. HL(µ, a, k) = Hav(µ, a)+ Oµ ( 8j';}) 
5. bk= c(k) + Oµ(µ>.(µ)e>-.(µ)) + Oµ ( i5(µ1~(µ)) 
6. ak = c(k) + oµ(l) 
for k on the time scale l. µ 
ako = a 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
(2.2.6) 
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Proof Since His bounded on a compact domain, with an 0µ(1) bound, so are HL, Hav 
and Hgv. The initial condition a is finite, so ak and bk, c( k) and aav ( k) are bounded 
for k on the time scale t· This is because if ak and bk are bounded at time k then 
the increment Jak+1 - akl is bounded by µM(liakil) + oµ(µ). This fact can be applied 
iteratively to find a constant f such that ak, bk < f for k on the time scale t· Let 
M := M(f), >..(µ) = >..(µ,f), and >..o = >..0 (f). Then M = 0µ(1), e>-(µ)µt = oµ(l), 
e>-(µ)8(µ)! = oµ(l), e>-(µ){3(µ) = oµ(l), >..0 is independent ofµ, and 
IIH(µ,a,x)II < M 
IIH(µ, a, x) - H(µ, b, x)II < >..(µ)Ila - bll 
JJHgv(a) - Hgv(b)IJ < >..oila - bJJ 
where both a and b are solutions to one of the equations (2.2.3) to (2.2.6) for k on the 
time scale ; . These constants are used in the rest of the proof. 
Result 1: 
l ko+L-1 
11¢(µ, k) - <l>L(µ, k)II < L L 11¢(µ, k) - </>(µ, m + k)II 
m=ko 
l ko+L-1 ko+k+m-1 
< L L L IIH(µ, az, xz)II 
m=ko l=ko+k 
l ko+L-1 
< - " mM 
- L LI 
m=ko 
M(L - l)(L - 2) 
2L 
= Oµ(L). 
Result 2: From the definitions of¢ and ¢£, 
l ko+L-1 ko+k+m-1 
<l>L(µ, k) = L L L H(µ, az, xz) 
m=ko l=ko 
l ko+L-1 ko+k+m-1 
=LL L H(µ,az,xz)+R1 
m=ko l=ko+m 
l ko+L-1 ko+k-1 
= L L L H(µ, az+m, Xl+m) + R1 
m=ko l=ko 
l ko+L-1 ko+k-1 
= L L L H(µ,az,x1+m)+R1+R2 
m=ko l=ko 
ko+k-1 L HL(µ, a1, l) + R1 + R2. 
l=ko 
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The terms R 1 and R 2 have been defined implicitly. They satisfy 
and 
l ko+L-1 ko+m-1 
IIR11l = L L L H(µ, a,, x,) 
m=ko l=ko 
l ko+L-1 
<- ~ mM 
- L L.t 
m=ko 
< M(L - l)(L - 2) 
- 2£ 
= Oµ(L) 
l ko+L-1 ko+k-1 
IIR2II = L L L (H(µ, at+m, Xt+m) - H(µ, az, Xt+m)) 
m=ko l=ko 
l ko+L-1 ko+k-1 
< L L L .X(µ)llat+m - atll 
m=ko l=ko 
.,\ ( ) ko+L-1 ko+k-1 
·< { L L µMm 
m=ko l=ko 
< .X(µ)µM koi=-i (L - 1) (L - 2) 
- L l=~ 2 
< .X(µ)µMkL 
- 2 
= Oµ(.X(µ)L) 
for k on the time scale l. The result follows. µ 
Result 3: From the definition of ak, 
ko+k-1 
ak = a - µ L (H(µ, a,, x,) + µ(3(µ)h1(a1, xz)) 
l=ko 
= a - µ¢(µ, k) + Oµ(µ()(µ)k) 
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using Assumption A6 and the fact that ak is bounded fork on the time scale l. Hence µ 
ak = a - µ¢L(µ, k) + Oµ(µL) + 0µ((3(µ)) 
ko+k-1 
= a - µ L HL(µ, az, l) + Oµ(µL + ()(µ)), 
l=ko 
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using result 1 and then result 2. Combining this with (2.2.4) gives 
ko+k-1 
llak - bkll = µ L (HL(µ, a1, l) - HL(µ, bi, l)) + Oµ(µL + /3(µ)), 
l=ko 
ko+k-1 
< µ)(µ) L llaz - bill+ Oµ(µL + /3(µ)). 
l=ko 
Lemma 2.1 applies, so 
Fork on the time scale t, (1 + µ)(µ))k < eµ>.(µ)k < e>.(µ), so 
The result follows since e>-(µ) /3 (µ) = oµ (1). 
Result 4: 
l ko+L-1 
HL(µ, a, k) - Hav(µ, a)= L L (H(µ, a, Xk+l) - Hav(µ, a)) 
l=ko 
l ko+L+k-1 
= L L (H(µ, a, Xt) - Hav(µ, a)) 
l=ko+k 
which, by the definition of 8(µ), gives 
IIHL(µ, a, k) - Ha"(µ, a)II < 8~~). 
Result 5: 
ko+k-1 l+l 
bk - c(k) = -µ L J (HL(µ, bz, l) - Hav(µ, c(t))) dt 
l=ko 
ko + k-1 I+ 1 ( 8 ( ) k ) 
= -µ I: J (Ha"(µ, b1) - H""(µ, c(t))) dt + Oµ ~ 
l=ko 
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according to result 4. Using Lipschitz continuity of H (µ, a, x) in a, and hence of Hav, 
gives 
ko + k-1 l -1 ( 8 ( ) k ) 
llbk-c(k)II<µ)(µ) L J llb1-c(t)lldt+Oµ ~ 
l=ko 
ko+k-1 (8( )k) 
< µ)(µ) L llb1 - c(l)II + µ)(µ)kµM + Oµ ~ 
l=ko 
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using the definition of c 
using Lemma 2.1 
for k on the time scale l. µ 
Result 6: Using results 3 and 5, 
llak - c(k)II = O,,(µe>.(i,) L) + O,, (µ.X(µ)e>.(i,)) + O,, ( O(µ~~(i,)) 
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(2.2.7) 
on the time scale l. At this stage, the length of the short term averaging window µ 
L E N is arbitrary. Thus L can be chosen in order to make all of the terms in the right 
hand side of (2.2.7) go to zero as µ goes to zero. The choice of L depends on- the rate 
of convergence of&(µ) to 0. 
Choose L = r c'(~)t l for some C independent ofµ. Then L > l for all sufficiently small 
1 
µ, since 8(µ)2 = 0.µ(µ). The terms in 2.2.7 become: 
Oµ(µe).(µ)L) = 0µ(8(µ)fe).(µ)) 
Oµ(µ>.(µ)e).(µ)) = Oµ(µe 2 ).(µ)) 
O,, ( O(µ~~>.(i,)) = 0,,(6(µ)!e>.(i,)). 
The result follows, since e).(µ)µ! = oµ(l) and e).(µ)8(µ)f = oµ(l). 
Choose any value for L, independent of µ. Again all terms are oµ (1), so the result 
follows. 
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Result 7: From Assumption A4, for all a E lRm, supaEA II H0v(a)-H av(µ , a)II = oµ( l ) . 
Moreover, H0v is bounded by M := limµ~O M(µ) < oo since M(µ) = Oµ( l ) . Therefore 
l ko +k aav( k ) - c(k) = µ [Hgv(aav(t)) - H av (µ , c(t) )] dt ko 
l
ko+k lko+k 
= µ [Hgv(aav(t)) - Hgv(c(t))] dt + oµ( µ) dt 
~ ~ 
l
ko+k 
ll aav(k) - c(k)II < µ>..o llaav(t)) - c(t)lldt + oµ(µk) 
ko 
< oµ(µk)eµ>.ok 
= oµ(l) 
for k on the time scale ! . • 
The following is a variant of Theorem 11.4 in [83]. It is simpler than the result in [83] 
because the ODE is assumed to be autonomous. It is slightly more general because con-
vergence to an invariant set rather than a critical point is allowed. This generalisation 
is achieved by replacing llall with d(M, a) in the definition of the Lyapunov function. 
The proof in [83] can be followed through directly with these changes. 
Theorem 2.3 Let f : ]Rm --+ ]Rm be Lipschitz continuous on some compact set 
0 
A C lRm. If some compact set MCA is a uniformly asymptotically stable invariant set 
of the ODE a = f(a), with basin of attraction A° C A, then there exists a Lyapunov 
function V (a) : AO --+ R and an open neighbourhood N C AO of M such that, for all 
a , b EN, 
1. a(d(M,a)) < V(a) < /3(d(M,a)) , where a(·) , /3(·) are continuous, increasing, 
positive definite , a(r) --+ oo as r--+ oo, and /3(0) = O; 
2. IV(a) - V(b)I < >..v ll a - bll , for some >..v > O; 
3. V(a) < -cV(a), for some c > 0, where a(t) is a solution of a= f(a ). 
Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1 Theorem 2.3 applies to equation 2.2 .2 ( equiv-
alently equation 2.2.6). The neighbourhood N where the Lyapunov funct ion satisfies 
properties 1, 2, and 3 contains a fJ corridor of M , where fJ > 0. 
Since M is asymptotically stable in equation 2.2.2 , all solutions of (2.2.2) that originate 
in B 0 enter M + fJ in some finite time K. The finite time averaging result in Theorem 
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2.2 can be applied for k E {O, ... , !{}, so that all solutions of (2.2.1) that originate in 
B 0 enter N in time K. 
Once the solution of (2.2.1) enters N, the contraction properties of the Lyapunov 
function can be employed. A new solution of the average equation is initialised at time 
K. Since V is decreasing in N, the new solution of the average equation will be moving 
closer to M. Again, Theorem 2.2 can be applied for k E {O, ... , K}, to show that the 
solution of (2.2.1) has moved closer to M at time 2K. This process is repeated until 
d(M, ak) = oµ(l). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 
Let B° C A0 be compact and let J := sup{r > 0 : M + 8 C N}, where N is defined in 
Theorem 2.3. Then 
{ ln 2 . { 8 }} K := max -, max ~ mm k: d(M, aav(k)) < -C aav(O)EB 0u(M +8) kEN 2 
exists, where aav is defined in (2.2.2). From the definition of aav, it is clear that µK is 
independent ofµ, so k is on the time scale ; if O < k < K. 
For each n E N0 , define bn as the solution of (2.2.6) with initial value bn( nK) = anK 
(so bo(t) = aav(t)). Result 6 of Theorem 2.2 implies that for each a E B0 there exists 
an oµ(l) function la.(µ) and a constant µa, such that ifµ< µa, then 
for all j E {O, ... , K}. Let µ = minaEBo µa, and for each µ < µ1, let l1 (µ) 
min&.EBo la(µ). Then for all anK E B 0 , if µ < µ1, 
for all j E { 0, ... , K}. 
From the definitions of K and bn, if anK E B 0 UM+ J, then 
8 d(M, bn((n + l)K)) < 2. 
Ifµ < µ 1 is sufficiently small, 11 (µ) < !, so (2.2.8) implies that 
d(M, a(n+l)K) < lla(n+l)K - bn((n + l)K)II + d(M, bn((n + l)K)) < J, 
(2.2.8) 
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i.e. a(n+l)K E M + J. Thus there exists µo < µ1 such that if µ < µ0 then a0 E B 0 
implies anK E M + 8 for all n E N. Thus the properties of the Lyapunov function hold 
for all anK+j and bn(nl{ + j) where n EN and j E {O, ... , K}. 
Let anK E M + 8. Combining property 3 of V with the Comparison Principle shows 
that, for j E {O, ... , K}, 
Using the definition of K, (2.2.9) gives 
Lipschitz continuity of V implies that 
V(a(n+l)K) < V(bn((n + l)K)) + .Xvlla(n+l)K - bn((n + l)K)II 
1 
< 2 V(anK) + .Xvl1 (µ) 
using (2.2.8) ana" (2.2.10). Since a0 E B 0 , this recursion yields 
For any k E No, 
V(anK) < 21-nv(aK) + Av/i(µ) ~ G)' 
< 21-na(J) + 11 (µ). 
where n = l} J. Using (2.2.8), property 1 of V, and (2.2.9), this gives 
d(M, ak) < 11(µ) + a-1(V(anK)) 
< l1(µ) + a-1 (21-na(fJ)). 
(2.2.9) 
(2.2.10) 
Choose kµ such that 21-Lkµ/KJa(J) < a(l1 (µ)). Now l(µ) = 2li(µ) is an oµ(l) function, 
and d(M, ak) < l(µ) for all k > kw * 
Chapter 3 
A Gradient Descent Algorithm 
for Classification Problems 
In this chapter the classification problems addressed in this thesis are discussed, and 
one approach to solving the problem is suggested. A formal definition of an online 
learning algorithm for solving classification problems is given in Section 3.1. The con-
cept of a parametrisation of a class of decision regions is introduced in Section 3.2. 
The parametrisation is a central concept in the rest of this thesis. In particular, it 
is used in Algorithm 3.1, defined in Section 3.3. Algorithm 3.1 is is developed as an 
extension of the classical perceptron learning algorithm. In Section 3.4, it is explained 
that Algorithm 3.1 can be regarded as a stepwise gradient descent of a particular cost 
function. A number of possible variations of the algorithm and the cost function are 
outlined in Section 3.5. 
3.1 Online Learning Algorithms 
Consider a two class classifier of points in some sample space X C IRn. That is, assume 
there exists an ( unknown) closed subset D C X, called the decision region. Points in 
X are classified according to their inclusion ( or otherwise) in X. The classification is 
described by the binary valued discriminant function YD defined in Section 2.1. The al-
gorithms discussed could easily be applied to more complicated multi-class classification 
problems by learning one class at a time. 
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The object of learning is to eventually obtain correct classification of all points in X, 
that is to identify the correct discriminant function. To this end, the learner receives a 
sequence ((xk,Yk))kENo of data samples, where Xk EX and Yk = YD(xk). The learning 
is effected by choosing an estimate discriminant function, (Jk, which is updated if the 
received data samples are misclassified by the current estimate. The learning is said to 
be online if an estimate discriminant function is calculated as each new data sample is 
received using only the present information, i.e. the present data sample, (xk, Yk), and 
the information stored in a state variable, ak. Online learning algorithms require finite 
memory, no matter how long they are run, since at any iteration the only information 
stored is the ( fixed size) state variable. 
Definition 3.1 Let DC X C Rn, X compact, and let ((xk, Yk)hENo, be a sequence 
of data samples, where (xk) is a covering of X and Yk = YD(xk). An online learning 
algorithm for Dis an algorithm for choosing functions (Jk: X--+ {-1, 1}, (k E N0 ) so 
that the following hold: 
1. (Jk(x) = \ll(ak, x), for some function '11 , where ak is a state variable satisfying 
ak+I = <I>(xk, Yk, ak), for some function <I>. 
At each iteration 
Ek:= {x EX: (Jk(x) = 1} = {x EX: w(ak,x) = 1} 
is an estimate of the decision region. Thus the estimate discriminant function is (Jk ( ·) = 
YE.1c ( ·). The second condition implies that the estimate decision regions converge to the 
true decision region, because all points become correctly classified. Many algorithms 
using a fixed stepsize do not exhibit this property. Frequently, points sufficiently far 
from the decision boundary are eventually correctly classified, but points on or near 
the decision boundary ·may not be. The estimate decision boundary gets close to the 
true decision boundary, but then jiggles around indefinitely in a small neighbourhood 
of the true decision boundary. If the neighbourhood Vµ where correct classification 
is not guaranteed disappears as the stepsize goes to zero, the algorithm is called an 
approximate online learning algorithm. 
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Definition 3.2 Let DC X C R n, X compact, and let ((xk, Yk))kENo , be a sequence of 
data samples, where where (xk) is a covering of X and Yk = YD (xk). An approximate 
online learning algorithm for D , with stepsize µ > 0, is an algorithm for choosing 
functions ak ,µ : X -+ { -1, 1}, {k E No) so that the following hold: 
1. ak,µ(xk) = Wµ(ak, Xk), for some function Wµ, where ak is a state variable satis-
fying ak+l = <Pµ(xk, Yk, ak), for some function <Pµ; 
2. For each µ > 0, there exists an integer K µ > 0 and a set Vµ C X such that for all 
k > Kµ, 
3. The neighbourhoods Vµ are such that limµ-+O vol Vµ = 0. 
In most instances, one will have 8D C Vµ for all µ > 0, so that correct classification 
for points on the boundary of the decision region is not guaranteed. 
The perceptron algorithm (equation 1.1.3) is an example of an approximate online 
learning algorithm for decision regions which are half spaces (linear classifiers). In 
Chapters 4 and 5 it is shown that ( under certain conditions) the algorithm presented 
in Section 3.3 is an approximate online learning algorithm for more general classes of 
decision regions. 
At any time k, the current value of the state variable determines the current estimate 
of the decision region, so it may appear more natural to focus on the choice of the 
state variables than the estimate discriminant functions. However, online learning is 
described as choosing discriminant functions because there are some subtle but impor-
tant points which can be missed when the emphasis is placed on the state variables. 
The aim of learning is correct classification and hence convergence of the d.iscriminant 
function. There may arise situations where: 
1. Convergence of the state variables does not imply convergence of the discriminant 
functions· 
2. Many values of the state variable give the true discriminant function, in which 
case there are many points which the state variables are allowed to converge to· 
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3. o value of the state variable gives the true discriminant function, in which case 
it is meaningless to talk of convergence of the state variables. In this case the 
algorithm may satisfy the first two conditions for an approximate online learning 
algorithm but not the third. If limµ-+O vol Vµ is small, the algorithm may still be 
useful in practice. 
In the following, 1 is excluded by our definition below of a parametrisation as a smooth 
and locally bounded function; 2 is ignored in Chapter 4 but discussed in Chapter 5; 
and 3 is excluded for the purposes of analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 but discussed in 
Chapter 6. 
3.2 Parametrisation 
According to the definition of learning given 1n the la.st section, some structure is 
imposed on the estimate decision regions by the choice of the function '11(·, ·). This 
structure is further restricted by choosing '11(· , ·) = sgn+(f(·, ·)), where f is a contin-
uous, nonlinear, real-valued function called a parametrisation of a class C of estimate 
decision regions. The concept of a parametrisation is defined formally below. Ele-
ments in C are associated with elements in some parameter space A, in the sense that 
each a E A corresponds to exactly one decision region :E(a) E c.-Formally, the map 
A-+ C, a i---+ :E(a) is an epimorphism (surjective homomorphism). The parametrisation 
is defined on A x X and is positive for all points in the sample space which are inside 
the associated decision region, and negative at all other points. 
Since '11(·, ·) = sgn+(f(·, ·)), the state variables in definitions 3.1 and 3.2, are called 
estimate parameters, and the estimate decision regions are :Ek = :E( ak). According to 
this framework, if X is compact then all decision regions in C are closed. 
In applying a learning algorithm based on this framework to a practical classification 
problem, two problems are encountered. The first is in choosing C, which amounts to 
assuming some knowledge about the decision region to be learnt. For instance, if the 
true decision region is a circle but all of the estimate decision regions are triangles, 
the true discriminant function will never be identified. Choosing C is certainly not a 
simple task, and may not be possible a priori. The problem of choosing the model 
class of decision regions is discussed in Chapter 6. The second problem is in choosing 
f, the parametrisation for C. This is also difficult, as there may be many ways to 
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parametrise a class of decision regions, and not all of them will satisfy the conditions 
for convergence which are derived in Sections 4.1 and 5.1. For instance, in Section 
4.3.1, a number of different parametrisations for a single class of decision regions (half 
spaces) are discussed with regard to the conditions for convergence. 
Definition 3.3 A parametrisation of C = {'E(a) : a E A} is a function f: Ax X-+ 
JR J which satisfies 
1. For all a E A 
0 
>0 if x EE(a) 
f(a,x) =0 if x E 8E(a) 
<0 if x ~ E(a). 
2. (Smoothness) f(a, x) is twice continuously differentiable with respect to the first 
argument and analytic in the second argument on A x X; 
3. (Local boundedness) JJ M and ~:{ are bounded in a compact domain. An upper 
bound for these functions exists: 
For all a E A, llall < r1J and all x E X, llxll < r2, 
lf(a,x)I < Bo(r1, r2) < oo (3.2.1) 
of 
< B1(r1,r2) < oo (3.2.2) 
8a (a,x) 
a21 
< B2(r1, r2) < oo (3.2.3) 8a2 (a,x) 
4. There exists s E {-1, 1} such that if f(a, x) 
sgn+(f(a, x)) = s. 
f(a, y) for all x, y E X then 
Example 3.1: For any compact set X C JR 2, let C be the class of all circles which 
intersect X. Elements in C can be identified by specifying two centre coordinates and 
a radius. Thus the parameter space for this C is A C R 3. The function 
f(a, x) = a(3) 2 - (a(l) - x(1)) 2 - (a(2) - x(2)) 2 (3.2.4) 
1s a parametrisation for C: using (3.2.1) and (3.2.4) it can be seen that for a = 
(a(l), a(2), a(3)) E A, sgn+(f(a, x)) defines a circular decision region in R 2 • * 
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The assumption that f is analytic in x, together with condition 4 of Definition 3.3, 
ensures that the decision regions ~ (a) vary continuously with a in the sense that 
vol ~(a) : ]Rm-+ IR is a continuous function. Because f is analytic in x, for any a E A, 
the graph of f(a, ·)cannot be flat (single-valued) on a proper subset of X with nonzero 
volume. That is, sets of the form { x E X : f ( a, x) = b} equal X or have zero volume. 
Condition 4 excludes the possibility of having {x E X : f(a 1 , x) = b1 > O} = X and 
{x EX: f(a2,x) = b2 < O} = X, for some a1, a2 EA. 
Example 3.2: For any compact set X C IR2, let C be the class of all half spaces which 
intersect X. Elements in C can be identified by specifying the normal to the decision 
boundary and the distance of the decision boundary from the origin. One candidate 
parametrisation could be 
f(a, x) = a(l)x(l) + a(2)x(2) + a(3) (3.2.5) 
(c.f. equation 1.1.1). The parametrisation in (3.2.5) violates condition 4 for a paramet-
risation, because if the first two components of a are zero, f((O, 0, a(3)), ·) degenerates 
to a constant function with value a(3) E IR. In particular, parameters a1 = (0, 0, -h) 
and a2(0, 0, h) can be chosen such that f(a1, ·) and f(a2, ·) are constant on X but 
sgn+(f(a1, ·)) # sgn+(f(a2, ·)). Thus vol~(a) is discontinuous at the point (0, 0, 0) EA. 
In order to satisfy condition 4, the parameter space could be restricted to IR 2 x [O, oo). 
A number of different parametrisations of half spaces are discussed in Section 4.3.1 * 
Provided the domain is chosen to avoid degeneracy that would violate condition 4, 
neural network and polynomial functions are parametrisations according to Definition 
3.3. Radial basis functions with compact support are not parametrisations according to 
this definition, since they are not analytic. However, radial basis functions are such that 
the volume of the decision regions they define varies continuously with the parameter. 
The definition of a parametrisation could be modified to allow radial basis functions 
with compact support without affecting any of the following analysis. 
An approximate online learning algorithm eventually classifies all of the points in X 
correctly, (i.e. the estimate discriminant function converges to the true discriminant 
function), except in some neighbourhood of the boundary of the true decision region, 
and this neighbourhood converges to the true decision boundary in the limit µ -+ 0. 
This is what is desired in practice. If the true decision region belongs to the class C of 
estimate decision regions then there exists at lea.st one parameter a* which identifies the 
true decision region, so that D = ~(a*). Because of the smoothness and local bound-
edness properties of the parametrisation, if the estimate parameters eventually enter 
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and remain in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of a* then the estimate discriminant 
function correctly classifies all points except those in some set containing the boundary 
of the true decision region. Moreover, if the neighbourhood of a* shrinks to contain 
only a* as µ -+ 0 then the misclassified region shrinks to contain only the decision 
boundary as µ -+ 0. 
The map a i---+ E( a) is only assumed to be an epimorphism, so there may be more 
than one point in A which maps to D. Therefore a* is called a "parameter of the true 
decision region", rather than the "true parameter". 
3.3 Algorithm Statement 
Let ((xk, Yk))kENo be a sequence of data samples generated according to some unknown 
decision region D C X C Rn, X compact. Let f be a parametrisation of some class C 
of decision regions with parameter space AC JRm. 
The perceptron learning algorithm quoted in equation 1.1.3 can be written 
(3.3.1) 
where the augmented notation a, x has been dropped. Use of ~gn+ (-) rather than 
sgn(-) is necessary in (3.3.1) to ensure equivalence with (1.1.3) when al Xk = 0. 
In the perceptron learning algorithm, the estimate decision regions are the half spaces 
E(a) = {x E X : a T x > O}, and the parametrisation f(a, x) = a T x is used. The 
decision boundaries are hyperplanes which pass through the origin and have normal a. 
The estimate parameter ak is only updated at time k if the current example Xk is on 
the wrong side of the hyperplane al x = 0. 
Using the parametrisation notation, (3.3.1) can be written 
µ 8J 
ak+1 = ak - 2 -8 [sgn+(f(ak, xk)) - Yk]. a (ak,xk) 
(3.3.2) 
This can be applied to more general classes of decision regions with more complicated 
parametrisations. However, in order to use the averaging theory results in Section 
2.2 the update term must be Lipschitz continuous in ak. Therefore in the algorithm 
which follows (Algorithm 3.1) the discontinuous function sgn+ ( ·) is replaced with the 
Lipschitz continuous approximation i arctan(~) where€ > 0 is small. 
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The function ~ arctan(~) is called a sigmoidal squashing function. Other functions such 
as tanh(~) exhibit similar behaviour. For any parametrisation f of C, the "squashed" 
function, 
2 (f(a,x)) gc(a,x) := 7r arctan € (3.3.3) 
is also a parametrisation for C. Comparing equations 3.2.1 to 3.2.3 with equation 3.3.3, 
the following bounds arise: For all a E A, llall < r1, and x E R.n, llxll < r2, 
lgc(a, x)I < 
Oge 
< -
8a (a,x) 
fJ2gc 
< fJa2 (a,x) 
1 
2 Bi(r1, r2) 
7r c 
~ ( 3l- B1 (ri, r2)2 + B2 (ri, r2)) . 
7r 23€2 c 
(3.3.4) 
(3.3.5) 
(3.3.6) 
Equation 3.3.5 uses the fact that ~z arctan (~) = c2~z2 and equation 3.3.6 uses the fact 
th t z < 33/2 a (c2+z2)2 - 24c3 
Algorithm 3.1 
Choose the stepsize µ > O; 
Choose the boundary sensitivity € > 0; 
Choose the initial parameter estimate a0 ; 
T:=0 
while (true) do 
od 
(3.3.7) 
The function ak,µ(x) := sgn+(f(ak, x)) is the estimate discriminant function and ~(ak) 
is the estimate decision region at time k. 
In the limit£-+ 0, Algorithm 3.1 updates the estimate parameter if the current example 
is incorrectly classified by the current estimate decision region. If Xk is in D\~( ak), the 
parameter moves a distance 2µ times the magnitude of the gradient in the direction 
of steepest ascent off in parameter space, so that f(a, xk) "grows". If this move is 
sufficiently large, then f(ak+l, xk) > 0, so that Xk is correctly classified by the new 
estimate decision region ~( ak+i). In any case, the move ensures that the difference 
f (a, xk) - Yk decreases. If Xk is contained in ~(ak)\D the estimate parameter moves 
in the direction of steepest descent, so that f (a, Xk) "shrinks". 
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For non- zero c > 0, and any z E IR , let 
1/,(z) := sgn(z) - ! arctan (;) . (3.3.8) 
Then sgn(1Je(z)) = sgn(z) and there exist order functions a(c) = oe(l), and f3(c) = oe(l) 
such that, for each c, 
I 77e ( z) I < 
I 77e ( z) I < 
Specifically, if c < i then 
I 1Je ( z) I < 
I 1Je ( z) I < 
a(c) 
1 
l £2 
1 
Vl zl > {3(c) 
Vlzl < f3(c). 
1 Vjzj > £2 
1 Vjzj < c2. (3.3.9) 
Because f is an analytic function of x, there exists an open neighbourhood, Ue,a, of 
8Li( a) for which 
1 
lf(a, x)I < £ 2 (3.3.10) 
Recalling that f(a, x) = 0 iff x E 8E(a), it can be seen that lime-+O Ue,a == 8E(a). Since 
Li(a) is a subset of the compact sample space X, the size of 8E(a) is bounded, so that 
vol Ue,a == Oe(l). 
At each iteration of equation 3.3.7 a neighbourhood Ue,ak satisfying (3.3.10) can be 
found. For sample points outside this neighbourhood the algorithm behaves, to order 
1 
£2, as in the limit c -+ 0. For points inside the neighbourhood, the algorithm makes 
updates in the same direction as above, but the update size is smaller. Thus test 
points close to the boundary of E( ak) are given less weighting. This robustness of the 
algorithm in the presence of measurement noise in the sample points is a fortunate side 
effect of using the sigmoidal squashing function 9e rather than a signum function such 
as sgn or sgn+. 
Sample points on the estimate decision boundary 8E(ak) always cause a parameter 
update, even if they are correctly classified. The new estimate may incorrectly classify 
a sample point that was correctly classified before the update. This erroneous updating 
does not cause a problem in many practical applications because the estimate decision 
boundary is an n - 1 dimensional submanifold of Rn. In particular, in order to show 
that Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm, it is assumed that the 
sample points cover the sample space. In this case, the behaviour of the updates for 
points falling on an n - 1 dimensional submanifold is irrelevant. 
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In Chapters 4 and 5 two versions of the following proposition (stated formally in The-
orems 4.1 and 5.1) are proved. 
Proposition 3.1 Assume f : A x X ---t IR is a parametrisation for a class C of 
decision regions. If the parametrisation and the sequence (xk) of sample points satisfy 
certain conditions, µ, c are sufficiently small, and ao is appropriately chosen, then 
Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm for any decision region in C. 
3.4 Cost Functions 
In proving t~e main result of Chapter 4 (Theorem 4.1), it is shown that shown that 
Algorithm 3.1 1s a stepwise gradient descent of the cost function 
where ge is defined in (3.3.3). In this section various properties of Je will be discussed, 
in order to provide some insight into the behaviour of the algorithm. 
Let z E IR. In the limit c ---t 0, cln (1 + ~) ---t O and ~arctan (;) ---t sgn(z). Therefore 
for all a E A, 
l K-1 
Je(a) ---t Jo(a) := lim K L f(a, Xk) [sgn(f(a, Xk)) - Yk]. 
K-+oo k=O 
(3.4.2) 
Each term in the sum (3.4.2) equals either 2lf(a, xk) I or 0, so J0 is nonnegative and 
bounded on a compact domain: For all a E A, l-lall < r, 
0 < Jo(a) < 2Bo(r,R), 
where Bo is defined in (3.2.1) and 
R := min{r: X C B(O, r)} (3.4.3) 
If all sample points are correctly classified by the estimate decision region I;(a) then 
Jo(a) = 0, otherwise J0 (a) > 0. If DEC, there exists a true parameter value a*, and 
Jo(a*) = 0 for any input sequence (xk). However if the input sequence does not cover 
the sample space, Jo may also attain its global minimum at other parameters, even 
though I;(a) -:/= D. 
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Using (3.3. ) and the fact that sgn(77c(z)) = sgn(z), (3.4.1) can be written 
Jt:(a) = Jo(a) - lim ~ 11 [IJ(a, xk)17t:(f(a, xk))I + ~ ln (1 + f(a, ;k)2)]. 
K-+oo K k=O 7r c 
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Each term in the sum is nonnegative, so Jt:(a) < Jo(a). Using (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) gives 
Je(a) >Jo(a) - )~
00 
! E [IJ(a, Xk) lchxw, .• + d[u, .• + : ln ( l+ J(a~;k) 2)]. 
Thus Jt: is is bounded above and below on any compact domain: For all a E A, llall < r, 
1 c ( B0 (r, R) 2 ) 
-[B0 (r, R) + l]c2 - -rr ln 1 + € 2 < Jt:(a) < 2Bo(r, R). 
If (xk) is a covering of X, then Jt: and Jo can be written as integrals over X rather 
than sums over the input sequence: 
Je(a) = vo~ Xix [J(a, x) f9e(a, x) - Yn(x)] - : In ( l+ J(~t )
2
)] dx (3.4.4) 
Jo(a) = vo~ X fx f(a, x) [sgn(f(a, x)) - yn(x)] dx. (3.4.5) 
Since sgn(·) = sgn+(-) almost everywhere, Jo can be written 
Jo(a) = ~x [ { 2/(a, x)dx -J, 2/(a, x)dx] 
VO }E(a)\D D\E(a) 
= ~ X r If (a' X) I dx. 
VO }E(a)6.D 
(3.4.6) 
Therefore J0 is a weighted measure of the volume of the misclassified region 'E(a)6D. 
(Also, J0 is normalised by the volume of X .) The estimate decision region, and hence 
the volume of the misclassified region, varies with the estimate parameter a. So does 
the weighting function If ( a, x) j. From the definition of a parametrisation, f is analytic 
in x and for all parameters a which make f constant on X, f (a,·) must have the same 
sign. Thus the volume of 'E(a) varies continuously with a. 
Equation 3.4.6 shows that, if the sample points cover the sample space, then Jo(a) = 0 
if and only if 'E(a) = D (since, for any a, f(a, x) = 0 only on a set of measure zero in 
X). Thus if D is contained in the class C of estimating decision regions, then the global 
minimum of Jo is attained at some parameter vector a* for which 'E(a*) = D. 
Since the integrand in (3.4.4) is continuous and bounded, the order of integration and 
differentiation can be interchanged to show that the gradient of Jt: satisfies 
dJt: 1 J; 8J 
= lX -8 [gt:(a,x)- YD(x)]dx da a VO X a (a,x) (3.4. 7) 
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if the samples cover the sample space. In general J0 is not differentiable. However, if the 
samples cover the sample space then Jo is a weighted volume measure. The weighting 
function is bounded on a compact domain continuous in a and x and the volume 
changes continuously with a. Therefore Jo is Lipschitz continuous if the samples cover 
the sample space. In Lemma 3.1 it is shown that Jo is differentiable and an expression 
for the gradient of J0 is derived. 
Lemma 3.1 Let AC JRm, X C JRn, X compact, and let f be a parametrisation of 
some class C of decision regions in X. Let Jo : A--+ JR be defined by (3.4.5). Then dfao la 
exists for all a and 
dJo = ~ r ~f [sgn(f(a,x))-yv(x)]dx. 
da a vo X Jx ua (a,x) 
Proof This lemma relies on a multi-dimensional version of the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem (LDCT), as follows: Let I E ]Rn be compact and assume func-
tions <Pe : / --+ JR are absolutely integrable for all c > 0. Moreover, assume there exists 
a function 7/;: /--+ JR such that lef>e(x)I < 7/;(x) a.e. for all€> 0. Then 
J, cp(x)dx = lim J, <Pe(x)dx, I e-tO I 
where cp(x) = lime-to <Pe(x) a.e. 
Putting <Pe(a) = d!a, la, <Pe is bounded for all€, so the LDCT gives 
JI. dJe d 1 1. J dJe d 1 1m - a= 1m - a e-tO da a' e-tO da a' 
= lim Je(a) 
e-tO 
= Jo(a). (3.4.8) 
Since :E(a) varies continuously with a and f(a, x) is continuous on a compact domain, 
Jo(a) continuous on a compact domain. By equation 3.4.8, at points where the gradient 
of Jo exists it equals 
dJo = lim dJe 
da a e-tO da a 
= 
1
1X lim f ~f [ge(a,x)-yv(x)]dx VO e-tO} X ua (a,x) 
Now let <Pe(x) = ¥1 [ge(a, x) - yv(x)]. Again, the LDCT applies, and the result 
a (a,x) 
follows. • 
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Inspection of (3.1) reveals that the gradient of Jo can be written 
dJo 2 l 8J 
= ~ sgn(f(a,x)dx. 
da a vol X E(a).6.D 8a (a ,x) 
As for J0 , the integrand is bounded and continuous in a on a compact domain and the 
region of integration is bounded (by X) and varies continuously with a. Therefore dj~ 
is Lipschitz continuous on a compact domain. 
3.5 Algorithm Variations 
3.5.1 Gradient Descent on J0 
From the discussion in Section 3.3, it can be seen that, for non-zeroµ and c, Algorithm 
3.1 will never stop updating. Even if the estimate decision region equals the true 
decision region, i.e. ak = a*, 9e(a*, x) f= Yn(x) for any value of x, so some updates may 
be made in the wrong direction. The erroneous updates will rarely be large, since the 
value of Ye(a*, x) - Yn(x) is only significant if x E Ue,a•, and for small c, Ue,a• is small. 
However for any values of c and ak, some small updates will always be made. This 
causes the estimate parameters to "jitter" in a neighbourhood of the true parameter 
more than they would if (3.3.2) was used. 
Replacing (3.3.7) with (3.3.2) gives an algorithm which behaves similarly to Algorithm 
3.1 with a very small value of c, but it does not have the same robustness to noise in 
the sample points around the decision boundary. The new algorithm can be regarded 
as stepwise gradient descent of the cost function J0 defined in (3.4.2). The main reason 
this algorithm is not used in this thesis is that the averaging theory results in Section 
2.2 do not apply because the update term is not Lipschitz continuous in the parameter. 
3.5.2 Standard Parameter Estimation 
The problem of erroneous update does not appear in standard parameter estimation 
algorithms, where the data sequence is (xk, f(a*, Xk)) rather than (xk, Yk) [77]. In that 
case introduction of the sigmoidal squashing function is unnecessary, and (3.3.7) can 
be replaced with 
(3.5.1) 
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which is a stepwise gradient descent algorithm for the minimisation of the cost function 
F(a) := \x f [J(a, x) - f(a*, x)J2 dx. 2vo Jx (3.5.2) 
The LMS algorithm is one example of such an algorithm. 
3.5.3 Gradient Descent on the Misclassified Volume 
For many purposes, the practical aim of online learning is to minimise the volume of 
the misclassified region, i.e. to minimise 
V(D, E(a)) := vol(~o~;(a)). (3.5.3) 
If D is contained in the approximating class C, this can be achieved by minimising J0 • 
In other cases V(D, E(·)) and Jo(·) may have different global minima. In Chapter 6, 
the volume of the misclassified region is used to measure the error in decision region ap-
proximation. In such situations it would seem desirable to replace Je with a continuous 
version of V(D, E) in generating an online learning algorithm, as follows. 
Using the parametrisation notation and the discriminant function, (3.5.3) can be rewrit-
ten 
V(D, E(a)) = \x f [sgn+(f(a, x)) - yv(x)] 2 dx. 4vo lx (3.5.4) 
Again, the discontinuous sgn+ function can be replaced with ~ arctan(~) to give the 
alternative cost function 
Ge(a) := \ X f [ge(a, x) - YD (x )]2 dx. 4vo lx (3.5.5) 
The new cost function Ge appears much simpler than Je, and is a more direct analogue 
of the cost function F used for standard parameter estimation. It is closely related to 
the cost function used in the back-propagation algorithm for training multilayer neural 
networks. Stepwise gradient descent of Ge gives 
This gives an algorithm which can be analysed in a similar manner to Algorithm 3.1. 
Results which are essentially the same as those in Chapters 4 and 5 can be derived. 
However, the algorithm does not work well in practice because the size of the updates 
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is very irregular. If x is close to the boundary of E (a), so that f ( a, x) ~ 0, then the 
update term is approximately -t UI , which is large for small c. However in 
(a1c,x1c) 
most of X, f ( a, x) is significantly larger than c, so that the update is approximately 
- 2(i+Jta ,x)2) ~~ l(a1c,x1c) [ge(ak, Xk) - Yk], which is small if c is small. Therefore, at any 
time instant in the application of the algorithm there is a small region whose location 
depends on the current estimate parameter. If the input example happens to land in 
this region then the update is r2e(~) larger than it would be elsewhere. In practi-
cal applications, the irregular size of the parameter update means that the estimate 
parameters move very slowly for most of the time, but occasionally make huge leaps. 
The averaging theory analysis that appears in Chapters 4 and 5 does not apply in this 
case, because the bound on the update term is r2e(~) .• It will be seen that the boundary 
sensitivity c must be chosen to be oµ(l) in order to ensure that the critical points of Ge 
converge to the critical points of V(D, E) asµ-+ 0. This causes the bound M required 
in Assumpti<?n A2 of Theorem 2.1 to increase asµ-+ 0, which violates Assumption A2. 
Chapter 4 
Algorithm Convergence 
Unique True Parameter 
In this chapter conditions are given which guarantee that Algorithm 3.1 is an online 
learning algorithm. One key condition is that the cost function J0 has a unique critical 
point, which is necessarily the parameter of the true decision region. In this case, the 
cost function is quasi-convex. Chapters 5 and 7 relax this assumption. 
In Section 4.1 averaging theory is used to prove convergence of Algorithm 3.1. The 
assumptions which are used in this analysis are discussed, and alternative sufficient 
conditions, which are easier to test, are derived in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 the 
application of Algorithm 3.1 to the problems of learning a half space and a stripe is 
presented. The importance of an information rich training sequence is discussed in 
Section 4.4. 
4.1 Dynamical Systems Analysis 
In this section, it is assumed that the true decision region satisfies D E C, for some 
known class C of ( closed) decision regions; that a parametrisation f of C is known; 
and that a unique parame~er a* identifies D. An important case of this uniqueness is 
when the mapping at--+ :E(a) is an isomorphism, so there is a unique parameter value 
identifying any decision region in C. This is the case for circles parametrised as in 
Example 3.1 but not for the half spaces parametrised as in Example 3.2. In Section 
50 
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4.3.1 three different parametrisations for half spaces are presented which do exhibit 
this uniqueness of parametrisation. Many interesting classes of decision regions exhibit 
inherent symmetry, so multiple true parameter values arise naturally. This is addressed 
in Chapter 5. 
Since Yn(·) = sgn+(f(a*, ·)), inspection reveals that a(t) - a* is a solution of (3.3.2). 
In Theorem 4.1 the averaging theory results given in Section 2.2 are used to derive 
conditions which guarantee that the estimate parameters generated by Algorithm 3.1 
eventually enter and remain in an oµ (1) neighbourhood of a*. Thus it is shown that 
that Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm. 
Theorem 4.1 Let A C R.m, X C Rn, X compact, and assume there exists some 
decision region D C X. Let f: Ax X ~ R. be a parametrisation of a class C of decision 
regions. There exists an order function l(µ) = oµ(l) such that if 
DJ. There exists a* EA such that D = ~(a*) EC; 
U ( ) 8B1(f, R)
2 h A A( ) d . d Ji d . ( 1) 2. c = c µ := -1rln (l(µ))' were r = r ao < oo an R is e ne in 3.4.31 ; 
dJo U3. d = 0 only if a= a*, where Jo is defined in (3.4.2); 
a a 
and µ is sufficiently small, then Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algo-
rithm for D. $ 
Theorem 4.1 establishes the existence of appropriate choices of the stepsize _and the 
boundary sensitivity. However it does not give a practical method for choosing µ 
and c. Just how small is "sufficiently small" will depend on the particulars of each 
application, such as the sequence of input samples Xk, the parametrisation f, and the 
true decision region D. In practical applications the small parameters µ and c must 
be chosen empirically, by observation of the output of the algorithm. The stepsize 
should be chosen small enough to make the evolution of the estimate parameters appear 
reasonably smooth, and the boundary sensitivity should be decreased as the stepsize is 
decreased. 
Proof Assume (xk) is a covering of X. Condition 1 of Definition 3.2 is satisfied. 
Theorem 2.1 will be used to show that the estimate parameters generated by Algorithm 
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3.1 eventually enter and remain in and oµ(l) neighbourhood of a*. Since f is smooth 
and locally bounded, this implies that there exist sets Vµ such that vol Vµ -+ O asµ -+ O 
and, for all sufficiently small µ > 0, there exists an integer Kµ > 0 such that for all 
k > Kµ, (~(ak) n D) CVµ, Thus conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 3.2 are satisfied, and 
Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm. 
By Assumption U2, E = oµ(l). Therefore quantities that are oe(l) are also oµ(l). In 
particular, IJe(a) - Jo(a)I = oµ(l). 
Assumptions Al of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied by assumption. Let 
H(µ,a,x) = - ~f [9e(µ)(a,x)- sgn(f(a*,x))]. 
ua (a,x) 
(4.1.1) 
From equations 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.3.5, the bounds M and .X required in Assumption A2 
are 
M(µ, r) = 2B1 (r, R) 
2B1 (r, R) 2 
.X(µ,r)= () -2B2(r,R). 
'Tr€ µ 
Using Assumption U2 to replace c(µ) gives 
Let l(µ) < µ. Then e>-.(µ,r)µ} = Oµ(µt) = oµ(l), so assumption A2 is satisfied. 
(4.1.2) 
The sequence (xk) of sample points is a covering of X, so the intermediate averaged 
function satisfies Hav(µ, a)= fx H(µ, a, x)dx. Thus 
1 of [ ] dJe(µ) Hav(µ, a)= ~ 9e(µ)(a, x) - Yn(x) dx = da X ua (a,x) a 
where Je is defined in (3.4.4), and the limit of the averaged function is 
Hav( ) _ dJo 
o a - da ' 
a 
(4.1.3) 
where Jo is defined in (3.4.5). As shown in Section 3.4, df~ is Lipschitz continuous on 
a compact domain, so Assumption A4 is satisfied. 
For any fixed E > 0, the error 
ko+k-1(/Jf dJ ) Oe(µ) = sup sup sup µ L ~ [ge(a, xi) - Yn(x1)] - de 
koENoaEAkE[o,f) l=ko ua (a,x1) a a 
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for the average function Je is oµ(l), as is error 
ko + k- 1 ( 8 f d.li ) 
60 (µ) = sup sup sup µ L a [sgn(f(a,xt)) -yn(xl)] - T 
ko ENoaEAkE [o,}) l= ko a (a,x1) a a 
for the average function Jo. Therefore the error 6(µ) = 6e(µ) (µ) for the intermediate 
average H 0 v is oµ ( 1). Moreover, there exists an order function l (µ) such that for all 
- -
c > 0, 6e(µ) = Oµ(l(µ)). For allµ> 0, let l(µ) = max{µ, l(µ)}. From equation 4.1.2, 
>.( ) l l - l e µ,r 6e(µ)(µ)2 = l(µ) - :f.Oµ(l(µ)2) 
= Oµ (f(µ)i) 
= 0µ(1) 
Therefore Assumption A3 is satisfied. 
Let hk(·, ·) = 0 and /3(·) = 0. Then Assumptions AS and A6 are satisfied. 
From (4.1.3) , it can be seen that the averaged ODE governing the behaviour of the 
estimate parameters is 
. dJo 
a(t) = -µ -
da a(t) 
(4.1.4) 
Equation 4.1.4 describes a gradient system [35]. The discriminant function for D sat-
isfies yn(x) = sgn+(f (a*, x)), since D = I:(a*), so Jo(a*) = 0. But Jo> 0, so a* is the 
global minimum of J 0 • By Assumption U3, a* is the only critical point of Jo. Therefore 
a* is the globally uniformly asymptotically stable solution of (4.1.4). 
Thus, by Theorem 2.1, for any compact set B C JRffi, there exists an oµ(l) function 
h(µ) and a constant µo such that if µ < µo then there exists kµ E No such that if 
ao EB then 
Choosing B = B(.O, llaoll), this says that, ifµ is sufficiently small, the estimate param-
eters eventually enter and remain in an oµ(l) neighbourhood of a* . • 
4.2 Testing for a Unique Critical Point 
Assumption U3 deals with the topology of the cost surface defined by Jo- in particular , 
it demands that the cost surface have a unique critical point, which is necessarily the 
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global minimum. Therefore the cost surface is quasi-convex. This is guaranteed if J0 
is strictly increasing along rays originating at a*. That is, the directional derivative at 
any point a in the direction a - a* should be positive. This fact was used by Sontag 
and Sussmann in [75] to prove convergence of one variation of the back-propagation 
algorithm for a single layer feed-forward neural network. 
Definition 4.1 The directional derivative of J A ~ IR at point a E A and in 
direction b E A, is 
( dJ )T 1)bJ(a) := da a b. 
Similarly, the directional derivative off : A x X ~ IR with respect to a E A at point 
(a, x) EA x X, in direction b EA, is 
(
{)f )T 1Jbf(a, x) := 8 b. a (a,x) 
Note that 1JoJ(a) = 1Jof(a, x) = 0 for all choices of a and x. Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 
4.1 use the directional derivative to give sufficient conditions that Assumption U3 is 
satisfied. 
If xis misclassified by E( a), sgn(f ( a, x )-yn ( x) = 2 sgn(f ( a, x)), otherwise sgn(f ( a, x )-
Yn ( x) = 0. Therefore Va-a•Jo is equal to the integral of 2(1Ja-a•f)sgnf over the 
misclassified region. The misclassified region can be written E(a)6D = {x E X : 
f(a, x)f(a*, x) < 0}. 
If a = a* the misclassified regions is empty. If a =/= a*, the misclassified region can be 
partitioned into the two subsets 
Sa : = { x E X : f (a, x) f (a*, x) < 0 and ( 1) a -a• f (a, x)) f (a, x) > 0} 
Ta:= {x EX: f(a, x)f(a*, x) < 0 and (Va-a•f(a, x)) f(a, x) < 0}. 
(4.2.1) 
(4.2.2) 
In the region Sa the integrand Va-a• f sgn f is positive, and in the region Ta the inte-
grand is negative. Thus Va-a• J0 is equal to the sum of a (positive) integral over Sa 
and a (negative) integral over Ta. This is used in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.2 Assume X C IR.n is compact and (xk) covers X. Let f : ]Rm x X -t IR 
be a parametrisation of some class of decision regions, and assume D = I: (a*) for some 
a*ElRm. 
If, for any a E IR m such that a =p a* , there exists a set Ra C Sa such that 
inf IDa-a•f(a,x)jvolRa > sup IDa-a•f(a,x)jvolTa , 
xERa xETa 
then df: la = 0 if and only if a= a*, where Jo is defined by {3.4.2). 
Proof Let a E IRm, a =pa*. By the definition of a parametrisation, ~~ is bounded on a 
compact domain, so inf Ra Da-a•f(a, x) and supTa IDa-a•f(a, x)I are both finite. Com-
paring (3.4.5) with ( 4.2.1) and ( 4.2.2), the directional derivative of J0 in the direction 
a - a* is 
Da-a•Jo(a) = ~X f (Da-a•f(a,x))sgn(f(a,x))dx 
VO lsa 
+ ~X f (Da-a•f(a,x))sgn(f(a,x))dx 
VO }Ta 
> ~XJ, IVa-a•f(a,x)ldx- ~X [ IVa-a•f(a,x)ldx 
VO Ra VO }Ta 
>0 
by assumption. Therefore 
dJo 
da a =p 0 if a =pa*, 
where a* is the (unique) true parameter vector, as required. • 
The regions Sa and Ta can be interpreted as "good" and "bad" regions respectively. 
If the current estimate parameter is ak, and Xk falls in Sak, then gradient descent on 
the limiting value of the instantaneous cost, f(ak, Xk)[sgn(f(ak, xk))-sgn+(f(a*, xk))], 
causes an update which brings the estimate closer to the true parameter vector. Thus 
if Xk E Sak (and µ is sufficiently small), then llak+1 - a*II < llak - a*II, where ak+I is 
determined by (3.3.7). However, if Xk is chosen in Tak, then the estimate parameters 
will move away from the true parameter. Averaging relies on the idea that the effect 
of the erroneous updates is negligible. This requires that for any a E A = Rm, the 
volume of Ta is small compared to that of Sa, and updates made when Xk falls in Ta 
are not significantly larger than when Xk falls in Sa. The following corollary deals with 
the special case where the volume of Ta is zero. 
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Corollary 4.1 A~sume X C !Rn is compact and (xk) covers X. Let f : !Rm x X --+ IR 
be a parametrisation of some class of decision regions, and assume D = ~(a* ) for some 
a* E !Rm. 
If, for any a E !Rm, a =/= a* , there exists a set Ua C X such that the closure of Ua 
contains the misclassified region ~(a)6D and (Va-a•f(a, x)) f(a , x) > 0 for all x E Ua 
then df~ la = 0 if and only if a= a* , where Jo is defined by {3.,4..2). $ 
Proof From the definition of Sa , it is clear that Ua n (~(a)6D) C Sa. But the closure 
of Ua contains the misclassified region, so vol Sa = vol ~(a)6D and vol Ta = 0 for all 
a E !Rm, a=/= a*. Because IVa-a•f(a,x)I > 0 for all x E Ua, there exists a set Ra C Ua 
such that vol Ra> 0 and inf Ra IVa-a•f(a, x)I > 0. Thus Theorem 4.2 applies. • 
The above results rely on showing that Jo is strictly increasing along rays in parameter 
space originating at a*. If this is relaxed to Jo being nondecreasing along the rays , 
there may be critical points of J0 which are not at a*, so Assumption U3 is violated. 
However, provided J0 is not constant along the rays, the behaviour of the algorithm 
will not be significantly altered by this relaxation, because the critical points will not 
be local minima of J0 , and all solutions of (4.1.4) will be bounded for all t > 0. 
4.3 Examples 
4.3.1 Learning a half space 
In this section, it is assumed that C is the class of half spaces in !Rn containing the 
origin. Three different parametrisations for this class will be discussed. The first is the 
natural choice of parametrisation, and there appears to be no good reason why either 
of the other two would be chosen. However , for more complicated classes of decision 
regions, it can be difficult to find a suitable parametrisation , and given two candidate 
parametrisations it is not immediately apparent which one is preferable. By looking at 
different parametrisations for a half space, some of the issues that must be considered 
in choosing a parametrisation are illustrated. 
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Linear Parametrisation 
The natural choice for a parametrisation of the halfspace { x : a T x + l} > O is 
Ji ( a, X) =a TX + l, (4.3.1) 
where the parameter space A = R.n. Thus :E(a) is the halfspace with normal a and 
offset from the origin 11!11 . Since A must be compact in order to apply Theorem 4.1, 
there is a non-zero minimum absolute offset of the decision boundaries described by J1 
from the origin. In order to learn half spaces whose boundaries pass through the origin, 
or half spaces which do not contain the origin, a different parametrisation must be used. 
Alternatively, the samples could be preprocessed by translation of the coordinates in 
X, so that the origin becomes a regular point. 
As seen in equation 1.1.1, in neural network learning a parametrisation similar to f1 is 
used, but the offset of the decision boundary is not forced to be nonzero. In Example 
3.2 it was shown that such parametrisations violate condition 4 for a parametrisation. 
In addition, Assumption U3 is violated because the true parameters occupy the line 
ca* E JR.n+l for any c E JR., and hence the critical points of J0 form an 1 dimensional 
submanifold of then+ l dimensional parameter space. Simulations using the paramet-
risation in Example 3.2 in Algorithm 3.1 exhibit convergence of the estimate parameters 
to the line ca*, so that the algorithm "learns" successfully. However there is a problem 
of noise accumulation once the parameters have converged to the line. 
The directional derivative of Ji satisfies 
(Da-a•f1(a, x))f1(a, x) = (a - a*) T x(a T x + l), 
= fi(a,x) 2 -fi(a,x)f1(a*,x). 
In the misclassified region, f 1(a,x)f1(a*,x) < 0, so Da-a•f1(a,x)f1(a,x) > 0 in the 
misclassified region. Therefore Corollary 4.1 holds, so the cost function induced by f1 
has a unique critical point. In fact the cost function J1 induced by Ji is convex. 
Exponential Parametrisation 
Another suitable parametrisation is of the halfspace a T x + l > 0 is 
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Note that in this case the magnitude of f2(a, x) will be much larger for points x out-
side the decision region than for those an equal distance inside the decision region. 
Nonetheless, the decision regions defined by Ji ( a, ·) and !2 ( a, ·) are identical. Taking 
the directional derivative gives 
(Va-a• f2(a, x)) f2(a, x) = p(a - a*) T xe-pa T x f2(a, x) 
= pe-pa T x (Ji (a, x )f2(a, x) - !1 (a*, x )f2(a, x)) 
Since sgn(f2(a,x)) = sgn(f1(a,x)), (Va-a•f2(a,x)) f2(a,x) > 0 in the misclassified 
region. Again, Corollary 4.1 shows that the cost function induced by f 2 has a unique 
critical point. 
Zero Tail Parametrisation 
Now consider the parametrisation 
f3(a, x) = (a T x + l)e-(a T x+1)2. 
For a particular a, the decision region identified by f 3 is identical to that identified by 
both !1 and f2. However the value of lf3I starts decreasing towards zero for points suffi-
ciently far from the decision boundary a~(a). In fact, for any fixed a, lf3 (a, x)I attains 
its maximum when la T x + 11 = J2· In most simulations using this parametrisation, 
estimate parameters drift off towards infinity rather than converging to a*. 
The directional derivative for f 3 satisfies 
(Va-a•f3(a, x))f3(a, x) = (a - a*) T x(l - 2(a T x + 1) 2)(a T x + l)e-2(a T x+l)2 
= [(aT X + 1) 2 -(aT X + l)(a*T X + 1)](1-2(aT X + 1) 2)e-2(aTx+1)2 (4.3.2) 
The first and the last terms in ( 4.3.2) are nonnegative in the misclassified region, but the 
middle term is negative whenever (a T x + 1) 2 > !- Thus the good region Sa is confined 
to a narrow stripe of width (an around the estimate decision boundary. Figure 4-1 
depicts the regions Sa and Ta for a particular choice of estimate parameter a and true 
parameter a*, when X C R. 2 and A = R.2• Clearly Ta is much larger than Sa in this 
case. 
For any one dimensional or two dimensional example, the cost function induced by f3 
can be plotted. Figure 4-2 shows the plot of J0 for a particular one dimensional case. It 
can be seen from the figure that J0 has one non global local minimum and is decreasing 
(albeit slowly) as llall goes to infinity. 
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Figure 4-1: The "good", and "bad" regions Sa and Ta for /3 and particular choices of 
a and a*. The sample space is X = [-1, 1]2, the true parameter vector is a*= (0 , 4) , 
and the estimate is a = ( 4, 2). The light shaded region is Sa and the dark shaded 
region is Ta. The unshaded region is correctly classified. 
4.3.2 Learning a stripe 
Next consider the parametrisation 
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f4(a, x) =17 - (a T x + 1) 2 , (4.3.3) 
where a, x E ]Rn and 77 E (0, 1) is some fixed constant. The decision regions identified 
by f 4 are "stripes" in ]Rn, where :E(a) is of width ~I~ and is normal to a. Such decision 
regions arise in a radar problem. The directional derivative satisfies 
The line a T x = a*T x passes through the origin and, if the two lines intersect , it passes 
through two corners of the region :E( a) n :E( a*). Figure 4-3 depicts the regions Sa and 
Ta for a particular choice of estimate parameter a and true parameter a* , when X C 1R 2 
and A= JR 2• 
As an aside, note that if the input sequence (xk) consists entirely of positive examples 
(Yk = +1), then X = :E(a*). In this case - J4 (a, x) > 0 throughout the misclassified 
region, and a*T xis small, so that (a - a*)T x(aT x + 1) > 0 in the misclassified region. 
Thus Ta = 0 and Corollary 4.1 can be applied to show that there is a unique crit ical 
point. This is interesting because it explains why in simulations the estimate parameters 
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Figure 4-2: The cost function induced by fa when a* = -3, X = [-1 , 1], and sample 
points (xk) cover X. The average was determined by simple numerical integration. 
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converge much more smoothly if only positive examples are used in training. This 
property is a special feature of this particular class of decision regions, and certainly 
does not apply in general. For most choices of C and f, Algorithm 3.1 would probably 
not converge at all with solely positive examples. 
4.4 Persistence of Excitation 
In Sections 4.1 through 4.3 it has been assumed that the sample points cover the sample 
space, since this is what is required in Definition 3.2 for an approximate online learning 
algorithm. In this section the covering assumption is dropped , and the possible effects 
of particular input sequences is discussed. It is shown that spurious critical points of 
the cost function J0 can arise when the sample points cycle through a fixed set of points 
in X, or are confined to a subset of X. 
When the sample points to do not cover the sample space, the appropriate expression 
for Jo is equation 3.4.2 rather than 3.4.5. The averaging theory still applies, and the 
averaged system is still a gradient equation on J0 . Thus it follows that the estimate 
parameters produced by Algorithm 3.1 converge to an oµ.(1) neighbourhood of the local 
minima of Jo (if c is suitably chosen). Even if J0 defined in (3.4.5) has a unique critical 
point the estimate parameters may not converge to the true parameter if Jo defined 
in (3.4.2) has non-global local minima. Points which are critical points of Jo defined 
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X 
.E(a*) 
.E(a) 
Figure 4-3: The "good", and "bad" regions Sa and Ta for /4 with a particular choice of 
a and a*. The sample space is X = [-1, 1]2, the true parameter vector is a* = (0, 4), 
the estimate is a = ( 2, 0), and the width is determined by TJ = i. The light shaded 
region is Sa and the light shaded region is Ta. The unshaded region is correctly 
classified. 
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m (3.4.2) but not J0 defined in (3.4.5) are called spurious critical points, because they 
appear as a result of the particular training sequence, rather than a property of the 
true decision region or the parametrisation. 
4.4.1 Correctly classified examples 
From equation (3.4.2) it can be seen that 
dJo . 2 K-l of 
d = hm K I: -0 sgn(f(a, Xk))[Db.E(a)(xk). a a K-+oo k=O a (a,xk) (4.4.1) 
Recall that In(·) denotes the indicator function for the set D. 
Assume a -:j:. a*. If all of the sample points are correctly classified by E(a) then 
[Db.E(a)(xk) = 0 for all k, so df~ la = 0. That is , a is a critical point of Jo, even 
though a -:j:. a*, so Assumption 2 of Theorem 4.1 is violated. Similarly, if only a finite 
number of points in the infinite sequence (xk) are misclassified by E(a) then a is a 
critical point of J0 . The problem is that the input sequence does not explore the whole 
of the sample space which is to be learnt. In the system identification context, it would 
be said that the input is not sufficiently exciting. 
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4.4.2 Misclassified examples which cancel 
Spurious critical points of J0 may arise even if the input examples are misclassified. 
For instance, assume the samples cycle through a set of j points in X, which are all 
misclassified by :E (a). Then the gradient of Jo is 
dJo 2 j-l 8f 
= ~ L -a sgn(f(a, Xk)). 
da a J k=O a (a,xk) 
In some cases, this sum can equal zero. 
Example 4.1: Consider the case of learning a stripe in IR 2 which was depicted in 
figure 4-3. Let the sample points alternate between two values, namely x 2k = ( -0.3, 0) 
and x2k+l = (-0.6, 0). Then all samples are misclassified, and sgn f(a, xk) = 1 for all 
samples. Thus the gradient of Jo at a= (2, 0) is 
dJo 8f + 8f 
da (2,0) 8a ((2,0),(-0.3,o)) 8a ((2,0),(-0.6,0) 
= -2(-0.3, 0) ( (2, 0) T (-0.3, 0) + 1) - 2(-0.6, 0) ( (2, 0) T (-0.6, 0) + 1) 
= 0. 
For any sufficiently small vector (a, ,3) E Rm, X2k, X2k+I E ~((2 + a, ,3)), and 
Jo(2 + a, ,3) = 1!((2 + a, ,3), (-0.3, 0))1 + 1!((2 + a, ,3), (-0.6, 0))1 
= I0.25 - (0.4 - 0.3a) 21 + I0.25 - (-0.2 - 0.6a) 21 
= 0.3 - 0.450? 
> Jo((2, 0)). 
Therefore the spurious critical point is a local maximum in this case. • 
In [74], Sontag and Sussmann used this type of technique to show that spurious lo-
cal minima can arise in back-propagation for a single layer neural network. In their 
example, the true decision region did not belong to the estimating class C. 
Using the sets Sa and Ta defined in Section 4.2, the gradient of Jo can be written 
Since Va-a• f(a, x) sgn f(a, x) > 0 in Sa, Va-a•Jo(a) > 0 if Ta= 0. Therefore d/1 la_# 0, 
and spurious critical points cannot arise if the samples are misclassified if Ta = 0 for 
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all a. In particular spurious critical points cannot arise if the samples are misclassified 
in the case of the linear parametrisation Ji described in Section 4.3.1. Thus existence 
of a non-empty Ta is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the appearance of 
spurious local minima when the samples are misclassified. 
4.4.3 Samples which do not span the parameter space 
Problems can also occur if the set of vectors { ¥ I : a E A, k E No} do not span 
a (a,xk) 
the parameter space. This could arise from unwise choice of parametrisation, or from 
insufficiently rich samples. Since the vectors do not span R.m, there exists a vector 
b E R.m such that b T ¥1 = 0 for all a EA, k E N0 • From (3.3.7), 
a (a,xk) 
for some scalar function a, so b T (ak - a0) = 0. Thus the estimate parameters will 
never be updated in the directions not spanned, but will be confined to a hyperplane 
passing through a0 . This will prevent the estimate parameters from converging to the 
true parameter. From ( 4.4.1), it is clear that b T d;/1 la = 0 for all a, Jo does not change 
in the direction b. Therefore the critical points of J0 are not isolated, but are lines in 
R.m parallel to b. 
In order to guarantee that this does not occur, there must exist a > 0 such that for 
some a E R.m 
ko + K -1 8 f ( 8 f ) T 
a1 < I: - -
- k=ko 8a (a,xk) 8a (a,xk) 
This is a generalisation of the persistence of excitation condition that is commonly im-
posed in problems of adaptive control [30]. The sum parallels the information matrix in 
the adaptive control context. Since M = x for linear parametrisations, the requirement 
is simply that the samples span the sample space. For example, let A C R. 2 , and let f 
be defined by (4.3.1). If xk(l) = 0 for all k then no updates of a(l) will be made. If a 
nonlinear parametrisation is used, the condition is more complicated. 
...... 
Chapter 5 
Algorithm Convergence 
Multiple True Parameters 
Many interesting parametrisations exhibit some form of symmetry, so that multiple 
parameters identify the same decision region. In this chapter the analysis of Chapter 
4 is generalised to include the possibility that multiple parameter values describe the 
true decision region. That is, the mapping a t--+ :E( a) is an not an isomorphism but 
it is an epimorphism. In order to apply the averaging theory results of Section 2.2 , it 
is required that these true parameter values are confined to a compact set. In many 
applications where the true parameter values are confined to a compact set , there is a 
countable number of them. 
A convergence result which is similar to Theorem 4.1 but allows for multiple true 
parameters is proved in Section 5.1. The new result requires that the cost function 
Jo has no non-global local minima and the average ODE ( 4.1.4) is Lagrange stable 
((4.1.4) has no attractor at infinity). In Section 5.2 the directional derivative is used 
to derive methods for testing for Lagrange stability. In Section 5.3 the application of 
Algorithm 3.1 to learning a stripe is discussed further , and the application to learning 
an intersection of two half spaces is demonstrated. 
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5.1 Dynamical Systems Analysis 
Assume there is some set N C A of parameters which identify the true decision re-
gion. That is, the true decision region is D = E(a*) for all a* E N. Since Yn(·) = 
sgn+(f(a*, ·)), J0 (a*) = 0 for all a* E N. Thus all a* E N are global minimisers 
of J0 , and N is a uniformly asymptotically stable invariant set for ( 4.1.4). Theorem 
2.1 applies in the basin of attraction of N, so if the initial parameter estimate is con-
tained within this basin of attraction, Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning 
algorithm. 
Theorem 5.1 Let AC ]Rm and X C Rn, X compact, and assume there exists some 
decision region D C X. Let f : Ax X --+ JR be a parametrisation of a class C of decision 
regions. There exists an order function l(µ) = oµ(l) such that if 
Ml. N := {a EA: D = E(a*) EC} is compact; 
M2. c = c(µ) := ~!;i"(z~)2), where f = f(ao) < oo and R is defined in (3.4.3); 
then there exists an open set A° C A such that if a0 E AO µ is sufficiently small, then 
Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm for D. 
If, in addition, 
M3. The only local minimisers of Jo defined in (3.4.5) are the points in N; 
M4. The ODE (4-1.4) is Lagrange stable; 
then for generic a0 E A, ifµ is sufficiently small then Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate 
online learning algorithm for D. $ 
The sets N and AO in Theorem 5.1 are not necessarily connected sets. In particular, N 
may be a countable set of isolated points, as occurs for the application to an intersection 
of half spaces discussed in section 5.3.2. Then A0 is the union of countably many 
pairwise disjoint open sets Ai C A, where i is in some interval I. Each Ai is the basin 
of attraction of some point a•i E N in ( 4.1.4). 
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Proof Equation 4.1.4 is a gradient equation with uniformly asymptotically stable 
invariant set T. The basin of attraction of T in ( 4.1.4) is A0 • 
As shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1, Theorem 2.1 applies. Thus for any compact set 
B 0 c A0 , there exists an oµ(l) function h(µ) and a constant µ0 such that ifµ < µ0 
then there exists kµ E No such that if ao EB! then 
Thus if µ is sufficiently small then the estimate parameters eventually enter and remain 
in an oµ(l) neighbourhood of a true parameter. As discussed in the proof of Theorem 
4.1, this implies that Algorithm 3.1 is an approximate online learning algorithm for all 
ao E A0 • 
If there are no non-global local minima of Jo, and ( 4.1.4) is Lagrange stable, the set 
A0 of solutions of (4.1.4) which are attracted to the global minima is dense in A. * 
Without Assumptions M3 and M4 there is no information about the size of the set of 
suitable estimates. The basins of attraction of the global minima may occupy a very 
small region in parameter space, so that it is very difficult to find a suitable initial 
parameter estimate. If Assumptions M3 and M4 are satisfied then for almost all initial 
estimates, the stepsize can be chosen small enough that the algorithm will converge (in 
the sense of Definition 3.2). 
5.2 Testing for Lagrange Stability 
Assumptions M3 and M4 of Theorem 5.1 parallel Assumption U3 of Theorem 4.1. In 
Section 4.2 Assumption U3 was discussed, and simpler sufficient conditions were derived 
using the directional derivative. In particular, conditions were found to guarantee that 
the directional derivative of Jo along rays originating at the true parameter is positive. 
If there is more than one true parameter vector then there must be regions where the 
directional derivative of J0 along rays originating at any of the true parameter vectors 
will be negative. In this case it is much more difficult to test for non-global local 
minima. However, even when local minima of the cost function exist, it is useful to 
know that there is no attractor at infinity. 
Algorithm 3.1 uses a finite step size and gradient descent on the instantaneous cost , 
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rather than the average cost Jo ( or even Jc), so the estimate parameters will jump 
around rather than moving smoothly to the minima of Jo. Moreover, they will continue 
to jump around even when they are in a local minimum, or even at the global minimum 
of J0 • Large deviations theory suggests that estimate parameters will eventually escape 
from local minima ( under some additional assumptions) [18, 28, 34]. They may also 
escape from the global minimum, but this is harder because the size of the updates is 
smaller when the value of J0 is closer to zero. 
If there is an attractor at infinity, large deviations theory suggests that estimate pa-
rameters will eventually appear in the basin of attraction of this attractor. They will 
then head off to infinity and may become so large that no amount of jumping around 
will cause them to return to the basin of attraction of the global minimum. So if there 
is an attractor at infinity then ultimately the estimate parameters will converge there, 
even though the value of Jo at this attractor may be large. 
If (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable, all local minima of J0 are constrained to lie within some 
compact set. Parameters will not wander off to infinity but will spend most of their 
time near a local or global minimum of Jo. It is much less likely that the estimate 
parameters will leave a global minimum than a local minimum (since the cost driving 
the algorithm will be less), so the estimate parameters are likely to spend most of their 
time near the global minimum. 
A classic result dealing with Lagrange stability gives the following (see p. 204 of [35]): 
Lemma 5.1 Let J 0 : Rm~ JR+ have continuous second derivatives. If J01 ([O, c]) is 
compact for all c > 0, and 8/~ la =/= 0 except at a finite number of points a*1 , ... , a*r E 
Rm, then (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable. $ 
So under the conditions of Lemma 5.1, Assumption M4 is satisfied. Using Lemma 
5.1 involves determining the lower level sets J01 ([O, c]), which is not a simple problem. 
Essentially the idea here is that the cost function keeps increasing as the parameter 
a goes to ir:ifinity in any direction. The shape of the cost surface for finite parameter 
values is not important for this result-only the shape of the cost surface when the 
parameter becomes large matters. Therefore the following, more easily tested, result 
can be used. 
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Lemma 5.2 Let Jo : IRm-+ JR+ have continuous second derivatives and J0 (a*) = 0 
for some a* E IRm. If there exists a constant C > 0 such that Da-a•Jo(a) > 0 for all 
a E IRm, Jlall > C then (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable. $ 
Proof Let a(t) E IRm. If JJa(t)JI > C then Da-a•Jo(a) > 0 so the solution of (4.1.4) 
moves towards a*, in the sense that Jla(t + c:) - a*II < Jla(t) - a*II for all sufficiently 
small E > 0. Thus all solutions of (4.1.4) move towards a* until they enter and remain 
in the closed ball with centre a* and radius C. • 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 are true for quite general cost functions. The ideas of Section 
4.2 are now used to determine assumptions which are specific to the cost function 
defined in (3.4.5). Converse results, giving conditions under which solutions of ( 4.1.4) 
are unbounded ( J0 has an attractor at infinity), can also be given. 
Theorem 5.2 Assume X C IRn is compact. Let f: IRmxx-+ IR be a parametrisation 
of some class of decision regions, and assume a* E IR m. 
If there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for all a E IRm, Jlall > C, there exists a set 
Ra C Sa such that 
inf IDa-a•f(a,x)jvolRa > sup IDa-a•f(a,x)JvolTa, 
xERa xETa 
then (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable. 
Proof The proof of this result follows similar lines to the proof of Theorem 4.2. * 
Thus Lagrange stability of the ODE can be determined on the basis of the behaviour 
of the directional derivative of the parametrisation for large llall only. For some cases 
it is sufficient to only calculate the limiting behaviour of Dea-a• f ( ca, x) as c -+ oo, 
which is often much simpler than calculating Dea-a• f ( ca, x) for finite values of a. In 
particular if, for all a, lime-+oo(Dea-a•f(ca, x))f(ca, x) exists and is non-negative for all 
x, and is positive for some misclassified points then Theorem 5.2 will hold. Or if, for all 
a, (Dea-a•f(ca,x))f(ca,x)-+ oo for some misclassified x, and lime-+oo Dea-a•f(ca,x) 
is finite for all other values of x then Theorem 5.2 will hold. This is the basis for the 
following results. 
..... 
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Theorem 5.3 Assume X C R.n is compact. Let f: R.m xx ~ R. be a parametrisation 
of some class of decision regions, and assume a* E R.m. If 
1. lim (Dea-a•f(ca, x))f(ca,x) > 0 for all a EA, a f- 0, x EX; 
e~oo 
2. For all a E R.m, a f- a*, llall = 1, there exists a set Va C X and a constant r > 0 
such that lim vol Van (D6E( ca)) f- 0 and lim inf !Dea-a• f ( ca, x) I > r; 
e~oo e~oo xE Va 
then (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable. 
Proof Choose a E R.m such that llall = 1. Define 
r vol Va 
na := 2volX (5.2.1) 
The first assumption implies that SUPxETcalDea-a•f(ca,x)I ~ 0 as c ~ oo, so there 
exists a constant Ca such that 
sup I Dea-a• f ( ca, X) I < na (5.2.2) 
xETca 
Assumption 2 implies that there exists a constant Ca such that 
inf 11\a-a•f(ca,x)I > ~ 
xEVa 2 
(5.2.3) 
Combining this with Assumption 1 shows that there exists a constant Cs such that 
Va C Sea for all C >Cs.Let C = supllall=l{Ca,Ca,Cs}. 
Any a E Rn, llall > C can be written a = Cnan, where Cn > C and an 
Ra= Va" n (D6E(a)). By equations 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, 
Using (5.2.3) and the fact that vol Ta < vol X gives 
ID f( )I infxERa IDa-a•f(a, x)I vol Ra sup a-a• a,x < IT . 
xETa VO a 
Thus Theorem 5.2 holds. 
1. Let 
• 
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Theorem 5.4 Assume X C Rn is compact. Let f: Rmxx --t R be a parametrisation 
of some class of decision regions, and assume a* E Rm. If, for all a E Rm such that 
a =/= a* and Jlall = 1, 
1. There exists r a > 0 such that lim (Vea-a• f ( ca, x)) sgn f ( ca, x) > -ra for 
e~oo 
all x EX; 
2. There exists a set Va C X such that lim vol Van (DL:E(ca)) =/= 0 and 
e~oo 
lim inf IVea-a•f(ca,x)l==oo; 
e~ oo xEVa 
then (4.1.4) is Lagrange stable. 
Proof The proof follows along similar lines to Theorem 5.3, the main difference being 
that here Va-a•f(a, x) is arbitrarily large in Sa, whereas in Theorem 5.3 Va-a•f(a, x) 
is arbitrarily small in Ta . • 
Theorem 5.4 will be used in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 to show that, for particular par-
ametrisations of a stripe and an (approximate) intersection of two half spaces, there is 
no attractor at infinity. 
5.3 Examples 
5.3.1 Learning a stripe · 
This section returns to the problem described in Section 4.3.2. Again, consider the 
parametrisation f4 defined in equation ( 4.3.3). From equation ( 4.3.4) it is clear that in 
the limit c --t oo, 
(Vea-a• f4(ca, x))f4(ca, x) --t2c4 (a T x) 4 > 0 
for all x E { x E X : a T x =/= 0} and if a T x = 0 then 
(Vea-a•f4(ca, x))f4(ca, x) =2a*T x(TJ - 1). 
Compactness of X implies that s = supxEX a*T x exists, so Assumption 1 of Theorem 
5.4 is satisfied, with ra == 2s2 . Setting Va== {x EX: JaTxl > c:} for some c: > 0, 
vol Van (DL:E(ca)) --t vol Van D > 0. Therefore Assumption 2 of Theorem 5.4 is also 
satisfied, so there is no attractor at infinity for this parametrisation. 
...... 
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5.3.2 Learning intersections of half spaces 
An interesting problem arising in the neural network literature is that of learning an 
intersection of half spaces. Whilst one can learn an intersection of half spaces using 
both examples (data samples) and queries [6], until recently no other online scheme 
had been developed which can solve this problem using only examples [14]. 
Figure 5-1: Example illustrating the difference between the intersection of two half 
planes and the solution of Jp ( vec( n 1 , n 2), x) = 0. The normals to the half planes are 
n 1 = (-1, 1) and n 2 = (1, 1), and p ranges from 1 to 8 in steps of 1. 
Let X C lRn, AC JR 2n, and denote elements of A by a= vec(n1, n 2), where n 1 , n2 E ]Rn 
are the normals to the boundaries of the two half spaces. Then define 
(5.3.1) 
For p > 0, the region :E(a) defined by fp(a,x) > 0 is contained in the intersection of 
the half spaces n 1 T x + 1 > 0 and n 2T x + 1 > 0 and, as p --+ oo , 8:E(a) approaches 
the boundary of this intersection. This parametrisation is constructed from the par-
ametrisation of a half space used in Section 4.3.1. It inherits the limitations of that 
parametrisation , in that only those intersections of half spaces which contain the origin 
can be described by (5.3.1), and for a particular choice of A there is a nonzero mini-
mum distance between the decision boundary and the origin in X. Figure 5-1 gives an 
example of the boundary fp(a, x) = 0 approaching the boundary of the intersection of 
two half spaces as p--+ oo. 
Presuming the true decision regmn is :E(vec(ni., n 2*)) for some ni. , n2* E lRn, As-
sumption Ml of theorem 5.1 is satisfied by the parametrisation fp· In particular , 
...... 
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f p(vec(n1, n 2), · ) = f p(vec(n2 , n 1), ·), so there are two global minima of J0 • 
The directional derivative of f p satisfies 
Due to the nonlinear, coupled nature of this equation , there appears to be no simple 
way of describing the regions Sa and Ta. As in the previous example, it can be shown 
that there is no attractor at infinity. 
Let a= vec(n1, n2 ) E 1R 2n , where lln1 II + lln2 II = 1. Define a:= pn1T x and /3 := pn2T x. 
In the limit c -t oo, the directional derivative exhibits the following behaviour: 
Case 1. a , /3 #0 
Case 2. a =f=. 0, /3 = 0 
Therefore (Dca-a•fp(ca, x))fp(ca, x)-+ oo if either a or /3 is negative, and if both a and 
/3 are positive then Dca-a•fp(ca, x)-+ 0. Let S1 = supxEX n1*T x, S2 = supxEX n2*T x , 
ra = -pe-P(s1 + s2), and Va= {x EX: n 1T x <€or n2T x < c} , for some € > 0. As 
c -too, ~(ca)-+ {x EX: n 1T x > 0 and n2T x > O}, so limc4-oo vol Van (Dh.~(a)) > 0 
Thus the assumptions of Theorem 5.4 are satisfied. 
Figures 5-2 to 5-5 show the results of two different applications of Algorithm 3.1 to 
(5.3 .1) for decision regions in 1R 2. In both cases the final estimate is a good approx-
imation of the true decision region. In the first case the estimate parameters remain 
within one basin of attraction for all iterations. In the second case the estimate param-
eters jump from one basin to the other. Note that if the initial parameter estimate is 
chosen so that n 1 = n 2 , both of the normals will update the same way, so the estimate 
parameters will not converge successfully but rather remain on the boundary between 
the two basins of attraction. 
The algorithm has also been successfully applied to the obvious generalisat ion of the 
intersection on m half spaces in n dimensions. Again , the algorithm performs well in 
...... 
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Evolution of parameters in time 
4....-------------------------.. 
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Figure 5-2: The evolution of the parameters when Algorithm 3.1 was applied to (5.3.1). 
The parameters moved very quickly away from their initial values, then slowly con-
verged toward the target. The true parameter vector was a• = ( 1, 2, 3, -1) and the ini-
tial and final estimates were ao = (-1, 0, 0, -1) and a12000 = (1.02, 2.03, 3.04, -1.12) 
respectively. The quantitiesµ, c and p were 0.01, 0.00001 and 3 respectively. The sam-
ple points were independently uniformly distributed over the square [-2, 2] x [-2, 2]. 
X 
y 
1 
,__ _____________________ __. 2 
Figure 5-3: The target decision region and the final estimate for the problem described 
in Figure 5-2. 
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Figure 5-4: The evolution of the parameters when Algorithm 3.1 was applied to 
(5.3.1). The parameters jumped between the two basins of attraction after about 7000 
iterations . The true parameter vector was a• = (2 , 4, 4, 2) and the initial and-final 
estimates were _ao .= (3, 3, 3.01, 3.01) and a12000 = (2.43, 4.53 , 5.08 , 2.82) respectively. 
The quantities µ , E and p were 0.025, 0.00001 and 3 respectively. The sample points 
were independently uniformly distributed over the square [-2 , 2] x [-2 , 2]. For this 
value ofµ the update size is large, so it is difficult to read a true plot of the evolution 
of the estimate parameters. For this reason, the average value over the previous 100 
iterations has been plotted after each 100th iteration. 
X 
y 
Figure 5-5: The target decision region and the final estimate for the problem described 
in Figure 5-4. 
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practice. We have tried the following cases: 
m=2 n=4 
m=3 n=2 
m=3 n=3 
m=5 n=3 
m=5 n=5 
m= 10 n = 10. 
A basic assumption of Chapters 4 and 5 is that the true decision region can be correctly 
parametrised by f (a*,·) for some a* E A. If D is a true intersection of two half 
spaces, with normals nlt and n2t, there is a unique decision region in C closest to 
the true decision region, where "close" is measured by the cost function J0 . The 
parameter for this closest decision region is the global minimum a* of J0 • In this case 
a* f= ( nlt, n 2t), but the estimated parameters will asymptotically enter and remain 
in an open neighbourhood containing a*. Nevertheless, p can be chosen so that the 
distance between a* and ( nlt, n 2t) is as small as required. 
...... 
Chapter 6 
Decision Region Approximation 
In Chapters 4 and 5 it was assumed that the true decision region D belongs to a 
known class C of decision regions. Often this assumption is not satisfied in practice, 
and in order to apply Algorithm 3.1 the user must make some arbitrary choice of the 
parametrisation f, and hence of C. In this chapter it is shown that certain choices of 
parametrisation are appropriate for a wide range of true decision regions, in the sense 
that the class of decision regions they define can approximate general decision regions. 
Since decision regions are represented by the positive domain of a function, function 
approximation results do not immediately translate into the decision region context. In 
order to approximate a given decision region, the first task is to identify a continuous 
function g for which sgn+(g(x)) == Yn(x) for "most" x in the sample space. Function 
approximation then establishes the existence of a good approximation f of g , where 
J belongs to the desired class of functions. "Best" may be measured in terms of any 
function norm, such as the infinity norm or the 2-norm. However, such measures of good 
function approximation do not guarantee that the positive domain of the approximate 
function is close to the original decision region. For instance, there may be arbitrarily 
many points x where g ( x) is small even though x is far from a zero of g. At these 
points good approximation of g may not ensure that the sign of g(x) equals the sign 
of the best approximation f ( x) , so the positive domains of g and f may not match 
at arbitrarily many points. Restrictions on the function g may guarantee that good 
function approximation will imply good decision region approximation. However, it 
is not immediately clear how restrictions on the function describing a decision region 
translate to restrictions on the decision region itself, which is all that is given in t he 
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original problem formulation-the function g is introduced solely for the sake of solving 
the problem. 
In this chapter the intermediate function g is defined by convolution of the discrimi-
nant function with a function of compact support. It is shown that this intermediate 
function is bounded away from zero, except possibly in a corridor around the decision 
boundary. Thus certain function approximation results can be converted to decision re-
gion approximation results using this particular intermediate function. In particular, it 
is shown that certain choices of the parametrisation f (polynomials and certain neural 
network functions) can be made with confidence, because the decision regions defined 
by these choices of f are dense in the set of all possible decision regions. Moreover, 
rate of approximation results are given which show how the error associated with the 
best approximation decreases as the dimension of the parameter space increases. 
6.1 The Approximation Problem 
The aim of this chapter is to determine how well general decision regions can be ap-
proximated by parametrised classes of decision regions, in the sense of minimising the 
probability of misclassification. It is assumed that points to be classified are cho-
sen uniformly throughout the sample space, which is equivalent to the deterministic 
assumption that the points cover the sample space. Therefore the probability of mis-
classification is equal to the volume of the misclassified region defined in (3.5.3). 
It is assumed that the approximating decision regions belong to a class Cd of subsets of X 
which gets progressively larger as d increases. That is, Cd 1 c Cd2 if d1 < d2 • Typically, 
d is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the parameter space. If the true 
decision region is D, then for any particular choice of d the minimum approximation 
error is inf~ECd V(D, ~). Clearly the minimum approximation error is a non-increasing 
function of d. For some choices of Cd, the minimum approximation error goes to zero 
as d -+ oo. In such cases, the classes Cd are said to be uniform approximators. The 
degree of approximation problem for uniform approximators Cd involves determining 
how quickly the minim um approximation error decreases. 
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The Degree of Approximation Problem Let X C R.n be compact, let D be a set 
of subsets of X and for each d > 0, let Cd be a set of subsets of X , such that 
lim sup inf V(D, :E) = 0. 
d-+ oo DETJ 'EECd 
Find the largest R > 0 such that, for all sufficiently large d , 
sup inf V(D, E) < d~, 
DEV 'EECd 
where c is constant with respect to d. 
The constant R in (6.1.1) is called the degree of approximation for the class Cd of 
decision regions. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 it is shown that the degree of approximation 
for polynomial and neural network decision regions is bounded below by any r E (0, 1). 
The construction in Section 6.3 of the approximating set :E gives an upper bound on 
the minimum corridor size from D to E rather than on the minimum volume of the 
misclassified region. So in order to answer the approximation problem, it is necessary 
to relate the corridor size from D to E to the volume of the misclassified region between 
D and E. The following relationship follows immediately from the definitions given in 
Section 2.1: 
Lemma 6.1 Let E, DC JR.n. If p(D, E) = E, and EC D + 5, then 
V(D, E) < vol(8D + 5). 
The requirement that :E C D + E, is necessary because the corridor size can be small if 
either most points are correctly classified, or most points are misclassified. The function 
classes considered in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 contain complements of all of their members, 
so this is not a restrictive assumption. 
Lemma 6.1 shows it is possible to bound the volume of the misclassified region by 
bounding the volume of the E, corridor around 8D. This requires some knowledge of 
the size and smoothness of 8D. For instance, if 8D is a space filling curve, then the 
volume of any corridor around 8D will be equal to the volume of X, and knowledge 
of the size of the corridor offers no advantage. On the other hand, if D is a ball with 
radius greater than the corridor size, then the volume is equal to two times the corridor 
size multiplied by the surface area of the ball. 
...... 
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In the following it is assumed that the decision boundary is a finite union of n - 1 
dimensional submanifolds of JRn (hypersurfaces). Allowing BD to be a union of subman-
ifolds rather than a single submanifold means D may have (well behaved) sharp edges. 
This is important because consideration of decision regions confined to a compact do-
main X implies that many interesting decision boundaries are not true submanifolds. 
For instance if X = [1, 1 r and the decision region is the halfspace { x E X : a T x > 0}, 
then the decision boundary consists of a union of up to 2n polygonal faces. Each of 
these faces is an n - 1 dimensional submanifold ( with boundary). 
Using the area of a submanifold defined in Section 2.1, the volume of the corridor 
around a decision boundary can be bounded as follows: 
Lemma 6.2 Let DC X C IR11, X compact. If 8D is a union of finitely many n - l 
dimensional submanifolds of Rn then there exists~= ~(D) > 0 such that 
vol(8D + 8) < 48 area(8D) 
for all 8 such that- 0 < 8 < ~-
This result is intuitively obvious, since 8D can be locally approximated by an n - l 
dimensional hyper-plane, and the volume of of the 8 corridor around a piece of n - 1 
dimensional hyper-plane with area a is 28a + 0(82). A rigorous proof of Lemma 6.2 
can be given using a result by Weyl that appears in [79]. 
If the decision boundary is a union of n - l dimensional submanifolds of ~, Lemmas 
6.1 and 6.2 can be employed to translate an upper bound on the minimum corridor dis-
tance into an upper bound on the minimum misclassified volume. Using this method, 
the surface area of the decision boundary does not affect the degree of approximation of 
decision regions, but only the constant in the approximation bound. The smoothness 
properties of the decision boundary, such as the curvature, do not even affect the con-
stant in the approximation bound, according to the result in Weyl [79], they determine 
constants multiplying higher order terms in 8. This is in contrast with the function 
approximation results, where higher order smoothness of the original function does give 
higher degree of approximation (see Theorem 6.1). It appears unknown whether such 
a relationship exists for decision region approximation. 
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6.2 Construction of a Smooth Discriminant 
In the following lemma a Lipschitz continuous approximation to the discriminant func-
tion for a decision region is constructed by convolution of the discriminant function 
with a function of compact support. This new function satisfies sgn+ g(x) = Yn(x) 
for all x sufficiently far from the decision boundary. In Sections 6.3 and 6.4 this con-
structed function is used to bound the rate of function approximation to our problem 
of bounding the rate of decision region approximation. 
Lemma 6.3 Let DC IRn, and O < 8 < Jn· Define g: IRn -r IR by 
g(x) := (h * Yn)(x) = f h(x - t)yn(t)dt. }i~n 
where h(·) = s-nrrl(O,s)(·) ands= l· Then 
1. For all x (/. 8D + 8, g(x) = Yn(x); 
2. g is Lipschitz continuous, with Lipschitz constant nt . 
From equation 6.2.1 it can be seen that 
g(x) = s-n J, Yn(t)dt 
I(x,s) 
Therefore g(x) E [-1, l]. 
Proof 
vol(/ (x, s) n D) - vol (I (x, s) \D) 
vol (I (x, s)) 
(6.2.1) 
(6.2.2) 
1. Let x E D\(8D + 8). The greatest distance from x to any point in / (x, s) is 8, 
the length of the diagonal. Thus I (x, s) C D, so the second volume in (6.2.2) is zero. 
Therefore g(x) = Yn(x). A similar argument gives the result if x (/. D. 
2. Continuity of g follows from the definition of g as a convolution of two bounded 
functions. For Lipschitz continuity, it will be shown that 
(6.2.3) 
for any x1,x2 E lRn. First, note that for any x1,x2 E IRn, lg(x1) - g(x2)I < 2 < 2n = ¥-s. So if llx1 - x2II > s then (6.2.3) holds. 
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Now assume that llx1 -x2 II < s. Then I1nh i 0, where /1 = I (xi, s) and h = I (x2, s). 
From (6.2.2), 
lg(x1) - g(x2)I = s-nl vol(/1 n D) - vol(/i \D) - vol(h n D) + vol(h\D)I 
= s-nl vol(/i \h n D) - vol((/1 \h)\D) 
- vol(h \Ii n D) + vol( (h \Ii) \D) I 
< s-n(vol(/i \h) + vol(h\/i)), 
which is the volume of the symmetric difference between Ii and h, divided by the 
volume of the n-cubes Ii and h, That is, 
The intersection Jin/2 is a rectangular region in Rn, with side of length s-lx1(i)-x2(i)I 
in the direction of the i-th axis. Thus 
n 
lg(x1) - g(x2)I < 2 - 2s-n IT (s - lx1(i) - x2(i)I) 
i=l 
where llxlloo = maxi=l, ... ,n lx(i)I. 
Let z = 1 - llxi -;2 11 00 • Since 1 - zn < n(l - z) whenever O < z < 1 and n > 1 (see 
Theorem 42 of [33]), 
2n 
lg(x1) - g(x2)I <-llx1 - x2lloo 
s 
Thus (6.2.3) holds for all x1, x2 E Rn. 
2. 
n2 
=8 llx1 - x2lloo 
2. 
n2 
<Tllx1 - x2II• 
• 
The function g : Rn --+ JR is continuous and sgn+ g correctly classifies all points in 
Rn, except possibly points in 8D + fJ. If h is replaced with a smoother convolution 
kernel, the resulting function g will be smoother. For instance, if h has p continuous 
derivatives, and the p-th derivative of h is bounded, then g will have p continuous 
derivatives, and the p-th derivative of g will be bounded. In the end of Section 6.3 it is 
shown show that this apparent improvement does not actually affect the order of the 
approximation result achievable by our argument. 
..... 
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6.3 Polynomial Decision Regions 
First, some notation from polynomial function approximation: 
1. P'J is the space of polynomials of degree at most d in x ( 1), ... , x ( n). That is , P'J 
is the space of all linear combinations of x(l) 81 x(2) 82 • • • x(n)sn with Li=l Si < 
d, Si E N0 . This describes a parametrisation according to Definition 3.3. The 
number of parameters necessary to identify elements in P'J is the number of ways 
of choosing n nonnegative integers Si so that Li=l Si < d, since the parameters are 
the coefficients in the linear combination. Thus the dimension of the parameter 
space is less than (d + l)n. 
2. CP'J is the class of polynomial decision regions. Each decision region in CP'J is 
the positive domain of a polynomial in P'J. Specifically, 
Cpn ·-d .- EC X: 3f E P-:J satisfying f(x) > 0 
f(x) < 0 
if 
if 
xEE 
x¢E 
In this section and in Section 6.4, c E R. denotes a quantity which is independent of 
d. Dependence of c on other variables will be indicated by, for instance, c = c( n). If 
no such indication is given, c is an absolute constant. The exact value of c will change 
without notice, even in a single expression. 
The following result is an n-dimensional generalisation of Jackson's Theorem. It can 
be derived from Theorem 9.10 of Feinerman and Newman [25]. The derivation closely 
mimics the derivation of Theorem 4.5 in [25] from Theorem 4.2 in [25]. 
Theorem 6.1 Let X = [-1, l]n and g: X-+ R.. If D 0 g is Lipschitz continuous with 
Lipschitz constant L for all a E No such that Li=l a( i) = P, then there exists c(p) > 1 
such that 
n !(p+l) 
inf sup lg(x) - f(x)I < c(p) L (d ) +i, 
JEP';; xEX + n P 
if d + n > p + 1. 
In the following Theorem 6.1 is used to determine the degree of approximation of 
decision regions possessing a smooth boundary by polynomial decision regions. First it 
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is shown that the minimum corridor distance between the true decision region and the 
approximating decision regions goes to zero at least as fast as d-r, where O < r < l. 
This bound is then used in order to obtain a bound on the misclassified volume. 
Theorem 6.2 Let D C X = [-1, l]n. If 8D is a union of finitely many n - l dimen-
sional submanifolds of ~n then for any r E (0, 1) there exist constants c, M(r, D, n) > 1 
such that 
inf V(D, ~) < c area(8D) 
EECP; dr 
for all d > c(r, D, n). 
Proof Choose d > l and r E (0, 1). Define 8d = (d)n)r. 
Define gd as in (6.2.1), using 8 = 8d. Then gd is C0 , with Lipschitz constant i. 
According to Theorem 6.1, there exists fd E PJ satisfying 
3 3 
n2 n2 
nd :== sup lgd(x) - !d(x)I < CT 
xEX Ud d + n 
cn3 
< . 
- (d + n)l-r 
By Lemma 6.3, lgd(x)I == 1 for all x (/. 8D+8d. So if d > dr, for all points outside 
of the 8d corridor of 8D, !d(x) == gd(x) - (gd(x) - fd(x)) has the same sign as gd(x). 
That is, points outside of the fld corridor of 8D are correctly classified. The corridor 
size from D to the positive domain of fd is thus bounded above by fld. Set c = 4 and 
c(r,D,n) == max{dr,~- 1 - n}, where~ is defined in Lemma 6.2. The result follows 
from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2. * 
The requirement that r < 1 in Theorem 6.2 is essential since the constant dr increases 
exponentially with l~r. Obviously larger r gives a stronger order of approximation 
result in the limit d--+ oo, but c(r, D, n), the lower bound on d for which the result 
holds, will be larger. 
It appears that Theorem 6.2 could be improved upon by making the intermediate 
function g smoother, since this gives great improvement in the result of Theorem 6.1. 
However, this improvement cannot be achieved using the obvious generalisation of our 
convolution technique, as we now show. 
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Assume g = h * YD where h is any nonnegative function with support I(O, 28n- 112) 
which is differentiable top+ 1-th order such that !Dahl < B for all a E Na such that 
L i=1 a(i) = p+ 1. Then g is differentiable top+ 1-th order and IDagl < c(n)8nB 
for all a E Na such that Li=l a( i) = p + 1. This bound is found by using the fact 
that Li=l a( i) = p + 1. nag = y * na h (Theorem 18.4 in [84]), and that convolution 
involves integration over an n-cube of side 28n- 1/ 2 . On the other hand the fact that 
h has compact support and is differentiable top+ 1-th order implies that lh(x)I < 
c(n,p)8P+ 1M, so for all x rt 8D + 8, lg(x)I < c(n,p)8P+l+nM. 
Now applying Theorem 6.1 gives 
n!(p+l) 
inf suplg(x)-f(x)i<c(p,n)onB(d ) +i· 
gE'P':lxEX + n P 
Following the proof of Theorem 6.2, a value of 8 is sought which will guarantee that 
the function approximation error is less than the absolute value of g for all x rt 8D + 8. 
This involves finding od such that 
8nB 
c(n p) d < c(n, p)8Pd+l+n M. 
' (d + n)P+l 
This only holds for all large d if 8d > c~~~). But the decision region approximation 
error is a constant times 8d, so if this method is used the lower bound on the degree of 
approximation must be less than 1. 
Thus it has been demonstrated that if g is the convolution of the discriminant function 
with any function h of compact support, then an argument analogous to that of Theo-
rem 6.2 cannot give a bound with better order of magnitude in d. (Of course this does 
not preclude better bounds existing. However we doubt that they do.) Thus the degree 
of approximation result obtainable by the method of Theorem 6.2 does not depend on 
the smoothness of the intermediate function g, which is constructed solely for the sake 
of the proof. 
6.4 Neural Network Decision Regions 
Using the techniques of the la.st section, a result similar to Theorem 6.2 which applies 
when the approximating decision regions are defined by neural networks will be derived. 
In order to do this, function approximation result similar to Theorem 6.1, for functions 
defined by neural networks is used. First some notation: 
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1. A sigmoidal function is any continuous function a : JR-+ JR which satisfies 
lim a(x) = 0, 
x-+-oo 
lim (J ( X) = 1. 
x-+oo 
2. N; is the space of functions defined by two hidden layer feedforward neural 
networks with n inputs, n(dn + 1) nodes in the first layer, and dn + 1 nodes in 
the second layer. That is , N; is the space of all linear combinations 
where x, rjk E Rn, and n1, f31k, bjk, Ej E JR. This describes a parametrisation 
according to Definition 3.3. The dimension of the parameter space is (n2 + 2n + 
2) ( dn + 1), since elements in N; are identified by specifying the real numbers 
n1, f31k bjk, £ 1, rjk(i) E JR, i = 1, ... , n. 
3. CN; is the class of neural network decision regions. Each decision region in CN; 
is the positive domain of a function in N;. Specifically, 
cN; := E c X: ~f EN; satisfying f(x) > 0 if x EE 
f ( x) < 0 if x (/. E 
Theorem 6.3 is a special case of Theorem 3.4 of Mhaskar [58]. (In [58] the function is 
defined on [O, it rather than [-1 , it.) 
Theorem 6.3 Mhaskar L.et X = [-1, l]n and g : X -+ JR. If g is Lipschitz 
continuous with Lipschitz constant L then there exists a constant c( a, n) such that 
inf n sup lg(x) - f (x) I < c( u,dn )L 
fENd xEX 
for all d > l. 
This result is almost identical to Theorem 6.1 in the case p = 0. Using the technique 
in Section 6.4, the following theorem holds: 
Theorem 6.4 Let DC X = [-1, it. If 8D is a union of finitely many n-l dimen-
sional submanifolds of Rn then for any r E (0, 1) there exist constants c, c(r, D , n) > 1 
such that 
inf V(D E) < c area(8D) 
EECN" ' dr d 
-
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for all d > c(r, D , n). 
Comparing Theorem 6.4 with Theorem 6.2, it can be seen the two classes of approxi-
mating decision regions give exactly the same bound on the degree of approximation. 
Moreover , the dimension of the parameter space is of order dn in both cases. Thus 
there is no apparent advantage of one class over the other. However lower bounds on 
the degree of approximation are needed in order to conclude that polynomial decision 
regions and neural network decision regions are equally capable approximators. 
Chapter 7 
Congregational Gradient Descent 
Algorithm 
It has been shown that the estimate parameters generated by Algorithm 3.1 will con-
verge to a neighbourhood of the true parameters provided that the original parameter 
estimate is in a certain region of parameter space. This region is determined by the 
basin of attraction of the true parameter in the associated averaged ODE. In order to 
use Algorithm 3.1 confidently one must either: show that there are no non-global local 
minima of the cost function and the averaged ODE is Lagrange stable; or calculate the 
basin of attraction of the true parameter so that a0 can be chosen within this basin. 
Discussion of a number of applications has indicated that in practical situations both of 
these tasks are very difficult, and there is no generally applicable method for performing 
them. 
This problem is common to all gradient descent type algorithms when the cost function 
being considered is not quasi-convex. Therefore, in this chapter, a modified stepwise 
gradient algorithm is proposed (Algorithm 7.1). The new algorithm is called a congre-
gational gradient descent algorithm because a "congregation" of N parameter estimates 
are held at any one time. By periodically restarting all but one member in the congre-
gation, it can be guaranteed (in a probabilistic sense) that the algorithm will eventually 
converge to the global minimum. The proposed algorithm is perhaps the simplest pos-
sible globally convergent populational version of SGD that retains the online nature 
of SGD. The extension from stepwise gradient descent to the congregational gradient 
descent is not entirely trivial because, unlike standard SGD, one needs to estimate the 
87 
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quality of estimates, and such an estimate can be wrong. 
Algorithm 7.1 is stated in Section 7.1, and a convergence result (Theorem 7.1) is derived 
in Section 7.3. As in previous cases, the deterministic averaging result from Section 
2.2 is used. However the convergence result is probabilistic in nature because the new 
algorithm uses randomly chosen initial estimates. Although the result does not establish 
a practical way of setting up a global minimiser, it does establish its existence. From 
a theoretical perspective it is important as it clarifies the role of "parallel" algorithms 
that are so often advocated in the global minimisation literature. 
In Section 7.4 a formula for the expected time to convergence is derived, and this for-
mula is used to analyse the expected amount of computation required by the algorithm. 
From this analysis it is shown that, for each cost function, there is an optimal number 
of members. It is also shown that, for all cost functions, using two members in the con-
gregation, rather than the optimal number of members, does not increase the expected 
computation by more than a factor of 2. In Section 7.5 the congregational algorithm is 
applied to the problem of blind equalisation of a linear communications channel using 
the Constant Modulus Algorithm. 
7.1 Algorithm Statement 
The following algorithm is a modification of stepwise gradient descent which gets around 
the problem of local minima. It is perhaps the simplest possible globally convergent 
populational algorithm for online minimisation. Instead of choosing one initial param-
eter estimate and updating it as each input is received, a number of estimates with 
randomly chosen initial values are run in parallel. At the same time, an estimate of 
the cost function at each of the parameter estimates is calculated. Periodically, the es-
timates are compared and all but the best are restarted according to some continuous 
probability distribution Da with compact support A° C JRn. The time between restarts 
is called an epoch. 
Let A° C AC lRm, X C ]Rn, and let</>: Ax X-+ JR be the instantaneous cost function. 
The average cost function is 
l K-1 
J(a) = lim - L </>(a, xk) 
K-too J( k=O 
(7.1.1) 
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for some known sequence (xk)kENo of points in X. For example, letting 
where f is a parametrisation and g~ is related to f according to 3.3.3, gives the decision 
region learning problem discussed in Chapters 3 through 5. As before, c can be linked 
with the stepsize µ in order to analyse the algorithm for this choice of¢. In this chapter 
a simpler situation is considered, where ¢ is independent of the stepsize. 
Algorithm 7.1 
Choose the cost stepsize a E (0, 1); 
Choose the parameter stepsize µ > O; 
Choose the epoch length K > O; 
Choose the congregation size N > 2; 
for n E {1, ... , N} do 
a~ T :== random·(A); 
' q,n ·- O· O,T .- • 
od 
T:==0 
while (true) do 
for k==O to k==K-1 do 
for n E {1, ... ,N} do 
n n Oq> 
ak+l T :== ak T - µ ~ ; 
' ' ua (a~ T'X(T-l)K+k) 
od 
od 
od 
n :== arg minnE{l, ... ,N} <I>K,T; 
a6,T+1 :== a1k,T; 
<P5 T+l :== <Pi T; 
' ' 
T :== T + 1; 
for n E {2, ... , N} do 
od 
ao,T :== random(A); 
<I>~ T :== 0; 
' 
' 
(7.1.2) 
(7.1.3) 
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The function random(A) generates independent and identically distributed random 
variables according to some distribution Da which has compact support A° C A. 
At time kin epoch T, member n of the congregation takes on the value ak T· In Section 
' 
7.3 is shown that, as T increases, the probability that a5 T is close to a* is bounded 
, 
below by a quantity that depends on various parameters of the problem. 
The subscript (T - l)K + k on the samples in equations 7.1.2 and 7.1.3 ensures that 
the algorithm is online, in that each update is made according to a new sample. This 
is not necessary-the. algorithm also works if the same set of samples is used for each 
epoch. However if it is possible to store and reuse the samples, there is little point in 
using an online algorithm. 
Equation 7.1.3 defines an online estimate <I>k T of the average cost at ak T· The online 
' , 
estimate is a weighted average of all instantaneous cost estimates since the beginning 
of the epoch. It can be written 
k-1 
<I>k,T = a L(l - al-i+ 1 ¢(a7J,T, x(T-I)K+j)· 
j=O 
The weighting causes the instantaneous cost at the beginning of the epoch to have 
less effect than the instantaneous epoch at the end of the epoch. As a ---+ 0, the cost 
estimate updates slower, so more averaging occurs. However, this ~lso implies that the 
effect of the the changing parameter estimate is larger. As a ---+ 1 the cost estimate 
more closely resembles the instantaneous cost. As the cost estimate is only used at the 
end of the epoch for testing fitness of the members, it is required that the estimate 
cost at the end of the epoch is close to the average cost for the final value of the 
estimate parameter. In Lemma 7.2 it is shown that <I>K T can be made arbitrarily close 
' 
to J ( aK T) by choosing a and µ sufficiently small and K sufficiently large. 
' 
The connection between the recursions defined in (7.1.2) and (7.1.3) can be viewed in 
a number of ways, depending on the relationship between the small parameters µ and 
a. It has been shown [36] that the rate of convergence of online estimates such as these 
decreases as the dimension of the estimate increases. Since the parameter estimate 
is an m dimensional vector and the cost estimate is a scalar, the parameter estimate 
can be expected to converge more slowly than the cost estimate. This would seem to 
indicate that µ should be chosen larger than a. In this case a is small, so the cost 
estimate averages over the trajectory of the estimate parameters. On the other hand, 
since the cost estimate is only used at the end of an epoch, µ could be chosen smaller 
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than a, so the cost estimate is more closely related to the current value of the estimate 
parameter. 
Choosing µ = 0 0 (a) or a = oµ (µ) would lead to an averaging analysis using split time 
scales, such as appears in [5]. Split time scales are not used in the analysis that appears 
in the next section- it is assumed only thatµ = 0 0 (1). Furthermore, in the simulation 
results in Section 7 .5 , µ and a are chosen to be identical. This is possible because the 
fact that the average ODE for the estimate parameters is a gradient system enables the 
application of the infinite horizon averaging result in Section 2.2. Thus the epoch length 
is chosen long enough that the estimate parameters converge to local minima and sit 
there, and the cost estimates converge to the average cost near the corresponding local 
minima. However the use of split time scales would be necessary in analysing the more 
complicated algorithm proposed in Section 8.3. 
7.2 Analysis for a Simpler Case 
In this section, the probability of convergence of a simplified version of Algorithm 7.1 
is calculated. The simplification takes the form of the following assumptions, which are 
not valid in the online optimisation context of the problem, but which do not change 
the overall behaviour of the algorithm significantly. · 
1. The parameters are updated according to continuous time gradient descent on 
the average cost function J; 
2. All estimates converge to critical points of J by the end of each epoch; 
3. The exact value of the average error function J, rather than its estimate q>, is 
used for testing fitness at the end of the epochs. 
When these simplifications are made, so that the estimates are defined in continuous 
time, the notation ak Tis misleading. However the notation is still used, because chang-
' 
ing the notation would require formally defining the simplified algorithm, and distract 
from the essential ideas expressed in this section. Note that the second simplification is 
not valid even for solutions of (7 .2.1), since the difference between solutions of (7 .2.1) 
and the critical points of J decays exponentially. 
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Here and in the rest of this chapter the probabilities are with respect to the randomly 
chosen initial estimates a0 r, where either n > 1 or T f 1. For any event E which 
' 
depends on the value of the initial estimates, the probability that E occurs is written 
Pr{ E}. Occasionally in Section 7 .3 the same probability is written Pr{ E where a rv 
Da}. This second notation is redundant, but is used anyway to reduce the confusion 
. 
caused by the complicated notation that is necessary. For instance, it is simpler to 
interpret "aa T rv Da'' than "ao,T where either n > 1 or T f 1". 
' 
Let a* be the global minimiser of J, and let A* be the basin of attraction for a* in 
. f)J 
a=--
8a a(t) 
(7.2.1) 
and let A 0 ( a*) := A* n A 0 , where A 0 is the set of all possible initial estimates. Let a be 
the probability of initialising a member of the congregation in the basin of attraction 
of the global minimum. That is, 
a:= Pr{a EA* where a rv Da} = j dDa. 
A0 (a*) 
(7.2.2) 
Except for trivial cases a is an unknown quantity. It may be seen as providing a measure 
of the difficulty of the task of finding the global minimum. This crucial parameter 
appears in all of the results of this chapter. In Section 7 .5 a method for estimating a 
from simulation curves is demonstrated. 
The probability of convergence of the simplified algorithm by the end of the epoch is 
derived as follows. The numbered steps in the derivation form the basis of the proof of 
Theorem 7.1 in the next section. 
1. Since the average ODE is used to determine the estimate parameters, and all esti-
mates converge to critical points by the end of the epoch, if member n is initialised in 
A* at the beginning of epoch t, then at the end of the epoch t member n is equal to 
a*. If member n is initialised outside A* at the beginning of epoch t then at the end of 
epoch t member n does not equal a*. 
2. At the end of an epoch estimates can be divided into "good" estimates, for which 
aK,T = a*, and "bad" estimates, for which aK,T f a*. Since a* is the global minimiser 
of J, the average cost at all bad estimates is larger than the average cost at good 
estimates. 
3. Since the exact value of the average cost J is used for testing if a good estimate 
exists at the end of an epoch, the estimate that is chosen to be kept at the end of the 
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epoch will be a good estimate. 
4. Using steps 1 and 3, the probability that a5 2 = a* is equal to the probability of 
' 
choosing at least one initial estimate in A* , i.e. 
(7.2.3) 
5. For later epochs, only N - 1 of the members are restarted. The first member of the 
population does not move from the critical point that it converged to by the end of the 
previous epoch. Therefore the probability that ab,t+I = a* is equal to the probability 
that one of the new members is initialised in A* plus the probability that none of them 
are, but the member that was carried over from the previous epoch was equal to a*. 
Pr{a6,t+l =a*}= 1 - (1 - a)N- l + (1 - a)N Pr{a6,t = a*}. 
6. The recursive relationship (7.2.4) yields 
T - 2 
Pr{ a(T =a*}= [ 1 - (1 - a)N- I] L (1 - a)(N-l)i 
i=O 
+ (1- a)(N- I)(T- I)Pr{a6, 2 E B(a*,r)} 
Use of the geometric sum and (7.2.3) shows that 
· 1 _ (1 _ a)(N-l)(T-1) 
Pr{a6,T =a*}= [1 - (1 - a)N- 1] 1 - (1 - a)N- 1 
+ (1- a)(N- l)(T- l)pr{a5,2 E B(a*,r)} 
= 1 _ (1 _ a)N+ (N- l)(T- 1). 
7 .3 Dynamical Systems Analysis 
(7.2.4) 
(7.2.5) 
(7.2.6) 
For any r > 0 such that B(a*,r) C A0 (a*), Algorithm 7.1 is said to have converged 
after epoch T (to accuracy r) if the best estimate is no further than r from the global 
minimiser of J (i.e. a6,T+I E B(a* ,r)). Clearly r has to be chosen small enough for 
such a definition to be of value. 
In Theorem 7.1 , the following assumptions are used to show that the probability that 
the algorithm has converged to accuracy r after epoch T is greater than or equal to 
a function which is monotonically increasing with T. In the process, it is shown that 
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there exists an oµ.(l) function l(µ) such that it is possible to let r = l(µ). Thus when the 
algorithm converges, the estimate parameters will be very close to the global minimiser 
if µ is very small. 
Assumptions: 
Cl. A° CA C R.m, X C R.n, A0 and X are compact, and (xk)kENo is a sequence of 
points in X. 
C2. ForT = l andn E {l, ... ,N}, orT EN, T > l andn E {2, ... ,N}, the 
initial estimates a0 T E Ao are i. i. d. random variables distributed according to a 
' 
continuous probability distribution Da with support A0 . 
C3. Both cf>( a, x) and ~! are bounded and Lipschitz continuous in the first parameter 
(uniformly in the second) on a compact domain in R.m. 
C4. The average J defined in (7.1.1) exists, and for any L E N (independent ofµ), 
8(µ) = sup sup sup µ 
ko ENo a EA kE[o,t) 
exists and is oµ.(l). 
ko+k-1 I: (c/>(a,x1) - J(a)) 
l=ko 
CS. J has a (unique) global minimum at some point a* in the interior of A0 . Fur-
thermore, J has a finite number of local minima which have basins of attraction 
intersecting A, and (7.2.1) is Lagrange stable. 
C6. µ=oa(l). 
Assumption CS requires that there is a unique global minimum of the cost function 
( or only one global minimum for which the basin of attraction intersects A). This is 
not a necessary assumption, but has been included in order to streamline the notation. 
If there are multiple global minima the analysis of this section and the next can be 
modified in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. The results will be almost 
identical to the results presented here. The assumption that (7.2.1) is Lagrange stable 
is also not necessary. This is discussed further at the end of the section. 
The choice of µ = Oa (1) is used in Theorem 7 .2 in order to ensure that the estimate 
parameters converge to an oa(l) neighbourhood of the local minimisers. Once the 
estimate parameters have converged, the averaging result in Theorem 2.1 is used with 
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small parameter a. It will be seen that difference between the instantaneous cost at 
the estimate aK T and at ak T is a second order effect , so can be dismissed. 
' ' 
Theorem 7 .1 Consider Algorithm 7.1 with Assumptions Cl to C6. There exists 
r0 > 0 such that for all O < r < ro, 1 E (0, 1) and T E N there exists a 0 > 0 such 
that if a < a 0 then there exists Ko E N such that if K > Ko then at the end of the 
T-th epoch, the probability that the best estimate is no further than r from the global 
minimiser satisfies 
Pr{lla5,T+1 - a*II < r} 
> (l - ,)N-1 [1- ( 1 - a )N] [(l - ,)2(1 - a)] (N-l)(T-1) 
1 - a, 1 - a, 
+ (l - r)N-1 [(1- ar)N-1 _ (l- a)N-1] (l - [(l -,)2(l- a)](N-1)(T-1)) 
(1 _ a,)N-1 _ (1 _ ,)2(N-l)(1 _ a)N-1 1 _ a, 
As with Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, Theorem 7.1 does not provide a practical method for 
choosing the quantities a,µ, and K required for application of the algorithm. However, 
it does prove that suitable quantities exist. 
In the limit as , -+ 0, the lower bound in Theorem 7.1 is equal to the probability 
(7.2.6) derived in Section 7.2. The parameter, arises from the discrete nature of the 
algorithm. In order to make I close to 0, µ and a must be allowed to approach zero and 
K must be allowed to approach infinity. The relationship between , , µ, a and K is not 
simple, and is constrained explicitly in the first step of the proof. In Appendix A it is 
shown that, for , E (0, 1), the lower bound in Theorem 7.1 is less than the probability 
in (7 .2.6). Thus the lower bound on the probability of convergence is weaker here than 
in simplified version described n Section 7.2, as would be expected. 
The proof of Theorem 7 .1 is given at the end of this section. First two technical lemmas 
are derived using Theorem 2.1, the averaging result that has been used earlier in this 
thesis. 
Assume either n > 1 or T > 1, so that a0 T rv Da. For any r > 0 such that B(a*, r) C 
' 
A0 (a*), let 
p(K, T, r) := Pr{ al< T E B(a*, r) where a0 T rv Da}. 
' ' 
(7.3.1) 
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where ak T is defined according to (2.2.2). In addition, define 
, 
Jloc := min{J(a) : J(a) is a non-global local minimum of J} 
q(K, T) := Pr{ J(aK T) > Jloc where ao T "'Da}• 
, , 
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(7.3.2) 
(7.3.3) 
Then p(K, T, r) is the probability that a new estimate converges to accuracy r by the 
end of the T-th epoch, and q(K, T) can be regarded as the probability that the estimate 
converges to some other local minimum. Both p(K, T, r) and q(K, T) are independent 
of n because all members are initialised according to the same distribution Da and are 
updated according to (7.1.2). Since B(a*, r) C A0 (a*), the events defined in (7.3.1) and 
(7.3.3) are mutually exclusive, so p(K, T, r) > 1- q(K, T) and q(K, T) > 1-p(K, T, r ). 
In the following lemma it is shown that a, K can be chosen in order to make p arbitrarily 
close to a and q arbitrarily close to 1 - a. 
Lemma 7.1 With Assumptions Cl to C6, let ak T be defined according to (7.1.2). 
, 
If a0,r "' Da then for all r > 0 such that B(a*, r) C A0 (a*), and all TJ E (0, 1), there 
exists ar,T > 0 such that if a < ar,T then there exists kr,T such that if K > kr,T, 
(1 -TJ)a < p(K, T, r) < (1 - TJ)a + T/ 
(1 -TJ)(l - a) < q(K, T) < (1 - TJ)(l - a)+ T/· 
If a0,T E B (a*, r) then nr,T and kr,T can be found such that 
a0 T E B (a*, r) => aK T E B (a*, r). , , 
(7.3.4) 
(7.3.5) 
The bounds nr,T and kr,T depend on the particular sequence (xk), the distribution of 
the local minima, and the boundaries of the basins of attraction. 
Proof In the following, the lower bounds on p(K,T,r) and q(K,T) are determined. 
The upper bounds follow from the fact that the events defined in (7.3.1) and (7.3.3) 
are mutually exclusive. 
As before, the average equation (7.2.1) is a gradient equation. Since the local minima of 
J are isolated points, they are uniformly asympt(?tically stable critical points of (7.2.1 ). 
For any local minimiser aloe of J, let AO ( aloe) denote the intersection of the associated 
basin of attraction with A0 . For all aloe such that A0 (aloc) f= 0, it is possible to choose 
compact sets B 0 (al 0 c) C A0 (aloc) such that: 
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• B 0 (a*) :J B(a* , r); 
• For all aloe, B 0 (al oe) contains an open neighbourhood of aloe; 
• Pr{ a E B0 ( a*) where a~ Da} > (1 - 77)a; 
• Pr{a E B(loc) where a rv Da} > (1- 77)(1- a), where B(loc) = LJ B0 (aloe) . 
aloc;tca• 
Consider Theorem 2.1, with the function H(·, a, x) identified with ~<P I and hk(·, ·) = 
a (a,x) 
O for all k. The assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied-in particular, Assumptions 
C3 and C4 imply Assumptions A2, A3 and A4. The vector field H is independent 
ofµ, so H0v(a0 = Hav(·, a), and Lipschitz continuity of H implies Lipschitz continu-
ity of H0v . Therefore for any aloe there exists an Oµ (1) function [Loe(µ) and a con-
stant µboe > 0 such that ifµ < µb0 e then the solution of (7.2.1) with initial condition 
a~,T E B0 (a 10e) enters and remains in a ball centred at a10e with radius l10e(µ). Let 
µo = minall local minima of J µb0 e and for all µ < µo let l (µ) = mina11 Iocal minima of J [Loe(µ). 
These minima exist since there is a finite number of local minima of J. 
Choose µr,T < µo such that l(µ) < r for all µ < µr ,T· Theorem 2.1 says that for all 
µ < µr,T, there exists kr,T E No such that if a0 E B0 (a*) then ak E B(a* , r) for all 
k > kr,T· Sinceµ= 0 0 (1), there exists O:r ,T such thatµ< µr,T whenever o: < O:r ,T· For 
any o: < O:r,T, if K > kr,T, let 
B* (K, T, r) := { a~,T E A0 : aK,T E B(a*, r) }. (7.3.6) 
Then B 0 (a*) C B*(K, T, r), so comparing with the definition of p(K, T , r) shows 
p(K, T, r) =Pr{ a~ TE B* (K , T, r) where a~ T rv Da} 
' ' 
>Pr{a~,T E B0 (a*)} 
> (1 - 77)c, 
from the choice of B0 (a*). 
For the second result, choose µ 1 < µ0 such that B(a10e, l(µ)) C A0 for allµ< µ 1 and 
a10e. Then Theorem 2.1 implies that for all µ < µ 1 , there exists kr ,T E No such that if 
an E B0 (aloe) then an E A0 for all k > k . Now a E A0 (a 10e) implies J(a) > J 10e O,T k,T - r,T - , 
so 
q(K, T) >Pr { a~,T E B(loc)} > (1- 77)(1- a) . 
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The last claim follows similarly, since B(a* , r) C B 0 (a*) C B*(I{,T,r). 
• 
Lemma 7.2 Consider Algorithm 7.1 with Assumptions Cl to C6. For any E > O 
and T E NJ with probability 1} there exists O:'e such that if a < O:'e there exists ke,a such 
that if K > ke,a then 
(7.3.7) 
for all n E {l, ... , N}. 
Proof Let c > 0 and choose TEN, and n E {l, ... , N}. 
If T = 1 or n > l then aK,T is the solution of (7.2.1) with initial condition ao,T at 
time (T - l)(K + 1). Otherwise aKT is the solution of (7.2.1) with initial condition 
' 
a0t at time (t - 1) (K + 1), for some t E {1, ... , T} and m E {1, ... , N}. In either case, 
' 
the initial condition is randomly chosen according to Da and the estimate has been 
evolving for at least K time steps. The union of the basins of attraction of the local 
minima are dense in A, so, by Assumption C2, with probability 1 the initial condition 
is contained in the basin of attraction of some local minimiser a10c E A. 
Consider Theorem 2.1, with the function H(·, a, x) identified with ~</JI and hk(·, ·) = 
a (a,x) 
0 for all k. Theorem 2.1 applies, so there exists µ0 > 0 such that for all µ < µ0, there 
exists k: such that for all k > k;, 
(7.3.8) 
where tn(µ) is some oµ(l) function. Sinceµ= Oa(l), there exists O:'o such thatµ< µo 
whenever Q' < O:'o, and zn(µ) = 0 0 (1). 
Equation 7.1.3 can be written 
(7.3.9) 
This can be put into the framework of Theorem 2.1 by using the small parameter a 
instead ofµ, and identifying akin Theorem 2.1 with <I>k There. Identify H(·, <I>, x) with 
' 
<I> - ¢(a1k,T, x), hk(<I>, x) with </J(aK,T;:~:t(a~.T), and {3(a) with ln(µ(a)) = 0 0 (1). The 
averaged ODE associated with (7 .3.9) is 
<I>= -a(<I> - J(a1k,T)). (7.3.10) 
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The ODE (7 .3.10) has a globally uniformly asymptotically stable critical point J ( aK T). 
' 
Moreover, H is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in its second argument ( uniformly 
in the first and third arguments) on a compact domain. 
Since ¢ is Lipschitz continuous, there exists a constant A¢ > 0 such that I hk (<I>, x) I < 
.\1llaK T-a~ TII \ .f k K kn . ( 3 8) Th l tn(µ) < 2A<f> 1 , > µ, usmg 7. . . eorem 2.1 app ies, with small 
parameter O' and initial condition <I>kn T at time k; > 0. µ, 
Thus there exists 0'1 such that if O' < 0'1 there exists k~ such that if k > k~ + k; 
then (7.3.7) holds. Choose D'e,T = minnE{l, ... ,N}{D'o, 0'1}, and, for all O' < D'e,T, ke,T = 
maxnE{O, ... ,N} { k~ + k~}. • 
Outline of the proof of Theorem 7.1 The proof of Theorem 7.1 is conceptually 
the same as the derivation in Section 7 .2, but it is long and the notation is complicated, 
so it is easy for the reader to get lost. The steps involved in the proof are outlined 
below to assist the reader. 
1. It is shown that Lemmas 7 .1 and 7 .2 apply for particular choices of 77 and c. The 
bounds O'o and !{0 that appear in the theorem statement are defined by taking the 
minimum and maximum, respectively, of the corresponding bounds that appear in the 
lemmas, over all epochs up to and including T. 
2. Lemma 7.1 is used to bound the probability that, at the end of an epoch, the 
difference between the average cost at a good estimate ( an estimate in the ball B (a*, r)) 
and the average cost at a not good estimate ( an estimate that is not in the ball B( a*, r)) 
is more than 
J( a*) _ Jloc 
D := > 0 2 
(7.3.11) 
by (7 .3.2). The reason that this probability is not 1 is that the behaviour of estimates 
which start on ( or arbitrarily close to) the boundaries of the basins of attraction of the 
various minima is not known. In particular, the estimate may be very close to, but not 
in, the ball B(a*, r). 
3. The bound derived in step 2 is combined with the result of Lemma 7 .2 to bound the 
probability of keeping a good estimate at the end of the epoch, given that one exists. 
4. A lower bound on the probability that the algorithm has converged at the end of 
the 1st epoch is calculated, using the bound found in 3 and the fact that all members 
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are randomly initialised at the beginning of the first epoch. 
5. A lower bound on the probability that the algorithm has converged at the end of 
the t-th epoch is calculated, for any t E {2, ... , T}. This uses the bound found in 3 
and the fact that only N - 1 members are randomly initialised at the beginning of the 
first epoch. The final result from Lemma 7.1 is used to show how the probability that 
the algorithm has converged at the end of the t-th epoch depends on the probability 
that the algorithm has converged at the end of the t - 1-th epoch. 
6. The recursive relationship derived in step 5 is combined with the bound in step 4 
and a closed form expression for the lower bound on the probability that the algorithm 
has converged at the end of the T-th epoch is derived. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1 
1. Let robe sufficiently small that J(a) < J(a*) + D for all a E B(a*, r0), where Dis 
d~fined in (7.3.11). Then B(a* , ro) CA*, so any r < r0 is sufficiently small for Lemma 
7.1. Let 
(1 - a), 
77 = 1 - a, · (7.3.12) 
Since 1 , a E (0, 1), it follows that 77 E (0, 1). Thus Lemma 7.1 applies for each 
t E {1, ... , T}. Let c = f. Lemma 7.2 applies for each t E {1, ... , T}. Let 
and for any a < a0 let 
ao = min { ar,t, ac,t} 
tE{O, ... ,T} 
Ko= max {kr,t, kc,t}, 
tE{O, ... ,T} 
where ar,t, kr,t are determined by Lemma 7.1 and ac,t, kc,t are determined by Lemma 
7.2 (in both cases the subscript T has been replaced with t because the epochs up to 
and including the current epoch are considered). Then if a < a0 , K > Ko, r < ro, and 
tE{l, ... ,T}, 
(1- ,)a (1- ,)a+ (1- a), 
< p(K,t,r) < 1- a, 
(1- 1 )(1-a) (K ) 
< q 't 1- a, 
1- a1 
< (1 - a) 
a~,t E B(a*, r) ~ aK,t E B(a*, r) 
J<I>l(,, - J( aj(,t) I < ~ Vn E {1, ... N}. 
(7.3.13) 
(7.3.14) 
(7.3.15) 
(7.3.16) 
.... 
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Equations 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 are derived from equations 7.3.4 and 7.3.5, using the def-
inition of 77 in equation 7.3.12. The above facts are used throughout the rest of the 
proof. 
2. Let r < r0 . Let a 1 be a good estimate and a2 be a bad estimate, in the sense that 
a 1 E B(a*, r), and J(a2) > J 10c. By the definition of ro, J(a1) < J(a*)+D < J(a2)-D. 
That is, the cost at a bad estimate is at least D larger than the cost at a good estimate. 
Now assume that a3 is not good (but not necessarily bad). That is a3 ¢ B(a*, r). The 
probability that this D separation between the costs still exists is 
Pr {J(a1) < J(a3) - D given (a1 E B(a*,r) and a3 ¢ B(a*,r))} 
> Pr{J(a3) > J(a*) + 2D given a3 ¢ B(a*, r)} 
Pr{J(a3) 2 Jloc and a3 ¢ B(a*,r)} 
using the definition of D 
Pr{a3 ¢ B(a*, r)} 
Pr{J(a3) 2 Jloc} 
Pr{a3 ¢ B(a*, r)} 
since a3 ¢ B(a*,r) whenever J(a3) > Jloc 
q(K, t) 
-1-p(K,t,r)' (7.3.17) 
where p and q are defined by (7.3.1) and (7.3.3). Using equations 7.3.13 and 7.3.14 
gives q K,t > (l-,,.)f1-(7? = (1 - "V). Thus 1-p K,t,r - l-O"';'- 1-';' (7 ' 
Pr {J(ai) < J(a3) - D given (a3 ¢ B(a*, r) and a1 E B(a*, r))} > (1- ,) (7.3.18) 
3. Let t E {1, ... , T}. The probability of keeping a good estimate at the end of the 
t-th epoch, given that a good estimate exists, is 
Pr{a6,t+l E B(a*,r) given aK,t E B(a*,r) for some n} 
= Pr{<I>K,t < <I>K,t for all m such that aK,t ti B(a*,r) given aK,t E B(a*,r)} 
> Pr{ J(aK,t) < J(aK,t) - D for all m such that aK,t ti B(a*, r) 
given aK,t E B(a*, r) }, 
using (7.3.16) 
= Pr{ J(aK,t) < J(a7R:,t) - D for all m =I= l 
given (a7R:,t ¢ B(a*, r) and aK,t E B(a*, r)) }, 
>(1-,)N-1 1 (7.3.19) 
.... 
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using (7 .3.18). 
4.The probability that the algorithm has converged at the end of the 1st epoch is 
Pr{a5,2 E B(a*, r)} = Pr{a5,2 E B(a*, r) given aK,l E B(a*, r) for some n} 
x Pr{ a01 E B(a*, r) for some n }. 
' 
(7.3.20) 
By definition of B*(K, T, r) in (7.3.6), 
Pr{aK,t E B(a*, r) for some n} = Pr{ao,t E B*(K, t, r) for some n}. 
Moreover, all N members in the congregation are randomly started at the beginning 
of the 1st epoch. By the definition of p(K, T, r) in equation 7.3.1, the probability that 
at least one one of those N members is started in B* (K, 1, r) is equal to 
Pr{a0,1 E B*(K, t, r)} = 1 - (1 - p(K, 1, r))N. 
Combining with the lower bounds in (7.3.13) and (7.3.19), (7.3.20) becomes 
Pr{ab E B(a*, r)} > (1- r)N-l ( 1 - C1: :, r) (7.3.21) 
5.The probability that the algorithm has converged at the end of the t-th epoch, where 
t E { 2, ... , T}, is 
Pr{a6,t+l E B(a*, r)} = Pr{a6,t+l E B(a*, r) given aK,t E B(a*, r) for some n} 
x Pr{aKt E B(a*, r) for some n}. 
' 
(7.3.22) 
The probability that at least one of the N - 1 restarted members is started B*(K, t, r) 
is equal to 
Pr{ao,t E B*(K, t, r) for some n =/= 1} = 1 - (1- p(K, t, r))N- 1• (7.3.23) 
The first member of the congregation is not restarted, but (7.3.6) and (7.3.15) together 
show that 
Pr{a6t E B*(K,t,r)} > Pr{a6t E B(a*,r)}. 
' ' 
(7.3.24) 
For independent events E and F, Pr{E or F} = Pr{E} + (1- Pr{E} )Pr{F}. There-
fore (7.3.23) and (7.3.24) imply 
Pr{ao,t E B*(K,t,r) for some n} >1- (1- Pt)N-l + (l -pt)N-1Pr{a6,t E B(a*,r)}, 
(7.3.25) 
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where Pt= p(K, t, r). Combining with (7.3.19) and (7.3.25), equation 7.3.22 becomes 
Pr{a6,t+I E B(a*, r)} > (1- ,)N-I[l - (1- Pt)N-I + (1 - Pt)N- 1Pr{a6,tEB(a*, r)}]. 
Using the bounds in (7.3.13), 
Pr{a6,t+I E B(a*,r)} >(1- ,)N-I 
[ ( 
1 a )N-1 ((1 )(1 a))N-l ] 
X 1- l:a, + -l,-a,- Pr{a6,tEB(a*,r)} .(7.3.26) 
6.The recursive relationship (7.3.26) applied T times gives 
Pr{ a6,T+l E B(a*, r)} > (1 - -y)N-I [ 1 - C1: :'Y f-1] ~ cl -/~2~'Y- a) rN-l)i 
+ -,) ( -a Pr{a1 E B(a* r)} (( l 2 l ))(N-l)(T-1) 
1 - a, o,2 ' 
. . N-l 1- ((1--y)2(l-a))(N-l)(T-1) 
= (1- -y)N-1 [1- (i1: :J ]--'l '---(-~;-~~-)2-_(l.....:.....--a)_)_N--1-
1-a-y 
+ ( 1 - r) N - I [1 - ( 1 - a ) NJ ( ( 1 - /) 2 ( 1 - a) ) ( N - I )(T-1) 
1 - a, 1 - a, 
using the geometric sum and (7.3.21). Rearranging the first term gives the result. * 
The assumption that (7.2.1) is Lagrange stable (Assumption C5) is used in the proof 
of Lemma 7 .2 in order to show that the estimate cost <I>K T is a good estimate of 
, 
J ( aK T). For all estimates starting in the basin of attraction of a local minimum, once 
' 
the estimate parameters have converged to the local minimum, the difference between 
the instantaneous cost at ak and aK is oµ(l) for all x. If the initial estimate lands in 
the basin of attraction of an attractor at infinity this does not apply. 
A gradient system is not Lagrange stable if the cost function is decreasing as the size 
of the parameter increases. Here the global minimum of J is assumed to occur at some 
finite point a*, so the even if the cost function decreases as llall --+ oo, the gradient of 
the cost function cannot keep decreasing steadily as llall --+ oo. Rather, the gradient of 
J must decrease, so that J ''flattens out". This occurs in the cost function depicted in 
Figure 4-2, for instance. In such cases, the estimate parameters move very slowly if Ila!! 
is large. This fact can be used to show that the estimate cost will (eventually) be a good 
estimate of the average cost even if a~ T lands in the basin of attraction of an attractor 
, 
at infinity. Moreover, for any finite epoch length K, llaK TII is bounded, so even if 
' 
.... 
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J (a) -+ J (a* ) as II a II -+ oo there is a positive minimum value of J ( a1f< T) - J (a* ) for 
' 
estimates not originating in A*. In this way the assumption that there is no attractor 
at infinity could be avoided in Theorem 7.1. 
7 .4 Expected Time to Convergence 
In Section 7.3 a lower bound on the probability of convergence after T epochs was 
derived. It is not possible to know exactly the probability of convergence after T 
epochs unless further assumptions are made. This is because whenever the algorithm is 
implemented, µ is non-zero and K is finite, so there is always some non-zero probability 
that estimates do not converge to a local minimum of J by the end of each epoch. That 
is, the quantity T/ used in (7.3.4) and (7.3.5) must be non-zero. However this probability 
of non-convergence decreases as µ decreases and K increases. That is, p -+ a and 
q -+ 1 - a. Moreover, as a -+ 0 the online gradient estimate <I>k T approaches the true 
, 
cost J(ak T ). Therefore if Algorithm 7.1 has converged, the best estimate will never be 
' 
restarted. 
Choose some fixed r such that B (a*, r) C AO (a*). Let t_,N be the first epoch for which 
a6,T+l E B(a*, r ), i.e. jN is the number of epochs until the algorithm first converges. 
The size of the congregation is used as a superscript because, as the next lemma shows, 
the expected time until convergence varies with N. Using the above limiting argument, 
we will prove the following lemma about the expected time to convergence. 
Lemma 7.3 Consider Algorithm 7.1 with Assumptions Cl to C6. Set K = K(a) = 
L/ µ(a) for some fixed nonzero L. As a -+ 0 the expected number of epochs until 
convergence satisfies: 
AN 1-a(l-a)N- l 
E(T ) -+ 1 - (1 - a)N-1 (7.4.1) 
Inspection of the proof of Lemma 7.1 reveals that there exists an oµ(l) function l (µ) , 
such that it is possible to let r = l (µ) in the definition of T'1. Thus the estimate param-
eters will be very close to the global minimum ifµ is very small and K is sufficiently 
large. The result of Lemma 7.3 still holds, but the fact that r shrinks withµ makes it 
necessary to allow K to grow faster than l in the assumptions of the lemma. µ 
.... 
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Proof By Assumption C6, µ = oa(l), soµ --t O as a --t 0. The linking of K to a via 
K = L /µ(a) ensures the result of Theorem 2.1 still holds. Therefore as a --t 0, p --t a, 
so the probability that fN = 1 satisfies 
Pr{TN = l}= 1-Pr{aK,l r/. B(a*,r) for all nE {l, ... ,N}} 
-t 1 - (1 - a)N. 
The probability that fN = T > 1 satisfies 
Pr{TN = T} = Pr { aK,T E B(a*, r) for some n E {2, ... , N}} 
x Pr {aK,t r/. B(a*,r) for all n E {2, ... ,N} and t E {2, ... ,T-1}} 
x Pr { aK,l r/. B(a*, r) for all n E {l, ... , N}} 
-t (1 - (1- a)N-l) (1- a/N-l)(T- 2)(1- a)N (T > 1). 
Therefore the expected time until convergence satisfies 
00 
E(TN) = L T Pr{TN = T} 
T=l 
00 
-t (1- (1- a)N) + (1- a) (1- (1- a)N- 1) L T(l - a)(N-l)(T-l). 
T=2 
Using the geometric series, it can be seen that 
AN N ( N-1) ( 1 ) E(T )-t(l-(1-a) )+(1-a) 1-(1-a) (l-(l--a)N-l) 2 -l 
1 - (1 - a)N - (1 - a)N-l + (1 - a) 2N-l + (1 - a)N (2 - (1 - a)N-l) 
1-(1-a)N-l 
_ 1 + (1 - a)N - (1 - a)N-l 
1 - (1 - a)N-l 
which gives (7.4.1). • 
From (7.4.1), it can be seen that E(TN) --t 1 as N --t oo, which may lead one to 
the conclusion that it is best to have a very large congregation. However, in order to 
make a fair comparison between different population sizes, the expected computation 
for each must be compared. The expected computation increases like N E(TN) as N 
increases. Thus the expected computation is unbounded in the limit N --t oo. The 
expected computation also increases with a --t O (and thusµ --t 0) since K --too. 
For small values of a, Laurent series expansion of (7.4.1) reveals that 
AN N N(N-4) 
N E(T ) ~ (N - l)a + 2(N - 1) . (7.4.2) 
.... 
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For N > 2 small, the first term is dominant, and is decreasing as N increases from 2. 
The right hand side of (7.4.2) is a minimum when N ~ l + ~- Therefore for small 
values of a the optimal value of N is approximately 1+~. The following lemma shows 
that, for any a E (0, 1), in the limit as µ ---+ 0 and K ---t oo, the expected computation 
for a congregation with N members is never less than half of the expected computation 
for a congregation with 2 members. Thus the reduction in computation gained by using 
the optimal value of N is not more than a factor of ! . 
Lemma 7.4 Consider Algorithm 7.1 with Assumptions CJ to C6. Set K == K(a) == 
L /µ(a) for some fixed nonzero L. As a ---t O the expected number of epochs until 
convergence satisfies: 
NE(TN) 1 
--~->-. 
2E(T2) - 2 
Proof From Lemma 7 .3, it is known that 
Substituting N == 2 gives 
2E(f2) == 21 - a(l - a). 
a 
Since N > 2 and a E (0, 1), 1 - (N - l)a < (1- a)N-l < (1 - a). Therefore 
NE(TN) > Nl - a(l - a). 
- (N - l)a 
Combining (7.4.4) and (7.4.5) gives 
NE(TN) N 1 
2E(T2) > 2(N - 1) > 2· 
(7.4·.3) 
(7.4.4) 
(7.4.5) 
• 
The limit of the variance of fN as a ---t O and K ---t oo can also be determined. In 
particular, var(fN) == E((TN)2) - (E(TN)) 2, where 
00 
E( (TN) 2) :== L T 2 Pr{TN == T} 
T=l 
N 5(1 - a)2N-1 - 3(1 - a)3N-2 
---t 1+3(1-a) + (l-(l-a)N-1)2 
..... 
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which can be obtained from a straightforward but tedious evaluation of the sum. Thus 
substituting (7.4.1) for E(TN), gives (after some further manipulation) 
AN N ( 6(1 - a)N-l - (1 - a)N - 1) 
var ( T ) -+ ( 1 - a) 3 + ( 1 _ ( 1 _ a) N _ 1) 2 : = v (a, N) (7.4.6) 
as a -+ 0 and K -+ oo. This can be seen to be fl(a- 2) for small a but goes to zero 
exponentially fast in N for fixed a. It is monotonically decreasing in N. This suggests a 
slight advantage in a larger value of N not apparent from solely considering the expected 
number of epochs ( or expected amount of computation) required for convergence. 
7.5 An Example 
In this section one application of the congregational gradient descent algorithm is dis-
cussed, and results of simulation studies are presented. In particular, the expected time 
relationships derived in Lemmas 7 .3 and 7.4 are illustrated. 
In band-limited data communication systems, the transmitted signals can be extended 
(~meared out) by the distortion of an analog channel over a much longer interval than 
their original duration. Adaptive equalisers are used to remove the resulting inter-
symbol interference, and thus reconstruct the original signal [9, 21]. 
Blind equalisers are a special kind of adaptive equalisers which do not require a known 
training sequence. Instead, they aim to restore known generic properties of the original 
signal. The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is a popular algorithm for adaptive 
blind channel equalisation for quadrature amplitude modulation transmission. In this 
case, the original signals are assumed to have constant modulus, and the algorithm 
minimises a cost function defined by both the modulus of the original signal and of the 
reconstructed signal. It is known that the underlying cost function possesses non-global 
local minima for even very simple channel models [21]. Some schemes for fixing the 
ill-convergence caused by local minima have been devised [23, 22]. These schemes use 
more information than is assumed for the congregational gradient algorithm. 
A sequence of i.i.d. binary valued signals ( Uk E { -1, 1}) is sent by a transmitter through 
a channel exhibiting linear distortion. In the following, it is assumed that the channel 
has an AR( n) structure. Therefore the transmitted signal satisfies 
n 
Uk= L a*(i + l)Yk-i 
i=O 
..... 
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for some parameter vector a* E JR n+l , where Yk 1s the received signal. This can be 
writ ten 
Let Xk = (Yk , Yk-1 , ... , Yk- n) T. The objective of the equaliser is to recover t he original 
sequence (uk) from the received sequence (xk ). In the following an MA(n) equaliser is 
used,1 which gives the reconstructed signal 
n 
Zk = I:a(i+ l)Yk-i = aT Xk 
i=O 
for some parameter vector a E IRn. The ordinary CMA algorithm is simply stepwise 
gradient descent with the instantaneous cost function 
1 1 ¢(a, x) = -(z2 - 1)2 = -((a T x) 2 - 1) 2 • 4 4 (7.5.1) 
Therefore application of the congregational gradient descent algorithm to this problem 
requires only minimal alteration of the ordinary CMA algorithm. 
Clearly ¢ > 0 and ¢ _ 0 if and only if a = ±a*. Hence the average cost function J has 
exactly two global minima, a* and -a*. The congregational gradient descent algorithm 
can be used for this cost function. In order to comply with Assumption CS of Theorem 
7.1 , the sign of the first component of the estimated parameter can be fixed , so that 
only one of a* and -a* is in A. For any a E IRn, ¢(ca , x)--+ oo as c--+ oo for almost all 
x , so there is no attractor at infinity. 
Figure 7-1 shows the results of a series of experiments using the above setup. In this 
case n = 7 was used, the channel parameters were 
a* = (1 , -0.25, -0.5, 0.2, 0.1 , -0.2, -0.1) (7.5.2) 
and the initial parameter estimates were chosen in A = [O , 2] x [-2, 2]6 C IR7 . The 
stepsize and approximation parameters wereµ = a = 0.005. The epochs were K = 1999 
iterations long, and the algorithm was said to have converged when lla5 T- a* ll 2 < 0.02 
' (i.e. r2 = 0.02). For each N E {2, ... , 10} , the algorithm was run and fN , t he number 
of epochs until convergence, was recorded. This was repeated 1000 times using t he same 
binary signal Uk ( and hence the same sequence ( x k)), but different initial estimates. 
The averages, over all 1000 trials , of the number of epochs until convergence, are 
1 Although we are assuming here that the channel is in fact exactly invertible by an MA(n) equaliser, 
such an assumption is not necessary for our algorithm. Nor is the assumption necessarily valid in 
practice. 
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Figure 7-1: Expected computation of the Congregational Algorithm as a function of 
N, the population size, when applied to a blind equalisation problem. 
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marked with crosses in Figure 7-1. The solid curve plotted in Figure 7-1 is N times 
the limiting value of E(TN) calculated in Lemma 7.3, with a = 0.167. The dashed 
lines are calculated by adding ±3N v(0/ 0~
70N), where v(·, ·) is the limiting value of the 
variance given in (7.4.6). The initial estimates were uniformly distributed in A, so it 
can be surmised that the volume of A0(a*) is approximately 0.167 times the volume of 
Ao. 
The congregational algorithm has also been successfully applied to a nonlinear regres-
sion problem. The input-output relationship of the system to be identified was 
9 hi 
y( X) = ~ 1 + 100 * 
for particular values of hi, Ci, and the model class was defined by the input-output 
relationship 
1 
f(a,x) = 1 + 100 * 
The instantaneous cost function ¢(a,x) = (f(a,x)-y(x)) 2 was used, so that congre-
gational gradient descent performed output error minimisation. 
...... 
Chapter 8 
Con cl us ions 
In Chapter 1 it was asserted that classification problems are similar to certain param-
eter estimation problems that arise in system identification. The similarity has been 
demonstrated throughout this thesis, initially by the introduction a general nonlinear 
parametrisation for the estimate decision regions. Thus standard parameter estimation 
algorithms can be modified to produce online learning algorithms, and many of the 
techniques that are used in the analysis of parameter estimation can also be used for 
analysing online learning algorithms. 
Using the nonlinear parametrisation of decision reg10ns, a particular online learning 
algorithm has been proposed. Averaging analysis can been used to show that this 
algorithm can be viewed as performing a stepwise gradient descent on a particular 
cost function. In order to perform averaging analysis , a generalisation of the averaging 
theory results that appear in the literature has been used. Without this generalisation , 
the algorithm could still be regarded as a stepwise gradient descent, but on a different 
cost function, and it could not be shown that the true parameter values coincide with 
the global minima of the different cost function. 
It has been shown that the cost function for the online learning algorithm can be in-
terpreted as a weighted measure of the volume of the region that is misclassified by the 
estimate decision region. This further highlights the connection between parameter esti-
mation for system identification purposes and for online learning purposes- essentially 
the same technique is used, but with a different underlying cost. This suggests that 
some of the modifications of stepwise gradient descent , such as normalised gradient 
scenes, could also be used in classification problems. 
110 
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The convergence properties of a gradient descent based scheme are dependent on the 
topological properties of the underlying cost function. Theses properties are not imme-
diately obvious since the cost function is defined as an average over the input sequence. 
Therefore rules for testing for quasi-convexity or Lagrange stability of the cost function 
have been developed, using the idea of the directional derivative. These rules can give 
an indication of the likelihood of successful learning when using a particular paramet-
risation. Using these rules, the applicability of the algorithm to a number of examples 
has been demonstrated. Similar rules could be developed for standard (nonlinear) pa-
rameter estimation, where the cost function is defined by the square of the output 
error. 
In practical classification problems, very little is known about the decision region to be 
learnt. Therefore some arbitrary choice of parametrisation must be made at the out-
set. This parallels the case, where the output is related to the input by a continuous 
nonlinear function, and some choice of the class of possible functions must be made. 
In the system identification case, the choice of certain classes of candidate functions 
can be justified by appealing to function approximation results. We have argued that 
good function approximation does not automatically imply good decision region ap-
proximation. However, we have also given a technique for demonstrating good decision 
region approximation by certain classes of nonlinearly parametrised of decision regions. 
In particular, degree decision region approximation for polynomial and neural network 
decision regions have been derived. The results are similar to Jackson's Theorem for 
polynomial function approximation. These results show that that certain classes of 
functions which are good function approximators tend to be good decision region ap-
proximators. However they are only a first step in the investigation of decision region 
approximation and many open questions remain, as discussed in Section 8.2. 
All gradient descent based schemes, including the proposed online learning algorithm, 
suffer from convergence to non-global local minima of the underlying cost function, if 
such minima exist. On the other hand, it is claimed that certain genetic algorithms 
for optimisation of a cost function do not exhibit this ill-convergence. The desire to 
compare the performance of genetic algorithms with gradient descent based algorithms 
was a key motivation for the proposed populational modification of stepwise gradient 
descent. The resulting congregational gradient descent algorithm is a simple extension 
of SGD-an extra recursion is defined which produces an online estimate of the cost 
function, and periodically the fitness of the parameter estimates is evaluated and all but 
the best are restarted. The congregational gradient descent algorithm is suitable for 
........ 
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decision region learning, but can also be applied to a wide range of online optimisation 
problems. 
Convergence of the congregational gradient descent algorithm has been established 
using a combination of deterministic averaging theory and basic probability theory. 
A lower bound on the the probability of converging after a given number of epochs is 
given. In the limit of vanishing stepsizes, the lower bound reduces to the the bound that 
arises from a naive simplification that involves true gradient descent on the average cost. 
The expected time until the algorithm reaches the global minimum of the expected cost 
function has been determined, and the optimal number of members in the congregation 
has been discussed in the light of this result. The application of the algorithm to the 
problem of blind equalisation of a linear communications channel using the Constant 
Modulus Algorithm (CMA) has been demonstrated, and the expected time calculations 
have been supported in CMA simulations. 
8.1 Further Work-Learning Decision Regions 
• In Chapters 3 through 5 it is assumed that the function f used to define the 
estimate decision regions is a parametrisation in the sense of Definition 3.3. The 
algorithm can also be applied to certain functions which are not parametrisations 
according to Definition 3.3. The radial basis functions with compact support 
discussed in Section 3.2 are one example. Another is the (approximate) union of 
two circles parametrised according to 
a(3) a(6) 1 f(a, x) = (a(l) - x(l))2 + (a(2) - x(2))2 + (a(4) - x(l)) 2 + (a(5) - x(2)) 2 - · 
This parametrisation is unbounded at the points x = ( a(l), a(2)) and x = 
(a(5), a(6)), and so is not locally bounded. Nevertheless, in simulations with 
uniformly distributed (xk), the algorithm successfully learnt regions described by 
this parametrisation in a number of experiments. This is because, for each a, the 
points where the parametrisation is unbounded are isolated points in X, so the 
sample points will almost surely not coincide exactly with one of these isolated 
points. It appears that the assumption of smooth local boundedness can be re-
laxed somewhat, however it is unclear what would be the most useful (generally 
applicable) relaxation, or how to incorporate such a relaxation into the analysis. 
• The formulation of Algorithm 3.1 as a stepwise gradient descent on the cost 
function J0 shows that the algorithm is robust to model mismatch. If the true 
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decision region is contained in the model class C then the estimate parameters will 
converge to the true parameter. Moreover , the estimate parameters generated by 
the algorithm will converge to the minima of Jo , whether or not the value of J0 at 
the minimum is zero. Since Jo is a weighted measure of the misclassified volume, 
this means that the final estimate decision region will correctly classify "most" 
points in the sample space. 
The robustness of the algorithm in the presence of errors in the training data has 
not been considered in this thesis-it is always assumed that the training sequence 
is (xk,Yk), where Yk = Yn(xk). Errors in the training sequence can arise from 
noise in the measured value of Xk, so that the received value of the sample point is 
Xk + TJ for some random variable T/, or from occasional failure to correctly classify 
points, so that Yk =/= YD ( xk) for some values of k. In this case the algorithm will 
perform stepwise gradient descent on a slightly different cost function. Like other 
stepwise gradient descent schemes, continuity of the cost function implies that 
the performance of the algorithm will not be greatly affected if the errors in x k 
are small and the errors in Yk are rare. 
8.2 Further Work-Decision Region Approximation 
• The most pressmg open question regarding decision region approximation is 
"What conditions give better degree of approximation?" In function approx-
imation, higher order smoothness of the approximated function gives a better 
degree of approximation. For instance, in Theorem 6.1, if the p-th derivative 
is Lipschitz continuous, then the degree of approximation is at least p + 1. By 
analogy, it is anticipated that there exist restrictions on the decision region to 
be approximated, D, which will guarantee a better degree of approximation than 
our results suggest. Moreover, a series of successively tighter restrictions on D 
which would guarantee successively better degree of approximation results could 
be expected. 
However, it is not clear what the right conditions are. As discussed in Section 
6.3, using a smoother convolution kernel h to construct a smoother intermediate 
function g will not give a better degree of approximation using our methods. It 
is also clear that bounding the curvature of the boundary of D will not affect 
the degree of approximation using our argument , since all information about 
the decision boundary other than its area affects only higher order terms in the 
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approximation bound , not the degree of approximat ion obtained in Theorem 6.2 . 
Perhaps the number of connected components in D is t he required characteris-
tic quantity. Or perhaps the curvature propert ies of the decision boundary are 
important, but a tighter method of bounding V(D, 'E) than the volume of the 
corridor size is needed. Maybe a completely different proof technique is needed 
. 
to get higher degree of approximation results. 
• Another pressing question that remains is the converse question, whereby lower 
bounds on the degree of approximation are found. Lower bounds must be found 
in order to guarantee that the degree of approximation bounds that have been 
given here are optimal, and in order to legitimately compare the approximation 
power of different classes of decision regions. For instance, the bounds on the rate 
of approximation for polynomial and neural network decision regions that appear 
in this thesis are almost identical, but it cannot be concluded that polynomial 
and neural network decision regions are equally efficient approximators. 
8.3 Further Work-Congregational Gradient Descent 
• The most obvious further work to be done on the congregational gradient descent 
algorithm is to perform a completely stochastic analysis of the algorithm using 
stochastic averaging theory. This would facilitate the formulation of convergence 
results in the PAC learning framework that is used in computational learning 
theory. 
• The analysis could be further extended to consider time varying cost functions. 
Since the location of the global minimum of a nonlinear cost function does not 
necessarily vary smoothly even if the cost function does vary smoothly [31], is not 
necessarily the case that a single gradient descent estimate will track the optimal 
solution. Populational gradient descent schemes such as the one presented in this 
thesis could provide a simple solution to this problem. Further analysis should 
reveal how the algorithm could be modified in order to optimise the algorithm 's 
performance under a changing cost function. 
• In Algorithm 7.1, members of the congregation are restarted after all members 
have converged to a local minimum. In applying this algorithm what will typically 
happen is that some members will converge much more quickly than others , either 
because the initial estimate landed close to the local minimum or because the cost 
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function is steeper in one basin than another. Thus a large amount of computation 
is unnecessarily employed in updating estimate parameters and costs which are 
not changing a great deal. 
This suggests that one way to decrease unnecessary computation in the congre-
gational gradient descent algorithm is to stop updating members as soon as they 
converge to a local minimum. The cost estimate for the stopped member can then 
be compared with the cost estimate for the other members. If the cost for the 
stopped member is better than the cost for the other members, keep the estimate; 
otherwise restart the member. This idea motives Algorithm 8.1 below. 
As before, the cost function is the average of an instantaneous cost function, so 
it is not sufficient to decide whether or not an estimate has converged on the 
basis of small instantaneous gradient. Instead, an online estimate of the average 
gradient rnay be calculated. This can be achieved in much the same manner 
as the online cost estimate <Pk T in Algorithm 7.1. In Algorithm 8.1 this online 
' 
gradient estimate is denoted rk,T· The estimate is stopped if the value of llrk,TII 
falls below some pre-determined flatness parameter , . 
The online cost and gradient estimates only become good estimates of the average 
cost and gradient after some transition time. The length of the transition time 
is determined by the initial cost and gradient estimates, as well as the cost and 
gradient estim~tion parameters. The transition time is denoted K in Algorithm 
8.1, and th€ online estimates are not used for the first K iterations after a member 
has been restarted. The transition time can take on much smaller values than 
the epoch length K in Algorithm 7.1. 
The cost function J may have ''flat regions", where II~~ II < , . In this case 
Algorithm 8.1 will restart members as they pass through the flat region, so that 
members that are initialised in the basin of attraction of the global minimum may 
not be allowed to progress all the way to the global minimum. This will have the 
effect of shrinking the size of the basin of attraction of the global minimum. 
In order to analyse the convergence properties of Algorithm 8.1, a result con-
cerning the accuracy of the online estimates <P and r is needed. The result that 
was used previously (Lemma 7 .2) is not sufficient because it assumes that the 
parameters are allowed to converge to local minima before the online estimates 
are used, whereas in this algorithm the online gradient estimate is used while the 
parameters are still evolving. 
8.2 Further Work- Congregational Gradient Descent 
Algorithm 8.1 
Choose the cost stepsize a E (0, 1); 
Choose the gradient stepsize f3 E (0, l); 
Choose the parameter stepsize µ > 0; 
Choose the flatness 1 > 0; 
Choose the transition time K > O; 
Choose the congregation size N > 2; 
for n E {l, ... , N} do 
a0 := random(A); 
;r.,.n ·- O· 
'*'o .- ' 
rn ·- O· 0 .- ' 
"'o := O; 
od 
k:=0 
while (true) do 
if "'k > K do 
for n E {l, ... , N} do 
if 11rk11 < 1 and ~k =/= minmE{l, ... ,N} ~k do 
ak := random(A); 
od 
od 
od 
od 
;r.,.n ·-O· 
'*'k .- ' 
rn ·- O· k .- ' 
.,.n ·- O· n,k .- ' 
for n E {l, ... ,N} do 
n n 8¢> 
ak+1 := ak - µ -8 a (a,: ,xk) 
~k+l := (1 - a)~k + aef>(ak, Xk) 
rk+1 := (1 - f3)rk + f3 88¢> a (a,c',xk) 
od 
k := k + 1; 
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Appendix A 
Technical Appendix 
In this appendix, we prove the inequality It is shown that 
1 - ' N -1 [ 1 - ( 1 - a ) NJ [ ( 1 - ')2 ( 1 - a) l ( N -1 )(T -1) 
( ) . 1 - a, 1 - a, 
+ (1- 'Y)N-1 [(1- a-y)N-1 _ (1 _ a)N-1] (1 _ [(1 - ,)2(1 _ a)] (N-l)(T-1)) 
(1 _ a,)N-1 _ (1 _ ,)2(N-1)(1 _ a)N-1 1 _ a, 
< 1- (1- a)N+(N-l)(T-1) (A.0.1) 
that appears in the discussion immediately following Theorem 7.1. It is assumed that 
a, 1 E (0, 1), TEN, and NE {2, 3, ... }. Thus 
0 < (1 - ,) < 1 
0 < (1 - a) < 1 
( 1 - a) < ( 1 - a,) < 1 
( 1-a) (1 - a) < < 1 1- a, 
( 1 - 'Y) < ( t: :'Y) < 1 
0< [1-(i1::'Yr] < (1-(1-a)N) 
(A.0.2) 
(A.0.3) 
(A.0.4) 
From relation (A.0.4) above, the first term in the left hand side of (A.0.1) is less than 
( 
1 ) (N-l)(T-1) (1 - ,)(N-l)T ( 1 - (1 - a)N) 1: a', (1 - a)(N-l)(T-1) 
< ( 1 - (1 - a)N) (1 - a)(N-l)(T-l) (A.0.5) 
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where relations (A.0.2) and (A.0.3) above has been employed. Again using (A.0.2), the 
second term in the left hand side of (A.0.1) is less than 
[ ( 
1 - a ) N -1] _[ 1_-_(_( 1-_i_~J-~ --a)_) (-N--1 )-(T--1-=-)l 
1 - 1 - <7/ [ 1 - u1-7~J~-a) r-1 i (A.0.6) 
Expression A.0.6 is of the form (1 - b) 1~i:br. Since a, b E (0, 1), 
1 ( b) t t-1 t-1 1 bt 
- a = L(ab)i < L bi= - . 
1 - ab i=O i=O l - b 
The new denominator cancels the first factor in (A.0.6), so (A.0.6) is less than 
[ ( 
1 - a ) (N-l)(T-l)l (N-l)(T-1) 1 - < 1 - (1 - a) 1- a, (A.0.7) 
Combining (A.0.5) with (A.0.7) gives the result. 
Appendix B 
Code for the Simulations 
This appendix contains the code used for the simulations depicted in Figures 5-2, 5-4, 
and 7-1. Two programs are given: the first defines a mathscript command for use in 
Xmath, and the second defines a C program. 
Command int2p2d ta1,ta2,ta3,ta4,run_length 
{mu,epsi,X_centre,X_side,A_centre,A_side,p} 
#{ 
Description: This script is for trying the learning algorithm of 
to an intersection of two half planes. 
If the normals to the two planes ever become identical, 
mu is added to the first coord of the first plane. 
Inputs: ta1 (scalar) 1s the x coord for the normal to the 1st plane 
ta2 (scalar) lS the y 
ta3 (scalar) lS the X 
ta4 (scalar) is 
}# 
DEFAULT mu=.1 
DEFAULT epsi=.00001 
DEFAULT X_centre=[O;O] 
DEFAULT X_side=10 
the 
DEFAULT A_centre=[O;O;O;O] 
DEFAULT A_side=200 
DEFAULT p=1 
y 
coord for the normal to the 1st plane 
coord for the normal to the 2nd plane 
coord for the normal to the 2nd plane 
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a=zeros(4,run_length+1) 
x=zeros(2,run_length) 
a ( : , 1 ) = [ . 1 ; . 2 ; - . 1 ; - . 2] 
For k=1:run_length DO 
x( : ,k) = (random(2,1) - [0.5,0 . 5]')*X_side+X_centre 
fat=1-exp(-p*(x(1,k)*ta1+x(2,k)*ta2+1)) ... 
-exp(-p*(x(1,k)*ta3+x(2,k)*ta4+1)) 
if fat>= 0 then 
yk=1 
else 
yk=-1 
endif 
fa=1-exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(1,k)+x(2,k)*a(2,k)+1)) . .. 
-exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(3,k)+x(2,k)*a(4,k)+1)) 
dfda=[p*x(1,k)*exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(1,k)+x(2,k)*a(2,k)+1)); 
p*x(2,k)*exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(1,k)+x(2,k)*a(2,k)+1)); 
p*x(1,k)*exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(3,k)+x(2,k)*a(4,k)+1)); 
p*x(2,k)*exp(-p*(x(1,k)*a(3,k)+x(2,k)*a(4,k)+1))] 
a(:,k+1)=a(:,k)-mu*dfda*(2/pi*atan(fa/epsi)-yk) 
endFor 
if a(1,k+1)==a(3,k+1) then 
if a(2,k+1)==a(4,k+1) then 
a(1,k+1)=a(1,k+1)+mu 
end!f 
end!f 
endFor 
plot a' ,{!x_lab, !y_lab, !grid,title="Evolution of parameters in time"} 
endCommand 
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I* 
* This is for trying a genetic gradient descent for the CMA 
* algorithm, for an AR(7) channel 
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* To test the expected time results - for each N we run lots of trials 
* and then take the average of the time to convergence for each trial 
* The inputs are generated using rand(), reseeded for each trial 
* so it is always the same input sequence (x_k) 
* The initial parameters are generated using random(), which is not 
* reseeded for each trial, so they are different for each trial 
*I 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define rside 
#define smallrside 
#define aside 
#define taps 
#define K 
#define Nmax 
#define mu 
#define alpha 
#definer 
#define trials 
int hatTN(int); 
main() { 
int 
double 
2147483647.0 
32769.0 
4.0 
7 
1999 
10 
0.005 
0.005 
0.02 
1000 
s,n; 
seed, NEhatTN, mtrials; 
mtrials=1/(double)trials; 
seed=4; 
srandom(seed); 
printf("After t.d trials, the average value of NhatTN is : \n" ,trials); 
fflush(stdout); 
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} 
for(n=2;n<=Nmax; n++) { 
NEhatTN=O; 
} 
for (s=1;s<=trials; s++) 
{NEhatTN = NEhatTN+(double)hatTN(n)*mtrials*(double)n ;} 
printf(" '/.f for N = '/.d\n",NEhatTN, n); 
fflush(stdout); 
int hatTN(int N) { 
int 1, J, k, n, T, nhat; 
random(); long 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
at [OJ= 1 . 
' 
at [1] = -0. 25; 
at[2]= -0.5; 
at [3] = 0. 2; 
at [4] = 0 .1; 
at [5] = -0. 1; 
at[6]= -0.01; 
ran, Phi[Nmax]; 
a [Nmax] [ taps] ; 
msmallrside, mrside, matO; 
at[taps], u, x[taps], z; 
phi, dphi[taps]; 
mincost, err, offset; 
matO = 1.0/at[O]; 
mrside = 1.0/(double)rside; 
msmallrside = 1.0/(double)rside; 
srand(3); 
I* initialise the transmitted signal x[] *I 
for(j=O;j<=taps-1; j++) { 
ran=(double)rand(); 
if ((ran+1.0)*msmallrside < 0.5) u = -1.0; 
else u = 1.0; 
x[j]=u*matO; 
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for(i=1; i<=j; i++) x[jJ=x[jJ- at[iJ*x[j-iJ*rnatO; 
} 
I* initialize member 1 *I 
a[OJ [OJ= ((double)random()*mrside)*aside*0 .5; 
for(j=1; j<=taps-1; j++) 
a[OJ [jJ = ((double)random()*rnrside-0 .S)*aside; 
Phi [OJ =O; 
offset= (double)2*r; 
for(T=1; offset>= r; T++) { 
for(n=1; n<=N-1; n++) { 
} 
I* initialize elements 2 to N *I 
a[nJ [OJ= ((double)random()*rnrside)*aside*0.5; 
for(j=1; j<=taps-1; j++) 
a[nJ [j] = ((double)random()*mrside-0.S)*aside; 
Phi[n]=O; 
for(k=O; k<=K-1; k++) { 
I* update y *I 
for(j=O; j<=taps-2; j++) x[j]=x[j+1]; 
ran= (double)rand(); 
if ((ran+1 .0)*msmallrside < 0 .5) u = -1.0; 
else u = 1.0; 
x[taps-1]=u*rnat0; 
for(j=1; j<=taps-1; j++) 
x[taps-1]=x[taps-1J- at[jJ*x[taps-1-j]*rnatO; 
I* update each member in the population *I 
for(n=O; n<=N-1; n++) { 
I* calculate instantaneous gradient of cost *I 
z=O; 
for(j=O; j<=taps-1; j++) z+= a[nJ[j]*x[taps-1-jJ; 
err= z*z-1.0; 
phi= 0.25*err*err; 
for(j=O; j<=taps-1; j++) dphi[j] = x[taps-1-j]*z*err; 
I* update the estimates of the cost and parameters *I 
for(j=O; j<=taps-1;j++) { 
a[n] [j] = a[n] [j] - mu*dphi [j]; 
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} 
} 
} 
} 
Phi[n]=(1-alpha)*Phi[n]+alpha*phi ; 
} 
mincost=1000; 
offset=O; 
for(n=O; n<=N-1; n++) { 
if (Phi[n]<mincost) { 
mincost=Phi[n]; 
nhat=n; 
} 
} 
for(j=O; j<=taps-1; j++) { 
a[O] [j] = a[nhat] [j]; 
offset += (at[j]-a[O] [j])*(at[j]-a[O] [j]); 
} 
Phi[O]= Phi[nhat]; 
return T-1; 
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